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About this document 

This appendix sets out further detail on our approach to setting the allowed return on capital 
and household retail margin, expanding on Chapter 7 of our final methodology. It considers 
the views expressed by respondents on our draft methodology proposals published in July 
2022 and sets out our final decisions and reasoning.   

In this document we: 

• summarise our final methodology policies;
• provide our 'early view' allowed return on debt and equity
• present stakeholder responses in detail;
• highlight any changes from draft methodology; and
• provide our reasoning for our final decisions.
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1. Introduction

For PR24 we will set an allowed return on capital for the wholesale controls and a retail 
margin for the household retail control. These allowances are necessary to provide debt and 
equity investors with a reasonable return: one that is commensurate with the level of risk 
that underpins their investment. 

Our objective is to set an allowed return and retail margin, that is adequate for the financing 
needs of an efficient company under our notional structure, over 2025-30.  

The rest of this document is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 summarises our 'early view' allowed return on capital and its components, and
how they relate to other recent estimates.

• Section 3 discusses our approach to using the CAPM, including the derivation of ranges
and point estimates for CAPM components (risk-free rate, Total Market Return and beta).
We also discuss how we will reflect cross-checks to the CAPM and how we will pick a point
estimate from our overall cost of equity range.

• Section 4 discusses our approach to setting the allowed cost of debt, including how we
have derived point estimates for the constituent components. We also set out our policy
around dealing with requests for a company-specific adjustment to the cost of debt.

• Section 5 sets out our point estimate for the household retail margin and how we will
calculate a retail margin adjustment.

In reaching our decisions on our methodology for allowed return estimation, we have 
consulted a wide range of market, regulatory and academic sources to inform our 
methodology, including the following: 

• Stakeholder representations to our draft methodology and Future Ideas Lab submissions
relevant to the allowed return.

• CMA panels' final determination decisions for NERL RP3 (CAA),1 PR19 (Ofwat),2 and RIIO-2
GT/ET/GD (Ofgem).3

• Sector regulators' recent publications regarding the cost of capital, and in particular for
Heathrow H7 (CAA),4 RIIO-ED2 (Ofgem),5 and GD23 (UREGNI).6

• Advice and challenge from FTI, our advisers on equity beta, whose report accompanies
this appendix.7

1 CMA, 'NATS (En Route) Plc / CAA Regulatory Appeal, Final report', 23 July 2020 
2 CMA, 'PR19 final determination: Final report', March 2021 
3 CMA, 'RIIO-2 final determination, Volume 2A: Joined grounds: Cost of equity', 28 October 2021 
4 CAA, 'H7 Final Proposals, Section 3: Financial issues and implementation', June 2022 
5 Ofgem, 'RIIO-ED2 Final Determinations, Finance Annex', November 2022 
6 UREGNI, 'GD23 – Gas Distribution Price Control 2023-2028, Final Determination Main Report', October 2022 
7 FTI Consulting, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5f350e17e90e0732e0f31c2a/NATS_-_CAA_final_report_for_publication_August_2020_-----.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/617fe5468fa8f52980d93209/ELMA_Final_Determination_Vol_2A_publication.pdf
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP2365D%20H7%20Proposals%20Section%203-kb.pdf
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/riio-ed2-final-determinations
https://www.uregni.gov.uk/files/uregni/documents/2022-10/GD23%20FD%20Main%20Document.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
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• Expert advice and challenge from professors Stephen Wright and Robin Mason 
• Equity analyst and credit rating agency reports  
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2. Executive Summary

Chapter 7 of our final methodology: 'Aligning Risk and Return' summarises our early view of 
the allowed return on capital for 2025-30. In this section, we set out detail on the other key 
components of the cost of capital. 

As set out in chapter 7 of the final methodology, from April 2025 we will fully index the allowed 
return by CPIH and so our parameter estimates are set by CPIH. Chapter 7 also sets out that 
our allowed return for PR24 will be set by reference to a notional gearing level of 55%. This is 
five percentage points lower than the notional gearing level applied at PR19, and the change 
in gearing is a matter that should be considered when drawing comparisons to PR19. 

Our 'early view' of the allowed return at the Appointee level for 2025-30 is 3.29% in CPIH-
deflated terms. This is 33bps higher than the 2.96% we set at PR19 final determinations, 
reflecting the impact of more recent data and some methodological changes, though we note 
it would be 46 basis points higher than the PR19 equivalent figure, if it were restated for 55% 
gearing.8 

Our 'early view' allowed return on equity point estimate is 4.14%, or 5bps lower than our PR19 
final determinations estimate of 4.19%.9 Our 'early view' allowed return on debt is, at 2.60% in 
CPIH-deflated terms, 45 basis points higher than PR19's 2.14%.  

For our point estimate for the cost of equity of 4.14%, we have adopted the recommendation 
of the UKRN draft guidance to regulators to take as a starting point the midpoint of the cost of 
equity range, before considering whether there is a sufficiently compelling case from cross 
checks to pick a point above or below this in our range.10 Based on the evidence we have 
assessed from cross checks, as set out in section 3.7.5, we conclude there is an insufficiently 
strong case for picking a point within our cost of equity range other than the midpoint. 

Our 'early view' allowed return is set by reference to a data cut-off of 30 September 2022 and 
we use data from the month of September to inform our risk free rate and cost of new debt. 
We have used this date as our data cut-off as we expect to use it in 2024 for our final 
determinations.  However, market data at the time of this data cut-off was characterised by a 
period of significant volatility in interest rates. Using a different data cut-off of 31 October 
instead of 30 September would have resulted in us estimating an allowed return of 3.53% 
(CPIH, real), based an increased allowed return on equity of 4.42% and an increased allowed 

8 The PR19 allowed return for the appointee would be 2.83% if set on the basis of a notional gearing of 55%. 
9 Expressed at 55% gearing, our PR19 allowed return on equity would have been 3.67%, 46bps lower than our 'early 
view'.  
10 UKRN, 'Guidance for regulators on the methodology for setting the cost of capital', September 2022 

https://ukrn.org.uk/publications/ukrn-guidance-for-regulators-on-the-methodology-for-setting-the-cost-of-capital-consultation/
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return on debt of 2.81%.11 This kind of volatility challenges the approach of setting an allowed 
return on equity that is fixed for five years.  

Reflecting the position that we are two years out from our determination, we therefore keep 
open the option of using a different length of historical data to inform our risk free rate when 
making draft and final determinations in 2024, taking account of the evolution of interest 
rates. We also keep open the option of indexing the risk free rate should data for draft and 
final determinations continue to be characterised by volatility comparable to that 
experienced in Autumn 2022. 

We state the allowed return in real terms. Investors receive the inflationary component of the 
allowed return through indexation of the RCV and in setting the real allowed return on debt, 
our aim is to calculate it on a basis that allows the efficient company with a notional capital 
structure to recover reasonable costs over time.  This is achieved if outturn inflation broadly 
matches the assumption that underpins our cost of debt calculations. Since the introduction 
of the Bank of England's 2.0% CPI target in December 2003, CPIH inflation has on average 
been close to this,12 and CPI and CPIH have tracked each other closely over time. For this 
reason, we intend to continue to use a 2.0% CPIH assumption for the purposes of deflating 
nominal debt costs over 2025-30. We keep open the possibility of reviewing our approach if 
we consider the BoE target will not be reflective of expected long-term inflation 

The allowed return set in our early view is within the range of other recent estimates listed 
below, although these estimates tended to cite higher allowed return on equity. This reflects 
differences in the methodology used to calculate the allowed return and differences in data 
cut-off used to inform the allowed return. 

• United Utilities submitted a report prepared by Frontier Economics. 13 This gave an 
appointee allowed return range of 3.08% to 3.67%. The cost of equity range was 4.54% to 
5.54% and the cost of debt range was 2.10% to 2.42% (real, CPIH).  

• We conducted a survey of analyst expectations of the allowed return between the 6th and 
9th of December, receiving 9 responses. Our early view (end-September) cost of equity, 
cost of debt and allowed return are 41bps below, 8bps above and 13bps below the survey 
mean. If using end-October figures instead, the figures would be 13bps below, 29 bps 
above and 12bps above the survey mean. All figures are based on a consistent notional 
gearing assumption of 55%. 

Table 2.1 sets out our 'early view' of the allowed return and its components. For most 
parameters we state a point estimate. However, for the Total Market Return and the risk free 

 
11 Our analysis updates the assumption for risk-free rate, new debt and embedded debt while keeping other 
components from Table 1 constant.  
12 Between December 2003 and September 2022, year-on-year CPIH has averaged 2.3%.  
13 Frontier Economics, 'Cost of Capital for PR24', September 2022 
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rate CAPM parameters, we present our assessment as a range, reflecting that these 
components are not fully observable.   

We discuss the reasoning behind the plausible range and point estimate of components in 
chapters 3 to 5 of this document. Our 'early view' reflects the framework we intend to apply 
for our draft and final determinations, while noting that we will take a decision on some 
issues (e.g. indexation) based on the volatility of the prevailing economic conditions at the 
time of setting draft and final determinations.  

We will update our allowed return for draft and final determinations in 2024, reflecting the 
evolution of market data.  

Table 2.1: Our 'early view' allowed return on capital for PR24 (real, CPIH) 

PR24 range / central 
view 

Notes 

Notional gearing 55% 
The percentage share of debt in the capital structure of 
the notional company. We explain our reasoning in 
Appendix 10 – Aligning risk and return. 

Total Market Return 6.00% - 6.92% 
The return expected by the market for being invested in 
a well-diversified benchmark index of equities. We 
discuss TMR in section 3.4. 

Risk-free rate 0.47% 
We set the RFR by reference to 20 year index-linked 
gilts as a reasonable proxy. We discuss the RFR in 
section 3.3. 

Equity risk premium 5.53% - 6.45% Calculated as the difference between the Total Market 
Return and the risk-free rate. 

Raw beta 0.58 – 0.60 
The direct econometric estimate of beta derived for our 
composite of United Utilities and Severn Trent. We 
discuss betas in section 3.5 

Unlevered beta 0.26 – 0.29 
A measure of undiversifiable risk faced by ungeared 
investors in water and reflecting a zero debt beta. We 
discuss betas in section 3.5. 

Debt beta 0.15 – 0.05 
A measure of undiversifiable risk faced by debt 
investors in water. We discuss debt beta in section 
3.5.5. 

Listed comparator gearing 55.3% - 51.4% The enterprise value gearing of the composite of United 
Utilities and Severn Trent. 

Asset beta 0.34 – 0.32 
A measure of undiversifiable risk faced by ungeared 
investors in water and reflecting a non-zero debt beta. 
We discuss betas in section 3.5. 

Re-levered equity beta 0.58 – 0.64 A measure of undiversifiable risk faced by geared 
investors in water, assuming a 55% gearing level. 

Allowed return on equity 
3.67% - 4.60% 

(4.14% - central 
view) 

An estimate of the return required by equity investors in 
the notional company, derived using the CAPM. 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-final-methodology-appendix-10-aligning-risk-and-return/
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Cost of embedded debt 2.34% 
An estimate of the average interest rate for outstanding 
debt over 2025-30. We discuss embedded debt in 
section 4.2 

Cost of new debt 3.28% 
An estimate of the average interest rate for debt which 
will be raised over 2025-30. We discuss new debt in 
section 4.3 

Share of new debt 17% The average share of new debt over 2020-25. We 
discuss the share of new debt in section 4.4. 

Issuance and liquidity 
costs 0.10% Non-interest costs associated with debt financing. We 

discuss issuance & liquidity costs in section 4.5. 

Allowed return on debt 2.60% Weighted average of new and embedded debt costs 
using the share of new debt to inform weights.  

Appointee WACC 3.29% Weighted average of the cost of debt and cost of equity, 
using 55% gearing to inform weights.  

Retail margin deduction 0.06% 
Deduction to avoid double counting systematic retail 
risks which are funded via the retail margin. We discuss 
retail margin in chapter 5. 

Wholesale WACC 3.23% Allowed return to be applied to the wholesale controls.   
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3. Cost of equity 

This chapter contains our final methodology for setting our early view of the allowed return on 
equity for PR24. 

3.1 Our final methodology  

We confirm that: 

• We are retaining the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) as our main tool for estimating 
the cost of equity.  

• Consistent with the approach adopted in recent regulatory decisions and the 
recommendation set out in the draft UKRN cost of capital guidance for regulators, we 
have focused on a long-term investment horizon of 10-20 years to inform our use of the 
CAPM.  

• We will use index-linked gilt yields as our primary instrument for estimating the risk-free 
rate. 

• We expect to use a one-month trailing average of data (to the end of September 2024) to 
calculate the risk free rate in our PR24 final determinations. However, reflecting that we 
are two years out from our PR24 final determinations, we keep open the option of using a 
different sample of historical data to inform our determinations in 2024, taking account of 
the evolution of interest rates.  

• We will take into account both forecasts and swap-derived estimates of inflation to derive 
the RPI-CPIH 'wedge' used to convert RPI-linked yields to a CPIH basis. 

• We will apply 'ex-post' and 'ex-ante' approaches to historical returns data as our primary 
approaches to estimating the TMR. 

• We will use the ONS's back series of CPIH from 1950 – 1988 in a composite CPIH series, 
which we will use to derive CPIH-real estimates of Total Market Return.  

• We will consider betas derived using a range of frequencies and estimation periods using 
spot, 1, 2, 5 and 10 year periods, but intend to use daily betas due to their greater 
precision. 

• We will place particular weight on betas with longer estimation periods and longer 
averaging periods.  

• We will de- and re-lever betas using the Harris-Pringle formula, and will derive our debt 
beta assumption through empirical analysis rather than solving for the value of debt beta 
which makes the forward-looking WACC insensitive to changes in notional gearing. 

• We expect to use the central estimate of our cost of equity plausible range as our point 
estimate for the allowed return on equity; we will only deviate from our central CAPM 
estimate if there is compelling evidence from market-based cross-checks that it is too 
high or too low. Any adjustment would remain within the CAPM-derived plausible range.  
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3.2 Policy framework 

3.2.1 Introduction and policy background 

In our draft methodology, we proposed to retain the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) as 
our main tool for estimating the cost of equity, and to adopt a long-term investment horizon 
of 10-20 years to inform our use of the CAPM, consistent with recent determinations.  

3.2.2 Stakeholder submissions and our response   

Respondents to our draft methodology generally supported our proposal to retain the CAPM 
as our main tool for estimating the cost of equity, but criticised our approach to estimating 
inputs to the CAPM. 

In particular, company and investor respondents were critical that our draft methodology did 
not follow all aspects of the approach used by the CMA panel for the PR19 redeterminations. 
Several responses suggested that we had selectively adopted only the CMA decisions that 
tended to lead to a lower allowed return. We note however, that we also received proposals 
from companies and their advisers to make changes to the CMA's approach.  

We recognise differences between our policy decisions and those made by the PR19 CMA 
panel. While we have considered the panel's reasoning and analysis as part of the evidence 
base informing our policy decisions, we must – like the CMA panel – consider each price 
review afresh, noting also that there have been other regulatory determinations since the 
CMA's decision for water, and that the UKRN has issued new draft guidance for allowed return 
estimation.14 In looking afresh at the question of what the allowed return should be, it is 
reasonable that we apply our own judgement after considering the evidence before us.   

It is also relevant that the CMA panel for the RIIO-2 final determination said:  

'while we accept that the CMA PR19 Redetermination is very recent and contains material 
highly relevant to these appeals, this does not mean that it sets down the unquestionable 
methodological best practice from which a sector regulator cannot depart, nor that 
subsequent findings of a sector regulator are automatically (or even presumptively) wrong if 
they differ from it.'15 

We also note that there are aspects of the methodology adopted in our 'early view' that 
increase allowed returns compared with a methodology based purely on an update of the 
methodology adopted by the CMA panel in its PR19 decision. These include our shorter (1m 

 
14 UKRN, 'UKRN guidance for regulators on the methodology for setting the cost of capital', September 2022 
15 CMA, 'RIiO-2 Final determination, Volume 2A: Joined grounds: Cost of equity', October 2021, para. 5.120, p. 46 

https://ukrn.org.uk/publications/ukrn-guidance-for-regulators-on-the-methodology-for-setting-the-cost-of-capital-consultation/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/617fe5468fa8f52980d93209/ELMA_Final_Determination_Vol_2A_publication.pdf
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vs. 6m) trailing average used for our risk-free rate and cost of new debt assumptions, our 
rejection of the non-overlapping estimator for ex-post TMR estimation, and a beta based on 
longer-run estimation periods and longer moving averages.   

3.3 Risk-free rate 

3.3.1 Introduction and policy background 

In the CAPM, the risk-free rate (RFR) is the rate of return on a riskless asset. It is a 
benchmark for other, riskier financial investments, which have higher yields to compensate 
investors for this extra risk. We infer the RFR from proxy instruments because in practice no 
instrument is truly risk-free. 

In our draft methodology we made proposals in the following areas: 

• Risk-free proxy: to use index-linked gilt yields as our primary source of evidence for the 
risk-free rate. We said we would consider long-term SONIA swap rates and nominal gilt 
yields as potentially useful cross-checks. 

• Convenience yield: we expressed doubt regarding the merits of uplifting index-linked gilt 
yields for a 'convenience yield'. 

• Averaging period: we proposed to use an averaging period of 6 to 12 months, striking a 
balance between incorporating information from recent market data while smoothing any 
undue volatility caused by outlier months. 

• Addressing uncertainty: we proposed not to introduce a forward rates-implied uplift as 
they have poor predictive power over spot rates for the long-term gilt yields we focus on. 

• Inflation adjustment: we signalled the need to estimate the long-term RPI-CPIH wedge 
whilst taking into account the implementation of the 2030 UKSA RPI reform. We proposed 
two potential approaches – the official inflation forecast approach, and the inflation swap 
market data approach – and we signalled a slight preference for the former. 

We summarise stakeholder submissions to the areas set out above, our response and final 
policy position in the following sections. 

3.3.2 Risk-free proxy 

Stakeholder submissions 

The weight of company responses tended to argue against use of index-linked gilts as the 
preferred risk-free proxy, and against our proposed cross-checks: 
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• CCWater nonetheless supported our proposal to focus on index-linked gilt yields and place 
no weight on AAA-rated corporate bonds.  

• Several companies argued that index-linked gilt yields understated the 'true' risk-free 
rate either because market participants could not borrow at this rate, or because they 
were distorted downwards by a 'convenience yield'.  

• These companies tended to suggest we should address this understatement by either 
adopting the CMA PR19 panel's redetermination approach of placing equal weight on 
yields for index-linked gilts and a synthetic index of AAA-rated corporate bonds,16 or by 
making an upwards adjustment to the index-linked gilt yield to account for the 
convenience yield.  

• Thames Water argued that recent inflation volatility and uncertainty around UKSA's 2030 
RPI reforms were liable to affect the RPI-CPIH wedge needed to convert RPI yields to a 
CPIH basis, undermining the case for relying solely on index-linked gilts. 

• Several stakeholders cautioned against the use of SONIA swap rates as a cross-check, 
arguing that supply-demand imbalances and collateralisation undermined their 
reliability. Some responses cited the argument made in Oxera's report,17 that SONIA swap 
rates contained no additional information on risk-free rates above the nominal gilts curve. 
This is as any differences between the swap and gilts curve should in principle be 
arbitraged away in the absence of market frictions.     

Our response 

Nominal proxies for the risk-free rate (including nominal gilts, AAA-rated corporate bonds 
and SONIA swaps rates) all include an inflation risk premium that is not present in index-
linked gilts. We consider that recent difficulties in estimating the inflation risk premium due 
to currently high and volatile inflation undermines the usefulness of these proxies, aside from 
their use as a possible cross check. While we report the rates of these proxies in this 
document, they have not influenced our 'early view' risk-free rate range.  

We have considered carefully the arguments put forward that we should place weight on 
AAA-rated corporate bond indices in assessing the risk-free rate. We remain of the view that 
such indices do not constitute an appropriate proxy for the risk-free rate for the following 
reasons: 

• Risk of introducing additional distortions: we consider that the likely presence of 
liquidity, inflation, complexity and default risk components associated with the synthetic 
index of AAA-rated bonds (used by the CMA panel in its PR19 redetermination) is an 
additional challenge to estimating the underlying risk-free rate. While Oxera's paper 
provides estimates of the applicable default risk premium (5-20bps) and liquidity risk 
premium (3-6bps), it did not provide an account of how to adjust for the remaining risk 
premia. Overall it was not clear that dealing with distortions by taking the midpoint of the 

 
16 Specifically, the simple average yield of the iBoxx £ Non-Gilts AAA 10-15, and iBoxx £ Non-Gilts AAA 10+ indices 
17 Oxera, 'RFR methodology for PR24: Response to Ofwat PR24 consultation', September 2022 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Risk_Free_Rate_Oxera.pdf
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AAA-rated bond index and 20 year ILG yields would yield a better estimate than adjusting 
each proxy for the best available estimate of the distortions that affected them.    

• Limited constituents of the synthetic index: as at September 2022, the synthetic index of 
AAA-rated corporate bonds used by the CMA had only 14 unique constituents, the largest 
of which accounted for 17% of the combined index.18 This suggests idiosyncratic yield 
drivers affecting the larger bonds could unduly affect the overall yield and resulting risk-
free rate estimate. 

Oxera's report argued that similarities in the historical betas of this index and index-linked 
gilts supported its use as a risk-free rate proxy, and lent credence to the notion that the AAA-
rated index could be considered a 'zero-beta portfolio'.19 In our view an econometric estimate 
of beta close to zero is not sufficient to accept a proxy as a risk-free rate datapoint. This is 
firstly as the wide confidence intervals typical for debt beta estimation make it difficult to 
prove that beta is exactly zero. In addition, zero-beta portfolios may in principle lie on a wide 
spectrum of yield, due to frictions and risk premia not captured within the CAPM framework 
(e.g. liquidity premia). The zero beta criterion does not therefore identify precisely enough 
what the risk-free rate should be.     

Finally, we do not consider the adoption of similar approaches in other regulatory decisions is 
a valid reason to place weight on AAA-bonds in assessing the risk free rate in water. Few UK 
regulators have placed weight on such an index,20 and as referenced in section 3.2, in its 
RIIO-2 decision, the CMA itself recognised that the PR19 CMA panel's redetermination does 
not set down the unquestionable best practice from which a sector regulator cannot depart. 

We continue to consider that SONIA swaps are in principle useful as a cross check to a risk 
free rate informed by ILG yields. This is as:  

• SONIA has recognition as a risk-free proxy and benchmark. The Bank of England 
describe SONIA as a 'nearly risk-free rate', minimising credit risk and liquidity premium.21  
SONIA is also widely used as a benchmark to price debt. The Prudential Regulation 
Authority's assessment of the SONIA Overnight Index Swap market found that it was 
deep, liquid and transparent at maturities of up to 50 years.22 SONIA is also widely used as 
a benchmark for pricing debt, in common with gilts.  

• Inconclusiveness of negative swap spreads: While noting that longer durations of SONIA 
tend to have a lower yield than nominal gilts, we were not convinced that this was 
necessarily due to frictions preventing arbitrage that would otherwise equalise yields in 
the two yield curves (as argued by Oxera's report). It is plausible that the differing 

 
18 This is a KfW loan maturing 09/06/2046, ISIN: XS0138039275  
19 Oxera, 'RFR methodology for PR24', figures 3.2 and 3.3, September 2022 
20 We understand this is limited to the CAA for H7 and the CMA for its PR19 redeterminations.  
21 What is SONIA supporting slides (bankofengland.co.uk) 
22 Prudential Regulation Authority, 'DLT assessment of the SONIA OIS market', June 2021 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Risk_Free_Rate_Oxera.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/markets/benchmarks/rfr/what-is-sonia-supporting-slides.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2021/june/dlt-assessment-of-the-sonia-ois-market-june-2021
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characteristics of SONIA swaps vs gilts – and specifically the absence of liquidity risk from 
the lack of principal in SONIA swaps - could be an explanatory factor.  

Overall we continue to consider that index linked gilt yields remain the most appropriate 
proxy for risk-free rate estimation. The recent environment of high inflation complicates 
inferences which can be drawn from SONIA swaps and nominal gilts, but we consider that 
these instruments are in principle informative as cross-checks in less volatile times. We were 
not convinced that the challenges in estimating the RPI-CPIH wedge were sufficient to 
disqualify RPI-linked gilts as a proxy, and we discuss our approach in section 3.3.6.   

3.3.3 Convenience yield 

Stakeholder submissions 

Responses tended to disagree with our draft methodology view that the evidence on the need 
to adjust for a convenience yield was ambiguous, reflecting also our view that there was a 
lack of recent, high-quality UK estimates that were relevant to supporting an adjustment to 
long-term index gilt yields: 

• Several responses noted that there were simple and practical approaches to reflecting 
the convenience yield such as that adopted by the CMA (for PR19)23 and the CAA 
convenience yield estimate of 32bp for Heathrow's H7 control. 

• United Utilities cited a UK estimate of 38 basis points for the convenience yield in gilts 
from Diamond & Van Tassel (2021). 

• Several responses argued that uncertainty over the precise level of convenience yield did 
not justify not making an adjustment, drawing parallels to other areas affected by 
uncertainty (e.g. TMR) where we have nonetheless derived a point estimate.  

Our response 

We have conducted a review of the convenience yield literature which is contained in Annex 
A1. Table 3.1 summarises estimates of the convenience yield contained within government 
bonds from this work.  

 

 
23 The CMA did not explicitly allow for a 'convenienc yield' but set its risk-free rate estimate as the midpoint of the 
RPI-linked gilts rate (lower bound) and an AAA-rated corporate borrowing rate (upper bound).  
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Table 3.1: Average convenience yield estimates across a selected number of studies 

Study Average/range of 
the convenience 

yield  

Geographic 
region 

Time 
period 

Feldhutter and Lando (2008)24 30-90 bps US 1996-2005 

Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012)25 73 bps US 1926-2008 

Van Binsbergen et al. (2022)26  40 bps US 2004-2018 

Diamond and Van Tassel (2021)27 35 bps (US); 38 bps 
(UK) 

G11 
countries 2004-2020 

Our summary findings are as follows.  

• The academic literature on convenience yield is largely focused on the United States, with 
the Diamond & Van Tassel (2021) estimate of 38bps the only UK-specific academic 
estimate we have encountered. We focus on that paper, given US estimates are not 
obviously relevant to the UK context. 

• Diamond & Van Tassel provide estimates of the convenience yield for nominal gilts of up 
to 2 years in duration, and with their 38bps convenience yield estimate corresponding to 
the 2 year maturity.  The authors provide no further estimates for longer-duration gilts or 
index-linked gilts.  

• Diamond & Van Tassel's work suggests that the convenience yield is time-varying; 
tending in particular to increase in periods of crisis.  

• The CAA's 32bp estimate of the convenience yield is derived by comparing the yield of the 
nominal gilt closest in tenor to the CMA's AAA-rated corporate bond index with that index. 
It has the advantage of being derived via a simple and easily-reproducible approach, but 
the estimate is likely to capture other risk premia (eg default and complexity risk) in AAA-
rated gilts alongside the convenience yield. 

In Annex A1 we set out indicative analysis which estimates the convenience yield in index-
linked gilts at the 2 year horizon used by Diamond & Van Tassel (2021) to produce their 
estimate of 38bps. Through this analysis we calculate a convenience yield in the region of 
7bps. While this does not remedy the lack of empirical estimates for index-linked gilts at the 
longer horizons we are interested in, it is at least demonstration that empirical estimates of 
the convenience yield using nominal gilt yields cannot safely be assumed to apply to index-
linked bonds at the same horizon.  
 

 
24 Feldhütter, P. and Lando, D., ‘Decomposing swap spreads’, March 2008, Journal of Financial Economics, 88:2, 
pp. 375–405.   
25 Krishnamurthy, A. and Vissing-Jorgensen, A., ‘The Aggregate Demand for Treasury Debt’, April 2012, Journal of 
Political Economy, 120:2, April, pp. 233–67 
26 Binsbergen et al., ‘Risk-free rate interest rates’, January 2022, Journal of Financial Economics, 143 pp. 1–29.    
27 W. Diamond, P. Van Tassel, 'Risk-Free Rates and Convenience Yields Around The World', November 2021, Table 1, 
p12 
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While recognising there is some academic literature that sets out evidence of a convenience 
yield for shorter-maturity nominal UK gilts, we are not aware of comparable estimates for UK 
index-linked gilts at the longer (10-20yr) horizons that are relevant as inputs to our CAPM-
derived estimate of the allowed return which uses longer-term gilts. Furthermore, our 
analysis suggests there is no reason why estimates of the convenience yield derived using 
nominal bonds should apply to index-linked bonds. We conclude overall that there is 
inufficient relevant evidence to support adding a 'convenience yield' to RPI-linked gilt yields 
to derive our risk-free rate assumption.   

3.3.4 Averaging period 

Stakeholder submissions 

Consultation responses tended to argue for a shorter trailing average than the 6-12 months 
proposed in our draft methodology, proposing that we retain the 1 month used for PR19 final 
determinations (and in some cases respondents suggested we should adopt forward rate 
adjustments, which we discuss in section 3.3.5): 

• Yorkshire Water argued that a move to 6-12 month averaging from the 1 month used at 
PR19 might look opportunistic as in the current environment of rising rates it would result 
in a lower figure. It argued that consistency over time was important to maintaining 
investor confidence.  

• United Utilities supported a 1 month trailing average, while recognising that the CMA had 
used a 6 month trail.  

Our response 

The trade-off inherent to picking a length of trailing average is that a longer trail will tend to 
move less over time (hence being more predictable), and will be less sensitive to short-run 
uninformative 'noise' or anomalous data. This is however at the expense of including more 
historical data that may be less useful as a predictor of the future level of the risk-free proxy. 

Movements in Government bond yields are commonly found to have no empirical tendency to 
revert to a stable mean.28 This means that the best predictor of the future level will tend to be 
the most recent value. Brattle's 2016 analysis for the European Union also found that the 
‘error’ from stale data starts to increase at a greater rate when the averaging period exceeds 
one year.29 

 
28 For instance, see ECB, 'An international analysis of earnings, stock prices and bond yields', August 2005, p19 
where analysis finds UK gilts have a 'unit root' – i.e. are non-stationary  
29 The Brattle Group, 'Review of approaches to estimate reasonable rate of return for investments in telecoms 
networks in regulatory proceedings and options for EU harmonization,', July 2016, pp. 41-43 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp515.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/da1cbe44-4a4e-11e6-9c64-01aa75ed71a1
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/da1cbe44-4a4e-11e6-9c64-01aa75ed71a1
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Overall, we consider that data from our preferred risk-free proxy, index-linked gilt yields, has 
been volatile in recent years without demonstrating any tendency to revert to any long-term 
mean, consistent with the long-run empirical evidence. This limits the appeal of greater 
stability conferred by taking longer trailing averages.  

We consider that a 1 month trailing average strikes a good balance between focusing on 
recent data, but without according undue influence to datapoints which are outliers. There 
are however circumstances in which we could revisit this length of trailing average for draft 
or final determinations, for example if there was good cause to believe that the level of yields 
averaged over a given month was unusually high or low due to temporary factors.  

We note that the period in the run up to our data cut off for the early view allowed return was 
impacted by a period of volatility in borrowing rates; we discuss how we have considered this 
further in the following section. 

3.3.5 Addressing uncertainty 

We set out analysis in our draft methodology that forward rates tend to be poor predictors of 
the evolution of future rates, and that we were not minded to include such a measure in our 
methodology.30  

Stakeholder submissions 

We received four responses on forecasting approach:  

• Yorkshire Water noted that our evidence base for rejecting forward rate adjustments was  
derived in a period of continuously falling rates, and that we should obtain evidence on 
the accuracy of forward rates in a rising-rate environment before abandoning their use.  

• South East Water argued that current macroeconomic conditions demonstrated the 
necessity of either a forward rates adjustment or indexation of the allowed return on 
equity. 

• Severn Trent and Hafren Dyfrdwy made similar arguments that it would be consistent, 
given we were relying on the OBR's inflation forecasts, to also incorporate its forecast of 
interest rate rises into our RFR estimate.  

Our response 

The evidence suggesting forward rates overstate gilt yields has been a consistent feature of 
our previous reports examining the issue.31 While we remain open to considering further 

 
30 Ofwat, 'PR24 Draft Methodology Appendix 11: Allowed return on capital' Figure A1.2, p8 
31 For instance, PwC, 'Cost of equity indexation: Evaluating the case for indexation at PR24 and beyond'  , October 
2021, figure 3.7, p.24 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Appendix-11-Allowed-return-on-capital-appendix.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/PwC_Cost-of-equity-indexation-Evaluating-the-case-for-indexation-at-PR24-and-beyond.pdf
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evidence on this issue, we do not currently consider that the balance of evidence supports 
including such an adjustment for our PR24 methodology. 

While noting that the OBR publishes a forecast of market gilt rates, we were not convinced 
that this represented a reliable basis for uplifting estimates based on recent gilt yields to a 
2025-30 perspective. The OBR describe this data series as a 'weighted average interest rate 
on conventional gilts'.32 This suggests a rate applying to a basket of instruments, meaning it 
cannot robustly be applied as the uplift for our preferred maturity of gilt. We would also wish 
to understand the basis of this figure and its predictive power before using it to calibrate an 
adjustment to 1 month average risk-free rate point estimate.   

Finally, our 'early view' allowed return does not assume indexation on the grounds that the 
net benefits do not clearly support such a move.33  We note however that recent volatility in 
interest rates makes accurately forecasting a risk-free rate over a 5 year control period 
challenging, and we note that merely using the month of October rather than September has 
a 74bp impact on the risk-free rate point estimate under our 'early view' approach. Should 
such volatility persist through to draft and final determinations we may need to revisit the 
option of indexation, which we consider preferable to making a forward rate adjustment as it 
does not disproportionately favour customers or companies.  

3.3.6 Inflation adjustment 

Given our approach to use RPI-linked gilt yields to inform our risk free rate, we need to 
estimate an RPI-CPIH 'wedge' to convert RPI-real yields into a CPIH-based risk-free rate.  

In the Draft Methodology we consulted on two alternative approaches to estimate the long-
term 'wedge' in the context of the UKSA's 2030 RPI reforms: 

• 'Inflation swaps' approach: under this option we would infer the market-implied long-
term expectation of the RPI-CPIH wedge based on rates of zero-coupon RPI swaps and 
zero-coupon CPI swaps at our chosen CAPM investment horizon. 

• 'Official forecasts' approach: under this option we would base the RPI-CPIH wedge on the 
official RPI and CPI forecasts before 2030, and then assume that the RPI will be fully 
aligned with the official long-term CPI forecast (i.e., we assume an RPI-CPI wedge of 
zero) after 203034.The annualised average wedge over the period would then be the 
difference between the geometric average of the CPI and RPI series over the period 35. 

 
32 OBR, 'Economic and Fiscal Outlook', November 2022 
33 PwC, 'Cost of equity indexation: Evaluating the case for indexation at PR24 and beyond', October 2021 
34 Implicit in this approach is that CPI can be treated as a proxy for CPIH. 
34 Shortcomings of the Retail Prices Index as a measure of inflation - Office for National Statistics (ons.gov.uk) 

https://obr.uk/docs/dlm_uploads/CCS0822661240-002_SECURE_OBR_EFO_November_2022_WEB_ACCESSIBLE.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/PwC_Cost-of-equity-indexation-Evaluating-the-case-for-indexation-at-PR24-and-beyond.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/articles/shortcomingsoftheretailpricesindexasameasureofinflation/2018-03-08
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We expressed a preference for the second of these two approaches, on the basis that it would 
be more likely to avoid distortions due to inflation risk premia and/or low liquidity in swap 
markets.  

Stakeholder submissions 

Responses were generally critical of adopting the 'Official forecasts' approach.  

• First Economics noted in its report that using breakeven inflation rather than the estimate 
from the 'Official forecasts' approach to derive an RPI-CPIH wedge would give a risk-free 
rate estimate approximately one percentage point higher. It argued that this difference 
warranted investigation and considering the inclusion of other proxies than just index-
linked gilts.36    

• Oxera noted in its report that legal challenge to the UKSA's planned 2030 RPI reforms 
meant they were not certain to go ahead as planned, and that this would undermine the 
merit of the Official forecasts approach. It proposed an RPI-CPI 'wedge' based on the 6 
month average difference between RPI and CPI swaps (46bps).37 

• Both Oxera and Affinity Water argued for the inclusion of a CPI-CPIH 'wedge' to recognise 
that CPI was currently persistently higher than CPIH, though Frontier Economics 
suggested from analysis of historical data that such a wedge tended to be insignificant 
except in times of high inflation, and thus that it would be reasonable to use a zero CPI-
CPIH wedge.38 Oxera's report estimated the size of this wedge to be 10bps, based on a 20 
year average. This brings its overall estimate of the RPI-CPIH wedge of 56bps.    

• In contrast to Oxera, in its paper for United Utilities, Frontier Economics estimated a 
30bps RPI-CPIH wedge based on an 'Official forecasts' approach and suggested a zero 
CPI-CPIH wedge based on a review of long-run data. 

Our response 

On 1 September 2022, London's High Court rejected all grounds of the application from major 
pension funds for a judicial review of the RPI reform,39 and the trustees of the pension funds 
later that month announced that they would not pursue an appeal.40 This has reduced 
uncertainty around the accuracy of the 'Official forecasts' approach, strengthening the case 
for its use.  

We now consider evidence on the possible size of the RPI-CPIH wedge using the 'inflation 
swaps' and 'Official forecasts' approaches. 

 
36 First Economics, 'The Risk Free Rate' August 2022, Table 2, p6 
37 Oxera, 'RFR methodology for PR24', September 2022, figures 3.2 and 3.3 
38 Frontier Economics, 'Cost of capital for PR24', September 2022, pp.19-20,  
39 BT Pension Scheme Trustees -v- UK Statistics Authority - Courts and Tribunals Judiciary 
40 Replacing RPI with CPIH from 2030 - Update from the Trustee | News | News | The M&S Pension Scheme 
(mandspensionscheme.com) 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Risk_Free_Rate_FE.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Risk_Free_Rate_Oxera.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/judgments/bt-pension-scheme-trustees-v-uk-statistics-authority/
https://www.mandspensionscheme.com/news/news/2022/09/replacing-rpi-with-cpih-from-2030-update-from-the-trustee
https://www.mandspensionscheme.com/news/news/2022/09/replacing-rpi-with-cpih-from-2030-update-from-the-trustee
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Figure 3.1 sets out our analysis of swap-derived inflation. The estimates we obtain under this 
'Inflation swap' approach are very similar to those obtained by Oxera in its report on behalf of 
Water UK. For instance, our estimate of the RPI-CPIH wedge is 52bps, compared to Oxera's 
56bps.  

Figure 3.1: Prevailing RPI, CPI, and RPI-CPI wedge implied by inflation swaps over 
10, 15, and 20-years' time horizons (one-month trailing average, September 2022) 

Source: Refinitiv data, Ofwat analysis.  

We have also carried out estimation of the RPI-CPI wedge under the 'Official forecasts' 
approach. In the absence of an OBR forecast later than March 2022, we have instead used 
HMT's average of forecasts for CPI and RPI published in August 202241. Since HMT 's forecast 
provides CPI and RPI forecasts only up to 2026, we have made the following additional 
assumptions: 

• For the period 2027-2029 we assume that CPI reverts to the Bank of England's inflation 
target of 2%, and that RPI is 2.9% (i.e., we use long term RPI-wedge of 0.9%). 

• For the transition year 2030 we assume a CPI value 2% (Bank of England's inflation target) 
whilst the RPI value is the mid-point between the post-2030 CPI value (namely 2%) and 
the 2029 RPI value42. 

• From 2031 onwards both CPI and RPI are assumed to have a value of 2%. 

 
41 We have decided to use HMT forecasts, as opposed to OBR forecasts, because these were the most up-to-date 
forecasts as of September 2022. We also note that, HMT consensus forecasts will likely be the most recent official 
source available around the cut-off date we will use in our Final Determination (i.e., September 2024). 
42 This is assumption is based on the HMT and UKSA observation whilst monthly growth rate of RPI and CPIH will be 
exactly the same from the point of introduction, the annual growth rate will converge only after one year from the 
introduction.  See Annex A of "A Response to the Consultation on the Reform to Retail Prices Index (RPI) 
Methodology" (November 2020) available at: RPI_Response_FINAL_VERSION_.pdf (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/938008/RPI_Response_FINAL_VERSION_.pdf
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The annual RPI and CPI figures used under the 'Official forecast' approach are set out in Table 
3.2, and the resulting RPI-CPI wedge for in Figure 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Assumptions underpinning the 'Official forecasts' approach 

 Year RPI CPI RPI-CPI 
wedge 

HMT consensus forecast (August 2022) 

2022 11.30% 9.00% 2.30% 

2023 7.90% 5.60% 2.30% 

2024 3.40% 2.30% 1.10% 

2025 3.50% 2.50% 1.00% 

2026 3.90% 2.50% 1.40% 

Pre-2030 assumptions 
2027 2.90% 2.00% 0.90% 

2028 2.90% 2.00% 0.90% 

2029 2.90% 2.00% 0.90% 

2030 transition assumption 2030 2.45% 2.00% 0.45% 

Post-2030 assumptions 
2031 2.00% 2.00% 0.00% 

2032 2.00% 2.00% 0.00% 

… … … … 

Source: Ofwat analysis of Refinitv and HMT Forecasts for the UK economy, Aug 2022 

Figure 3.2: Prevailing RPI, CPI, and RPI-CPI wedge implied the 'Official forecast' 
approach over 10, 15, and 20-years horizons (as of August 2022) 

Source: HMT Forecasts for the UK economy, Aug 2022, Ofwat analysis.   

From a comparison of the RPI-CPI wedge estimates obtained in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, we 
can see in Table 3.3 that the 'Inflation swap approach' produces long-term wedge estimates 
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that tend to be materially lower that those produced under the 'Official forecast approach' 
(apart from at 20 year maturity, where they are very similar).  

Table 3.3: Long-term RPI-CPI wedge estimates under the two approaches 

Time horizon RPI-CPI wedge - 
'Official forecast' 

approach 

RPI-CPI wedge - 
'Inflation swaps' 

approach 

Discrepancy 
('Official forecast' 
minus 'Inflation 

swaps') 

Average of 'Official 
forecasts' and 

'Inflation swaps' 
approaches 

10-years 1.11% 0.86% 0.25% 0.99% 

15-years 0.74% 0.60% 0.14% 0.67% 

20-years 0.55% 0.52% 0.03% 0.54% 

We recognise that the current macroeconomic environment and uncertainty around inflation 
expectations pose the risk of an increasing divergence between official inflation forecasts 
and inflation expectations priced-in by financial markets. Therefore, we agree it would be 
appropriate to place weight on both approaches rather than solely relying on the 'Official 
forecast' approach.  

Between January 1989 and September 2022, the period for which there is both CPI and CPIH 
data available from the ONS, the average CPI and CPIH inflation has been 2.64% and 2.70%, 
respectively, giving a negative CPI-CPIH wedge of 6 basis points. This is a relatively small 
difference, and we observe that CPIH is not consistently larger than CPI over this series. We 
therefore retain our convention from draft methodology that the RPI-CPI wedge can also 
serve as an RPI-CPIH wedge. This is also supported by Frontier Economics report which 
assumes a zero CPI-CPIH long-term wedge in their PR24 cost of capital calculations for 
United Utilities.43 

3.3.7 Our 'early view’ of the risk-free rate 

Figure 3.3 sets out the evolution of the risk-free proxies discussed in this section since the 
start of the PR19 control period. A clear rising trend is observable for both real and nominal 
instruments, with significant volatility at the end of September 2022 following fiscal 
announcements by the UK Government.  

 

 

 

 
43 Frontier Economics, 'Cost of Capital for PR24', September 2022, pp.19-20 
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Figure 3.3: Yields for risk-free proxies, Apr 2020-Sep 2022 

 
Source: Ofwat analysis of Refinitiv data 

As set out in section 3.3.2, the recent environment of high inflation makes estimating a risk-
free rate using nominal instruments particularly challenging, due to uncertainty around the 
inflation risk premium. We therefore rely on index-linked gilt yields for our 'early view' 
assumption.  

We explained in section 3.3.3 and 3.3.5. that there is insufficient evidence supporting the use 
of a 'convenience yield' adjustment or an adjustment for interest rate movements implied by 
forward rates. We accordingly do not apply either adjustment for our 'early view'.  

While noting that levels of interest rate volatility are high by historical standards,44 it is 
important to set a risk-free rate methodology that is appropriate for 2025-30, and so not 
excessively dictated by recent events. For our 'early view' we therefore retain our approach of 
using 1-month of trailing average data to determine the risk-free rate.  

Table 3.4 sets out how our estimates of the RPI-CPIH wedge can be used to derive estimates 
of the CPIH risk-free rate, when applied to RPI-linked gilt yields. 

  

 
44 Bank of England, 'Letter from Sir Jon Cunliffe to Rt Hon. Mel Stride MP', 5 October 2022, p6 
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Table 3.4: 1 month trailing average of selected RPI-linked gilt maturities 

Time horizon RPI-linked gilt yield  
(1 month average) RPI-CPIH 'wedge' CPIH risk-free rate 

10-years -0.71% 0.99% 0.25% 

15-years -0.29% 0.67% 0.36% 

20-years -0.05% 0.54% 0.47% 

We have decided for our 'early view' risk-free rate assumption to use a point estimate, rather 
than a range. This is as RPI-linked gilt yields are more observable and so there is less 
inference required when using yield data to derive a point estimate. As set out in calculations 
from Table 3.5, our point estimate is therefore 0.47%. 

Table 3.5: Our 'Early view' risk-free rate point estimate  

1m trail 20y ILG yield -0.05% 

RPI-CPIH wedge 0.54% 

CPIH risk-free rate 0.47% 

We note that our September average period was heavily affected by volatility, which persisted 
after our data cut-off. To illustrate this, by using a 30 October cut-off and the same 
methodology as Table 3.5, we estimate a risk-free rate of 1.21% (real, CPIH); 74 basis points 
higher than our 'early view' estimate.  

Should the period in the run-up to draft and final determinations in 2024 be characterised by 
similar levels of volatility, we retain the option of using a different length sample of historical 
data from the September average used in our 'early view', taking account of the evolution of 
interest rates. We also keep open the option of indexing the risk-free rate. 

3.4 Total Market Return 

3.4.1 Introduction and policy background 

The Total Market Return (TMR) represents the expected real return required by the market for 
being invested in a well-diversified portfolio. In UK economic regulation it is usual practice to 
use the FTSE All-Share index and its historical data as a proxy for a well-diversified portfolio. 
In our PR24 draft methodology,45 we set out the following proposals on TMR: 

 
45 Appendix 11 – Allowed return on capital - Ofwat 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/appendix-11-allowed-return-on-capital/
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• Approaches: We proposed to derive a range for the TMR using 'ex-post' and 'ex-ante' 
historical approaches, recognising that the subjectivity of some forward-looking 
approaches makes them unsuitable as a primary tool for estimating the TMR. 

• Averaging technique: For the ex-post approach, we proposed to focus on an ex-post 
arithmetic range derived using the overlapping estimator and 10-20 year holding periods, 
retaining the use of a direct transformation of the whole-period geometric average return 
to its arithmetic equivalent as a cross-check.  

• Treatment of inflation: We set out our view that the newly published ONS CPIH back 
series spanning 1950 to 1988 was likely to be a more suitable inflation series to deflate 
historical equity returns than the historical RPI series,46 reflecting that we are setting a 
CPIH-based allowed return. 

We summarise stakeholder submissions to the areas set out above, our response and final 
policy position in the following sections. 

3.4.2 Approaches 

Stakeholder submissions 

Company responses generally welcomed our proposal to use ex-post and ex-ante historical 
approaches and not forward-looking approaches to derive the TMR range. 

Our response 

We will retain our draft methodology proposal to derive the TMR range from the ex-post and 
ex-ante approaches, retaining forward-looking approaches (in particular market-to-asset-
ratio (MAR) analysis) only as an overall cross-check to the cost of equity. 

3.4.3 Averaging technique 

Stakeholder submissions 

Company responses tended to disagree with our proposal to focus on the overlapping 
estimator at 10-20 year holding periods when deriving our 'ex-post' range: 

• United Utilities argued that we should use a range of estimators rather than solely the 
overlapping estimator.  

• Several company responses argued that we should follow the CMA's example of including 
the non-overlapping estimator in the set of estimators used to derive its 'ex-post' 

 
46 ONS, 'Consumer price inflation, historical estimates, UK, 1950 to 1988 – methodology', May 2022 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/methodologies/consumerpriceinflationhistoricalestimatesuk1950to1988methodology
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estimate, to avoid the perception that we are 'cherry-picking' estimators to contrive a low 
allowed return.  

• South East and Wessex Water noted that the CMA had found issues with the direct 
transformation from geometric returns, that it would need to be used with caution and 
might be of little use.  

Our response 

The non-overlapping estimator suffers as a result of its focus on a limited number of 
datapoints. For example, the non-overlapping 20 year estimate is determined by only 6 
datapoints, meaning it is prone to being influenced by outliers and is volatile. This is set out 
in Figure 3.4, which compares the output of the overlapping and non-overlapping 10 and 20 
year estimators with the 10 most recent years of data.  

Figure 3.4: TMR estimates from 10y and 20y overlapping and non-overlapping 
estimators 2011-2021 (real, CPIH) 

  
Source: Ofwat analysis of Credit Suisse Equity Yearbook and ONS data 

The chart shows that this volatility is non-trivial, with inter-year differences of over 100bps in 
places. This is difficult to rationalise as a true investor expectation, particularly as the large 
movements with each additional year of data are often driven not by the characteristics of 
the latest year, but returns earlier in the sample.47 We consider that the exclusion of this 
estimator is justified on these grounds, and that this does not amount to 'cherry-picking' as 
the volatility of the estimator means that the values it returns are not consistently higher or 
lower than the overlapping estimator.   

 
47 Because the approach involves averaging contiguous 20 year periods working back from the latest year, the 
addition of another year of data results in a completely different set of 20 year datapoints that does not include 
those featured in the previous year's estimate.   
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For PR24, we therefore retain our draft methodology proposal to derive an ex-post arithmetic 
range using the overlapping estimator and 10-20 year holding periods. 

As a cross-check to this approach we calculate an arithmetic average directly from the 
whole-period geometric average, and making an adjustment for longer holding periods. We 
initially add half the variance of log returns following the conversion suggested in Mason, 
Miles and Wright 2003,48 and then subtracting the difference between the one year and 20 
year holding period arithmetic average return. This cross-check has the advantage of being 
less vulnerable to the impact of exchange-rate fluctuations compared with using the 
overlapping estimator.49  

3.4.4 Treatment of inflation 

Stakeholder submissions 

In its cost of capital report commissioned by United Utilities,50 Frontier Economics expressed 
support for our proposed approach to make use of the ONS's CPIH backcast for the purposes 
of estimating TMR, stating they considered it no longer necessary to consider RPI data with 
the complete indexation of RCV to CPIH.  

However, other company responses tended to disagree with our proposal to solely use the 
Office for National Statistics' back-cast CPIH series to deflate historical returns, suggesting 
instead that equal weight should be placed on historical RPI.  

• Yorkshire Water argued that the revisions between the latest CPI and the previous CPI 
series demonstrated the uncertainty in back-casting inflation and underlined that the 
new CPIH series was unlikely to be definitive.  

• South East, Affinity and Wessex Water argued that historical CPIH and RPI both had 
advantages and drawbacks and so weight should be placed on both series.  

• Wessex Water explained that CPIH was a more reliable measure of inflation, but it needed 
to be modelled for periods of the series due to actual values being unavailable, and that 
this warranted a review of the modelled figures.  

• Southern Water considered that our proposal to focus on historical CPIH failed to consider 
relevant RPI datapoints, creating an unjustified bias.  

 

 
48 Mason R, Miles D, Wright S., ’A Study into Certain Aspects of the Cost of Capital for Regulated Utilities in the U.K’, 
February 2003, p.25 
49 S. Wright et al. ‘Estimating the cost of capital for implementation of price controls by UK regulators’, March 
2018, E-125 recognise the US dollar investor perspective of DMS as a source of potential bias.   
50 Frontier Economics, 'Cost of capital for PR24', September 2022, p. 49 

https://ukrn.org.uk/app/uploads/2018/06/2018-CoE-Study.pdf
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Our response 

We continue to consider that a focus on the ONS's historical CPIH series remains 
appropriate,51 for the following reasons: 

• Following our intention to fully index the RCV to CPIH for PR24, we will only require a CPIH-
real allowed return. Using historical CPIH has the advantage of yielding an estimate of 
TMR for the CAPM in the correct price base. Conversely, RPI-based TMR inputs must be 
converted to CPIH, introducing potential for inaccuracy in the conversion process. 

• Accurately converting ex-post real return expectations from RPI to CPIH is complicated by 
the likely change in the RPI formula effect over time. This implies that the appropriate 
adjustment to compensate investors in RPI-linked assets for the switch to CPIH indexation 
has also changed over time. It is also unlikely that RPI is a relevant inflation measure to 
investors at the long (10-20 year) horizons we focus on, given it will be converged to the 
data and methods of CPIH from 2030.52 

• We have considered the approach used by ONS to back-cast CPIH for the period 1950-88 
and consider that any imprecision from the ONS's modelling approach is outweighed by 
the distortion implied by the RPI 'formula effect' and potential errors in converting 
historical RPI figures to a CPIH basis. The ONS back series uses a time-series model to 
estimate the formula effect over the period and remove it from RPI, while reassigning the 
RPI item categories to those used for CPIH (COICOP53). As the formula effect is a statistical 
artefact that does not relate to how customers experience price inflation,54 we consider 
that its removal leads to a more robust measure of inflation. We also identify areas where 
the exercise has made improvements over the ONS' previous back-cast CPI series. The 
coverage of modelled estimates has been expanded from previous work, with every 
division within the COICOP structure other than education having modelled estimates 
from 1950 onwards. The updated CPI series has also been recalibrated against the 2018 
revision to the 1989-96 CPI series, which ONS identified an error in.55   

3.4.5 Our 'early view’ of the TMR 

We set out in section 3.4.4. our decision to use a composite series of historical CPIH. We 
deflate nominal equity returns figures for the UK featured in the 2022 Credit Suisse Global 
Investment Returns Yearbook as follows: 

 
51 Office for National Statistics (2022), ‘Consumer price inflation, historical data, UK 1950 to 1988’, 
52 UKSA, 'Response to the joint consultation on reforming the methodology of the RPI', 25 November 2020 
53 COICOP stands for 'classification of individual consumption by purpose'.  
54 ONS provide a worked example of how arithmetic averaging causes 'price bouncing' which introduces an 
upwards bias to measured inflation.  
55 See Office for National Statistics, ’Consumer Prices Index including owner occupiers' housing costs (CPIH) 
historical series - Office for National Statistics’, December 2018, Annex A. 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/datasets/consumerpriceinflationhistoricaldatauk1950to1988
https://uksa.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/news/response-to-the-joint-consultation-on-reforming-the-methodology-of-the-retail-prices-index/
https://www.ons.gov.uk/file?uri=/economy/inflationandpriceindices/articles/shortcomingsoftheretailpricesindexasameasureofinflation/2018-03-08/492c39e4.xls
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/articles/consumerpricesindexincludingowneroccupiershousingcostshistoricalseries/1988to2004
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/articles/consumerpricesindexincludingowneroccupiershousingcostshistoricalseries/1988to2004
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• Data from 1900-1949: We use the composite CPI series constructed by O'Donoghue et al. 
(2004) and also featured in the 'Original CPI' series of the Bank of England's Millennium 
Dataset. This is based on the Consumption Expenditure Deflator (CED) developed by 
Feinstein (1972).56 

• Data from 1950-1988: We use the ONS' updated May 2022 modelled back-series of CPIH.57  
• Data from 1988-2021: We use the ONS CPIH All Items inflation series.  

 We present below evidence on the ex-post and ex-ante TMR estimates. 

Ex-post evidence 

When deriving ex-post estimates of the TMR, regulators have used various estimation 
techniques: 

• Arithmetic average: the arithmetic average is an unbiased estimator of returns one year 
ahead and in the absence of serial correlation,58 calculated based on overlapping or non-
overlapping samples. We propose to focus on the overlapping estimator as described in 
section 3.4.3 above. 

• Blume estimator: Blume59 proposes an approximately unbiased estimator by taking a 
horizon-weighted average of the arithmetic and geometric means, with the weight on the 
geometric mean increasing with the time horizon. 

• JKM unbiased estimator: Jacquier, Kane and Marcus60 (2005) propose a class of 
estimators based on a horizon-weighted average of arithmetic and geometric means. 
Their unbiased estimator can be considered superior to Blume's as it is based on returns 
being lognormally (rather than normally) distributed.61 

• JKM minimum MSE estimator: Jacquier, Kane and Marcus62 (2005) propose an alternative 
horizon-weighted average of arithmetic and geometric means, with superior efficiency 
properties (but worse bias properties) when forecasting the terminal value of a market 
portfolio, given a sample average return.   

We present evidence on the ex-post TMR based on the following estimation methods and the 
most recent DMS data63:    

• Holding period: we consider 10 and 20 year holding periods. 

 
56 Feinstein C H., ’National Income, Expenditure and Output of the United Kingdom 1855–1965‘, 1972, Tables 2, 5, 24 
and 25. 
57 Office for National Statistics (2022), ‘Consumer price inflation, historical data, UK 1950 to 1988’, 
58 For instance A. Damodaran, ‘Principles of Corporate Finance, 10th Edition’ 2011, p96 
59 Blume, ‘Unbiased estimators of long-run expected rates of return’, 1979, Journal of the American Statistical 
Association 
60 Jacquier, Kane and Marcus ‘Optimal estimation of the risk premium for the long run and asset allocation: a case 
of compounded estimation risk’, December 2005, Journal of Financial Econometrics 
61 This is as equity returns have a hard lower limit of -100% - it is not possible to lose more than your investment.  
62 Jacquier, Kane and Marcus ‘Optimal estimation of the risk premium for the long run and asset allocation: a case 
of compounded estimation risk’, December 2005, Journal of Financial Econometrics 
63 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022. 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/datasets/consumerpriceinflationhistoricaldatauk1950to1988
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• Averaging techniques: we consider the following estimators: arithmetic mean, JKM 
unbiased estimator, JKM minimum MSE estimator, and the Blume estimator. We present 
estimates based on both overlapping and non-overlapping samples. 

• Treatment of inflation: we deflate historical returns with a composite CPIH series as 
described above. 

Table 3.6 - Ex-post TMR estimates, 1900-2021 (real, CPIH) 

Estimator 10Y 20Y 

Arithmetic average – overlapping samples 6.87% 6.96% 

Arithmetic average – non -overlapping samples 6.66% 6.72% 

Blume  7.00% 6.86% 

JKM Unbiased Estimator 7.02% 6.87% 

JKM Minimum MSE Estimator 6.73% 6.30% 

Source: Ofwat analysis of Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 

We note that the average of all ex-post figures would yield an ex-post TMR of 6.80%. 
Estimating the ex-post TMR using the arithmetic average on overlapping samples, we obtain 
an ex-post TMR range of 6.87% - 6.96%, with a mid-point of 6.92%. 

Given their similar formulation, the Blume and JKM unbiased estimator unsurprisingly give 
similar results, with the JKM minimum MSE estimator giving the lowest figure overall. We 
note that, the Blume and JKM estimators assume the relevant perspective to estimate the 
cost of capital is the compounding perspective (that the TMR should be thought of as the 
market benchmark used by investors to estimate the required return on other investments) 
as opposed to the capital budgeting perspective (that the TMR should be thought of as a 
discount rate). In its PR19 redeterminations, the CMA didn’t find one perspective to be more 
correct than the other,64 and given the lack of a clear answer to this question, we have not 
placed any weight on the Blume and JKM estimators to inform our 'ex-post' point estimate. 

In order to cross-check our TMR estimates, we have calculated the geometric average of the 
returns over the whole period in the DMS dataset (122 years) and applied an adjustment to 
convert it into an arithmetic average as follows: 

Firstly, we calculate the variance of CPIH-real log returns from the DMS dataset for the whole 
period.  

 
64 CMA, ’Ofwat price determinations, final report’, March 2021, para 9.328, p.819 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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Then, following the approach outlined in Mason, Miles and Wright 2003,65 we divide the 
variance of the log returns by 2 and use that amount (1.67%) as the uplift to be applied to the 
geometric average. The arithmetic average that results from applying this uplift to the 
geometric average is based on annual returns and hence it doesn’t account for the effects of 
serial correlation that might be present in longer holding periods. Therefore, consistent with 
the CMA‘s approach to adjust for serial correlation on their ex-ante estimates,66 we subtract 
the difference between the 1Y arithmetic average and the 20Y arithmetic average on 
overlapping samples (0.16%) to account for the impact of a longer holding period. 

If we apply the two adjustments above to the 5.41% whole period geometric average, we 
obtain a derived arithmetic average TMR of 6.92%, which is the midpoint of the range 
determined by the arithmetic average on the overlapping estimator (6.87% to 6.96%). 

Ex-ante evidence 

Ex-ante approaches have developed from an academic literature which argues that investors 
did not expect to earn the high equity returns which characterised much of the latter half of 
the 21st century.  

In contrast to the 'ex-post' approach of assuming investors expect future returns which are 
like those in the past, 'ex-ante' approaches aim to derive an estimate of the returns which 
investors ought to expect in future. This means drawing on historical data, but attempting to 
strip out as far as is possible the contribution to returns due to luck or factors that are 
unlikely to be repeated in future. This return expectation can be used as an estimate of TMR.  

In UK regulatory settings ex-ante approaches have tended to rely upon two main approaches:  

• Fama & French dividend growth model – this is a fundamentals-based model popularised 
by Fama & French,67 which estimates required TMR as the sum of the average historical 
dividend yield and the average historical rate of dividend growth. This has usually been 
applied to Barclays Equity Gilt Study equity returns and dividends data.  

• DMS decompositional approach The Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 
("DMS"68) features a decomposition of realised returns into fundamental drivers and 
transient drivers (e.g. expansion of the price-to-earnings ratio) whose contribution is 
unlikely to be repeated.  

 
65 Mason R, Miles D, Wright S., ’A Study into Certain Aspects of the Cost of Capital for Regulated Utilities in the U.K’, 
February 2003, p.25 
66 CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', para 9.361, p 827 
67 Fama & French, 'The Equity Premium', April 2002, The Journal of Finance 
68 So-called after the surnames of the key authors, Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh, Mike Staunton 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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For reference, we report in the table below the values of DMS's decomposition analysis69 for 
the UK and for the World equity index. 

Table 3.7 - DMS decomposition analysis 

 

Geometric mean 
dividend yield 

plus 
Growth rate 

of real 
dividends 

plus 
Expansio
n in P/D 

ratio 

plus 
Change in 

real 
exchange 

rate 

minus 
US real 
interest 

rate 

equals 
ERP for US 
investors 

UK 4.56% 0.69% 0.14% -0.39% 0.72% 4.28% 

World (USD) 4.00% 0.58% 0.69% 0.00% 0.72% 4.58% 

Source: Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 
Note: Figures are averages over 1900-2021 

In order to obtain an ex-ante return estimate, assumptions need to be made over which 
component of the equity return is unlikely to be repeated. In their analysis DMS focus on the 
world equity index and note that:  

"National returns probably had more to do with unexpected outcomes than with the expected 
premium, and averaging mitigates the impact of noise. We therefore focus on the world 
index",70  

In their original analysis, DMS assumes that, going forward, the expansion in P/D ratio and 
the change in real exchange rate should be expected to be zero.  This results in a downward 
revision of the equity risk premium (ERP) of the world equity index reported in the table 
above from 4.58% to 3.87%. Furthermore, DMS assume that the historical real growth rate of 
dividends on the world index was at least partially attributable to past good fortune and 
therefore propose a further downward revision of the ERP from 3.87% to around 3.5%. 

Based on this analysis DMS conclude that: 

"After adjusting for non-repeatable factors, we infer that investors expect an annualised 
long-run equity premium (relative to bills) of around 3 ½ %. The corresponding arithmetic 
mean risk premium would be around 5%"71 

As we illustrate in the table below, the implication of the DMS approach is that only about 
40% of the historical growth rate of real dividends is assumed to be repeatable.  In turn, this 
results in an ex-ante TMR value (geometric mean) for the world equity index of 4.2%, 
compared to an historical ex-post value of 5.3%. 

 
69 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022, see Table 12, page 60 
70 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022, see Table 12, page 61 
71 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022, see Table 12, page 62 
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Table 3.8: DMS Decomposition analysis and ex-ante assumptions for the world 
equity index 

 
Actual historical 
values (ex-post) 

 

DMS assumptions 
(ex-ante) 

Share of historical 
returns' 

components 
assumed to be 

repeatable in DMS 
analysis 

Geometric mean dividend yield 4.00% 4.00% 1.0 

Growth rate of real dividends 0.58% 0.22%72 0.4 

Expansion in P/D ratio 0.69% 0.00% 0.0 

Change in real exchange rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.0 

TMR (GM) 5.27% 4.22% 0.8 

World risk-free rate 0.72% 0.72%  

ERP (GM) 4.55% 3.50%  

Source: Ofwat analysis of Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 
Note: The first column of data is from Table 12 in page 60 of the Yearbook. Page 62 of the Yearbook contains 
the assumptions of an expected change in real exchange rates of zero and a zero expansion in the P/D ratio, 
as well as an ERP figure of 3.50% 

Having set out the context, we now consider three alternative approaches based on DMS 
decomposition analysis. 

Ofwat decompositional approach 

We adapt below an approach used at PR19 to derive UK-relevant figures from the 
decompositional 'ex-ante' analysis featured in 2022 DMS. For PR19 we started from the 
'headline' ex-ante ERP estimate provided by DMS for the world equity index (i.e. 5.0% on an 
arithmetic mean basis), adding the world arithmetic mean risk-free rate to obtain an ex-ante 
TMR for the world equity index  (the lower-bond of the range), and then adjusting it to 
produce a UK-relevant figure (the upper-bound) that reflects the historical premium of the 
UK arithmetic average equity return over world equities. The UK's level of integration in 
today's relatively more open global capital markets casts doubt over whether a country 
premium is likely to persist, as opposed to being arbitraged away. 

Applying the same approach to the most recent DMS data73 produces an ex-ante TMR range 
of 5.8%-6.2% (see table below). 

 

 
72 An ERP of 3.5% would imply a dividend growth rate of 0.22%, roughly 40% of 0.58% 
72 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 
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Table 3.9: Ofwat decompositional approach to ex-ante TMR 

 Value Source Formula 

Ex-ante World ERP (relative to US bill)   5.00% DMS (2022), page 62 a 

World risk-free rate (US bills)   0.80% DMS (2022), Table 80 b 

Ex-ante World TMR (lower-bound)   5.80% Calculated a+b 

Ex-post UK TMR   7.20% DMS (2022), Table 76 c 

Ex-post World TMR   6.80% DMS (2022), Table 80 d 

Ex-ante 'UK' TMR (upper-bound)   6.20% Calculated (a+b)+(c-d) 

Source: Ofwat analysis of Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 

CMA PR19 redetermination approach 

The 'ex-ante' methodology used by the CMA in its PR19 redetermination was based on two 
different approaches:  

• CMA Approach 1: This adapted the DMS decomposition approach. The CMA used the 
figure as the lower bound of their 'ex-ante' range.  

• CMA Approach 2: This used a Fama-French dividend growth model on Barclays Equity Gilt 
Study data. This was the CMA's upper bound for its 'ex-ante' range.   

For the lower bound, the CMA used the sum of the UK geometric mean dividend yield and the 
UK growth rate of real dividends (sourced from DMS' decompositional 'ex-ante' analysis) as a 
basis for an ex-ante estimate of UK TMR (geometric mean). It then uplifted this figure by 150 
bps to convert the geometric mean into an arithmetic mean, and then applied a reduction of 
35 bps to reflect the fact that the pre-1947 DMS inflation figures are based on the use of the 
Cost Of Living Index (COLI) rather than the (superior) Consumption Expenditure Deflator 
(CED)74, and a further reduction of up to 40 bps to account for the impact of longer holding 
periods.75 

For the upper bound, the CMA used the sum between the average dividend yield and the 
average real dividend growth rate, both figures sourced from the Barclays Equity Gilt Study 
data and expressed in RPI terms.76 It uplifted this figure by 62 bps to convert the geometric 
mean into an arithmetic mean, and applied a reduction of 35 bps to reflect the fact that 

 
74 CMA,'Ofwat price determinations, final report', March 2021, para 9.294, p.806. The CMA recognizes the 
superiority of CED with respect to COLI as acknowledged by the ONS given COLI’s relatively limited coverage in 
terms of both products and population and concerns about the quality of the weights. Please see Office for 
National Statistics, ’Consumer Price Indices Technical Manual’, 2007 edition, p73 for further details. 
75 See: CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', p 833, para 9.361 – we understand that this is based on the 
difference in arithmetic average return between the 1 year and 10-20 year holding period estimates from Table 9-
3.  
76 CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', p 825, para 9.351 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20160129110741/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/cpi/consumer-price-indices---technical-manual/2007-edition/index.html
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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Barclays figures are based on the use of COLI rather than CED, and a further reduction of 30 
bps to account for the 2010 change in the RPI formula effect.77 

Applying the CMA approaches to the 2022 DMS and Barclays Equity Gilts Study datasets 78 
produces the below ex-ante TMR estimates: 

Table 3.10: CMA PR19 re-determination approach to ex-ante TMR  

 CMA Approach 2 CMA Approach 1 

 Value Notes Value Notes 

Geometric mean dividend yield 
(a) 4.44% From Barclays Equity 

Gilt Study 2022 4.56%   From DMS 2022 

Growth rate of real dividends (b) 0.97% From Barclays Equity 
Gilt Study 2022   0.69%   From DMS 2022   

Unadjusted ex-ante TMR (GM) (c) 5.41% c = a + b 5.25%   C = a + b 

Geometric-to-arithmetic-mean 
conversion (d) 0.60% From Barclays Equity 

Gilt Study 2022 1.50%   
CMA uplift from 

PR19 re-
determinations 

Unadjusted ex-ante TMR (AM) (e) 6.01% e= c + d 6.75%   e= c + d   

COLI-CED adjustment (f) 
-0.35% 

CMA adjustment from 
PR19 re-

determinations 
-0.35%   

CMA adjustment 
from PR19 re-

determinations   

Serial correlation adjustment (g) 

-0.16% 

Calculated as the 20Y 
to 1Y difference on the 

arithmetic average 
(overlapping samples, 

DMS 2022 data) 

-0.26%   

Calculated as the 
10Y to 1Y difference 

on the arithmetic 
average 

(overlapping 
samples, DMS 2022 

data)   

Adjusted ex-ante TMR (AM) - RPI 
(h) 5.50% h= e + f +g n.a.79   - 

RPI – CPIH wedge (i) 0.54%80 Calculated as per 
section 3.3.6  n.a.   - 

Adjusted ex-ante TMR (AM) - 
CPIH (j) 6.05% ((1+(1+h)*(1+(2%+i)))

-1)/(1+2%)-1 6.14%   j = e +f + g 

 
 
DMS approach applied to UK data 

 
77 CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', p 827, para 9.359 
78 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2022 and Barclays (2022) Equity Gilt study 
 
79 As Approach 1 uses 2022 DMS data for the UK we interpret it as a CPI figure, due to DMS' use of a composite CPI 
series from 1947 onwards. No conversion using an RPI-CPIH 'wedge' is therefore warranted.  
80 We have used a 0.54% RPI-CPI(H) wedge based on our proposals to use both the official forecasts and inflation 
swaps approach, assuming a holding period of 20Y. We note our ex-ante replication updated to 2021 yields a lower 
ex-ante TMR range in CPIH terms than the original CMA CPIH ex- ante range from PR19 final determinations 
(6.15% - 6.65%). 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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The DMS approach applied to UK data we propose is the following: 

• Relying upon DMS assumptions that any expansion in P/D ratio is non-repeatable, and 
only 40% of observed historical real dividend growth is likely to be repeatable (as per the 
analysis set out in table 3.8 above)81. 

• Applying the above assumptions directly to UK data. 

Table 3.11: DMS approach applied to UK data 

 
Actual historical 
values (ex-post) 

Share of historical 
return drivers 
assumed to be 

repeatable (See 
Table 3.4.3) 

Historical values 
adjusted to reflect 

an ex-ante 
perspective  

Geometric mean dividend yield 4.56% 1.0 4.56% 

Growth rate of real dividends 0.69% 0.4 0.28% 

Expansion in P/D ratio 0.14% 0.0 0.00 

TMR (GM) 5.39% 0.9 4.84% 

Under this approach, the ex-ante TMR for the UK (on a geometric mean basis) is 4.84%, 
compared to the ex-post TMR value of 5.39%. 

In Table 3.12 we convert this figure from a geometric to an arithmetic mean. We use the 
1.67% uplift based on UK DMS data and equal to half the variance of log real returns, as 
described in the ex-post evidence section above. We also apply the -0.35% COLI-CED 
adjustment and -0.16% adjustment for longer holding periods, as set out in Table 3.10. 

 Table 3.12: DMS approach applied to UK data – converting to arithmetic estimate 

 Ex –ante TMR 
TMR (GM) 4.84% 

Arithmetic conversion factor 1.67% 

Impact of COLI in DMS inflation -0.35% 

Impact of longer holding periods -0.16% 

TMR (AM) 6.0% 

The ex- ante ranges obtained under the three approaches described above are summarized 
in the table below. 

 
81 Note that we ignore altogether the impact of any change in real exchange rate as we are interested in a TMR 
estimate from a domestic UK perspective. 
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Table 3.13: Ex-ante TMR estimates 

 Lower-bound Upper-bound 

Ofwat decompositional approach 5.8% 6.2% 

CMA PR19 approach   6.05% 6.14% 

DMS approach applied to UK data 6.00%                              

Our overall ex-ante range given these figures is 5.8% to 6.2%.  

Conclusion on the TMR range 

Table 3.14 brings together the ranges derived using evidence from our historical 'ex-post' and 
'ex-ante' estimates.  

Table 3.14: Summary of evidence 

 Lower-bound Upper-bound 

Ex-post (Arithmetic average, overlapping samples) 6.87% 6.96% 

Ex-ante (Ofwat PR19 approach) 5.80% 6.20% 

In its recently published consultation document82, the UKRN mentions a number of 
mechanical approaches to produce a TMR range that takes into account both ex-ante and ex-
post evidence.  These are: 

• Lowest value of the low (ex-ante) range and highest value of the high (ex-post). 
• Area of overlap between the low (ex-ante) range and high (ex-post) range. 
• Highest value of the low (ex-ante) range and lowest value of the high (ex-post). 
• Mid-point of the low (ex-ante) range and mid-point of the high (ex-post) range. 

A mechanical application of these approaches to the ex-post and ex-ante estimates 
presented above in table 3.14 would result in the following ranges and mid-points. 

Table 3.15: Mechanically derived ranges 

 Lower-bound Upper-bound 

Overall range 5.80% 6.96% 

Area of overlap  - - 

Highest "low" & lowest "high" 6.20% 6.87% 

Mid-point "low" & mid-point "high" 6.00% 6.92% 

 
82 UKRN guidance for regulators on the methodology for setting the cost of capital – consultation | UKRN: the UK 
Regulators Network 

https://ukrn.org.uk/publications/ukrn-guidance-for-regulators-on-the-methodology-for-setting-the-cost-of-capital-consultation/
https://ukrn.org.uk/publications/ukrn-guidance-for-regulators-on-the-methodology-for-setting-the-cost-of-capital-consultation/
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For our 'early view' of TMR, we propose a range based on the mid-points of our 'ex-ante' and 
'ex-post' ranges. This gives a range of 6.00% to 6.92%.  

3.5 Beta 

3.5.1 Introduction and policy background 

Beta is a measure of relative (non-diversifiable) risk which informs the premium above the 
risk-free rate. In our PR24 draft methodology 83 we set out the following proposals for beta: 

• Listed comparator set:  For our early view of the cost of capital we proposed to place most 
weight on data from well-established 'pure-play' water companies Severn Trent and 
United Utilities, but to continue to review whether to use Pennon’s data following its 
disposal of Viridor in June 2020. 

• Frequency of data: We proposed to focus on daily data for the estimation of the raw beta, 
considering that weekly and monthly estimates are based on fewer observations and 
subject to the “reference day effect ", ie beta estimates can differ materially depending on 
the day of the week or month chosen.84 

• Estimation period: We proposed to estimate betas using 2 year, 5 year, and 10 year 
estimation periods reflecting the trade-off between using recent data that may in 
principle be more relevant as a forecast, and using a longer span of data that captures a 
wider range of risk events and is less influenced by outliers. We proposed not to use 
structural break analysis to inform the estimation period, as we considered there was 
merit in the greater transparency and consistency of using estimation periods that are 
familiar from regulatory decisions.  

• Reflecting gearing and debt beta: We proposed to use the 'Harris-Pringle' formula85 to de- 
and re-lever betas. However, we noted that together with an empirically estimated debt 
beta this led to an allowed return that was sensitive to the choice of notional gearing. We 
proposed to address this by solving for the level of debt beta which would make the 
forward-looking CAPM-WACC invariant to changes in notional gearing, thereby making 
our implementation of the CAPM more consistent with Modigliani-Miller capital structure 
irrelevance theorem.  

 
83 Appendix 11 – Allowed return on capital - Ofwat 
84 Keshav Sahadev, Michael Ward & Chris Muller,” The impact of reference-day risk on beta estimation and a 
proposed solution”, October 2018, Investment Analysts Journal, 47:4, pp.327-342 
85 The Harris-Pringle formula for using raw betas to derive a (de-levered) asset beta and re-levered equity beta is: 
Asset beta = equity beta x (1-gearing) + debt beta x gearing 
Re-levered equity beta = (asset beta – (debt beta x gearing)) / (1- gearing) 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/appendix-11-allowed-return-on-capital/
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We summarise stakeholder submissions to the areas set out above, our response and final 
policy position in the following sections. Alongside our final methodology we have published a 
report prepared by FTI Consulting,86 who have advised us on the calculation of beta. 

3.5.2 Listed comparator set 

Stakeholder submissions 

United Utilities welcomed our proposal to use data from both Severn Trent and United 
Utilities when estimating the raw equity beta but said we should include data from Pennon as 
well, provided it could be used without complications from its sale of Viridor. 

Our response 

We acknowledge that Pennon has been a 'pure-play' water company following its disposal of 
Viridor (its waste management subsidiary) in June 2020.  

However, following its sale of Viridor, Pennon retained a significant amount of cash on its 
balance sheet.87 This has had the effect of temporarily reducing its net debt and therefore its 
gearing.88 Whilst Pennon’s net debt level has returned to more stable levels following its 
acquisition of Bristol Water in 2021 and the payment of a special dividend, this only occurred 
at the end of the second quarter of 2021, reducing the period of unaffected data to 15 months 
given we are using a cut-off data point of 30 September 2022. 

Given the limited amount of unaffected data available for Pennon, we propose for our early 
view to rely only on data from Severn Trent and United Utilities, as beta calculations 
incorporating more than 15 months of data would be impacted by the effects of the Viridor 
sale. We will review again the use of data from Pennon at draft and final determinations when 
more data is available. 

3.5.3 Frequency of data 

Stakeholder submissions 

We did not receive responses that argued for a particular data frequency. We note however 
that the KPMG report on beta prepared for Water UK was aligned with our proposal to use 
daily data when estimating raw betas.89 In a report on the cost of capital prepared for United 

 
86 FTI Consulting, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022 
87 Acquisition of Bristol Water | Pennon Group PLC 
88 Enterprise value gearing is defined as net debt divided by the sum of market capitalization plus net debt, and it 
used in the de-levering and re-levering steps involved in estimating the notional equity beta. 
89 KPMG, 'Relative risk analysis and beta estimations for PR24', September 2022, p.41, para 6.3.4 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Estimation_of_beta_and_treatment_de_and_relevering.pdf
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Utilities, Frontier Economics also agreed using daily data has advantages over weekly or 
monthly betas,90 such as the availability of more data points and the lack of the ‘reference 
day’ effect as described below. 

Our response 

Unlike weekly and monthly betas, daily betas have the advantage of not being subject to the 
‘reference day’ effect, which refers to betas being consistently lower or higher on certain 
days of the week or month. The ‘reference day’ effect is documented in the literature91 and 
can also be observed in empirical analysis. For example, FTI find that after the Covid-19 
period, weekly betas are persistently lower on Wednesdays.92 

Additionally, within a given estimation period, the use of daily data allows for more data 
points incorporated into the ordinary least squares regression (OLS), the standard regression 
method for estimating raw equity beta. The use of more data points gives beta estimates that 
are more stable and precise when compared to weekly or monthly beta estimates, as 
documented by FTI in their accompanying report.93 

Given the 'reference day' issue and the higher standard errors associated with weekly and 
monthly beta estimates, we maintain our position to rely on daily data for raw equity beta 
estimation. 

3.5.4 Estimation period 

Stakeholder submissions 

Many company responses argued that was important to avoid using a short estimation 
window, to avoid using an estimate of beta unduly influenced by the Covid-19 pandemic or 
the Russia-Ukraine war. Responses tended to argue that these were temporary phenomena 
that were driving recent betas down due to a 'flight to safety' effect, but that they would not 
persist into 2025-30 and hence should not be reflected in our estimate of beta.  

Many responses also referenced a KPMG report on beta estimation,94 which argued that 
including this data 'would likely distort a beta estimated on an unconditional basis and for a 

 
90 Frontier Economics, ‘Cost of capital for PR24’, September 2022, p.60. 
91 Keshav Sahadev, Michael Ward & Chris Muller,” The impact of reference-day risk on beta estimation and a 
proposed solution”, October 2018, Investment Analysts Journal, 47:4, pp.327-342 
 
92 FTI Consulting, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022 p14, para 4.20 
93FTI Consulting, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022, p12, para 4.19 
94 KPMG, 'Relative risk analysis and beta estimations for PR24', September 2022 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Estimation_of_beta_and_treatment_de_and_relevering.pdf
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long-run investment horizon'. 95 The report proposed to address this issue by using structural 
breakpoint analysis to determine the estimation window and data sample. The authors used 
breaks identified in October 2014 and February 2020 to define their sample, and also used 
this analysis to determine their choice of 2 year and 5 year estimation windows, arguing that 
longer windows would extend beyond the October 2014 breakpoint and hence 'not be 
reflective of fundamental business risk' going forwards. Using a range defined by 2 year and 5 
year spot betas as at 28 February 2020, the authors use a weighted average of the two betas 
to and their view of Covid-19 re-occurrence probabilities to derive 'Covid-adjusted' estimates.  

United Utilities and Anglian Water welcomed in principle our draft proposal to focus on a 
range of estimation periods (2Y, 5Y, and 10Y), to balance the inclusion of more recent and 
therefore more relevant market data with the inclusion of longer-term data that provides 
more stability and is less susceptible to short term volatility movements. These companies 
suggested that longer estimation periods (i.e. 5y and 10y), as well as longer averaging periods 
could be a viable alternative to excluding data affected by the Covid-19 pandemic.  

Our response 

When determining the appropriate length of estimation window, we continue to consider that 
the key trade-off is between using shorter windows of recent data that may in principle be 
more relevant as a forecast, and using a longer span of data that captures a wider range of 
risk events and is more stable.  

We recognise that macroeconomic events such as the Covid-19 pandemic and the Ukraine 
War may impact on betas for the water sector, however, consistent with the advice of FTI,96 
we consider it far from obvious that such data should be eliminated from the data series 
upon which our beta estimates are derived. We consider instead that it is more appropriate to 
recognise that recent, more volatile data presents a case to revisit the trade-off between 
longer and shorter estimation periods. In doing so, we propose to consider evidence from all 
originally proposed estimation periods (2Y, 5Y and 10Y) while ultimately placing most weight 
on longer estimation periods and longer trailing averages. 

We do not accept the KPMG premise that estimation windows should align with forecast 
horizon used for our implementation of the CAPM, and consider that it is unproven that there 
is an underlying 'unconditional beta' which observed betas revert back to over time. The use 
of an unconditional CAPM would constitute a departure from standard regulatory practice, 
where betas are set for the period of the price control rather than over the long-term CAPM 
investment horizon. We also note that the report's position appears inconsistent. On the one 
hand it argues that betas should be estimated using long-run data because true beta is 

 
95 KPMG explain that ' The unconditional beta reflects the fundamental systematic risk of a company, in other 
words, some sort of “normal” beta to which one might expect a water company’s beta to revert to despite short-
term fluctuations.' 
96 FTI Consulting, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022, p12, para 4.19 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
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'unconditional', but on the other it uses relatively short 'spot' 2 and 5 year estimation windows 
to define a plausible range for equity betas.  

Regarding the use of structural breaks, we noted in our draft methodology that different 
specifications of breakpoint test can identify breakpoints at different points in time, making 
it difficult to establish definitively that a given breakpoint is the right one to base an 
estimation period on. In its PR19 redeterminations, the CMA noted that reports prepared by 
Indepen and GHT contained breakpoints at different dates within the same timeframe, and 
with few breakpoints identified that were common to both reports.97 Its final determination 
beta range did not place weight on estimates of beta derived from a period using statistical 
breakpoint analysis. Overall we continue to consider that the transparency and consistency of 
using estimation periods that are familiar from previous regulatory decisions (i.e 2, 5 and 10 
years) should be preferred to breakpoint analysis that can produce a wide range of potential 
estimation windows depending on how the test for breakpoints is specified.  

We also do not agree that reweighting data to reflect assumptions about future recurrence of 
systematic risk events would be appropriate for the circumstances of the water sector. 
Weights related to the likelihood of the Covid-19 pandemic or Russia-Ukraine war recurring 
would be prone to inaccuracy, as both what data to exclude and the probability of recurrence 
is uncertain and so would require significant subjective judgments to be made. Additionally, 
calibrating for one source of systematic risk (for example applying weights based solely on 
the Covid-19 pandemic period) could miscalibrate weightings for other relevant sources of 
risk, with ambiguous implications for the accuracy of forecast betas over 2025-30.    

In summary, we consider the case for using structural breaks and/or weighted periods is 
unproven. Instead we consider that due caution around recent volatility should be reflected 
by using longer estimation periods and trailing averages of beta compared to PR19, which 
focused on 2-5 year estimation windows and averaging over only 1 month. 

3.5.5 Reflecting gearing and debt beta 

Stakeholder submissions 

Company respondents largely disagreed with the proposal set out in our draft methodology to 
calibrate a debt beta that would render the weighted average cost of capital invariant to the 
notional gearing. CCWater noted however that they saw merit in setting notional gearing 
equal to the gearing of the listed comparators. 

Respondents largely advocated for maintaining our PR19 methodology of de-levering and re-
levering as per the Harris Pringle formula – i.e. to de-lever the raw equity beta using 

 
97 CMA, 'Ofwat price determinations, final report', March 2021, para 9.467, p. 863 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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Enterprise Value gearing98 and re-levered using the notional gearing assumption. This is also 
the approach the CMA followed in its PR19 re-determinations99.  

Company respondents based their views primarily on two reports. First, a KPMG report on 
betas100 that concluded there is no expectation for the weighted cost of capital to be invariant 
to gearing due to market frictions and distortions and that therefore a regulatory change 
should not be introduced based only on the variance of the cost of capital to gearing. And 
second, a report by First Economics101 which presents analysis under which a higher risk-free 
rate makes the weighted cost of capital invariant to gearing. 

Our response 

We note that due to our regulatory framework including embedded debt, applying our debt 
beta estimation approach from our draft methodology would still result in an overall allowed 
return which was sensitive to changes in gearing. More problematically, as noted below in 
section 3.5.6, the level of debt beta required to make the forward-looking CAPM insensitive to 
gearing for our 30 September data cut-off was inconsistent with empirical evidence on beta 
estimated via other approaches.  

Taking account of the above issues, for PR24 we will not constrain debt beta to achieve an 
allowed return on capital that is insensitive to notional gearing. Instead we retain the PR19 
methodology of de-levering and re-levering as per the Harris Pringle formula, and deriving 
our input for debt beta using empirical analysis.  

We intend to use enterprise value gearing102 as our working definition of gearing for de-
levering raw betas. Despite some controversy over whether this may give rise to too-high 
betas,103 it remains a widely used and familiar approach in UK economic regulation.  

Responses did not suggest alternatives to estimating debt beta against our draft 
methodology proposal. We have therefore drawn on the UKRN-commissioned 2019 CEPA 
report on debt beta which sets out the four broad approaches used to estimate beta:104 

• Direct method: Under the direct method, bond returns are regressed directly on equity 
returns. This method has parallels with the regression-based approach under which the 
equity beta is estimated under the CAPM, and the advantage of being based on directly 
observable data. It is important to use lower frequency data (i.e. weekly or monthly) to 

 
98 Enterprise value gearing is defined as net debt divided by the sum of market capitalization plus net debt. 
99 CMA, 'Ofwat price determinations, final report', March 2021, para 9.481, p. 867 
100 KPMG, 'Relative risk analysis and beta estimations for PR24', September 2022 
101  First Economics, ’The Risk-free rate’, August 2022 
102 That is, net debt / (market capitalisation + net debt) 
103 Wright et al. 'Estimating the cost of capital for implementation of price controls by UK Regulators', March 2018, 
pp..56-57 
104 CEPA, 'Considerations for UK regulators setting the value of debt beta', December 2019 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Estimation_of_beta_and_treatment_de_and_relevering.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Risk_Free_Rate_FE.pdf
https://ukrn.org.uk/app/uploads/2018/06/2018-CoE-Study.pdf
https://ukrn.org.uk/publications/considerations-for-uk-regulators-setting-the-value-of-debt-beta/
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reflect the thinner trading of bonds vs. equities, which can introduce a downwards bias to 
direct econometric estimates of beta. This can result in a wide range of beta estimates 
due to the higher standard errors typically encountered in lower frequency data.  

• Indirect method: The indirect method consists of two steps. Firstly, individual comparator 
bond returns are first regressed on individual comparator equity returns and the returns 
of a government bond index. Secondly, the result of this first regression (which 
represents the elasticity of debt with respect to equity) is then multiplied by the equity 
beta to derive the debt beta. When compared to the direct method, this method has the 
advantage of controlling for interest rate risk, but as with the direct method, the 
regression can suffer from large standard errors in the absence of sufficient data. 

• Structural method: Structural methods rely on option pricing models, such as the Merton 
model,105 to estimate debt beta. This method has strong theoretical foundations on which 
to estimate debt beta, although unlike in the econometric approaches above (direct and 
indirect methods) the statistical significance of the results cannot be tested. 

• Decomposition method: Under the decomposition approach, the spread between the 
yield of corporate bonds and the yield of government bonds is stripped from liquidity risk 
premium, default premium and liquidity premium to capture the component of spread 
that is attributable to systematic market risk to estimate debt beta. The approach is 
based on the CAPM but requires two new variables (probability of default, and loss given 
default) to be estimated. 

3.5.6 Our 'early view’ of beta 

We commissioned FTI to produce estimates of beta and debt beta using our data cut-off of 
September 30 2022. This section sets out the results of this analysis and how we have used it 
to derive our plausible range for beta and debt beta.  

Consistent with the advice of FTI, we do not include data from Pennon in our 'early view', due 
to the gearing impact of the Viridor disposal, and rely instead on an equally weighted 
composite of Severn Trent and United Utilities. FTI assess that there are only 15 months of 
'clean' data up to our data cut-off of 30 September 2022; this is too short a period to generate 
2 year, 5 year or 10 year betas for Pennon.106  

Unlevered beta 

We reproduce below FTI's calculations of raw beta, gearing, and unlevered betas for a 
composite water company representing an equally weighted contribution of beta and gearing 
data from United Utilities and Severn Trent.  

 
105 Merton, R. C., ’On the Pricing of Corporate Debt: The Risk Structure of Interest Rates‘, 1974, The Journal of 
Finance, 29(2), 449–470 
106 See FTI, 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', November 2022, p.13 and Figure A4-1 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/fti-consulting-early-view-of-water-sector-betas-for-pr24/
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Table 3.16 sets out raw betas, enterprise value gearing,107 and unlevered betas for 2 year, 5 
year, and 10 year estimation windows at daily, weekly and monthly frequencies, and averaged 
for periods of 1 day up to 5 years. This means that our exercise encompasses 15 years of data, 
up from the 5 years of data used at PR19. We consider that extending our data sample any 
further would be undesirable, as it would extend into pre-2006 period when United Utilities 
and Severn Trent were not 'pure play' utilities.   

Table 3.16 sets out FTI raw equity beta econometric estimates. The overall range is from 0.40 
to 0.63, with an average of 0.52. Using only daily data, the range is 0.45 to 0.63, with an 
average of 0.56. 

Table 3.16: Raw beta for United Utilities / Severn Trent composite 

 Spot 
(30/09/22) 

1 year trailing 
average 

2 year trailing 
average 

5 year trailing 
average 

2y daily 0.45 0.51 0.54 0.58 

2y weekly 0.50 0.40 0.44 0.55 

5y daily 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.63 

5y weekly 0.49 0.47 0.49 0.61 

5y monthly 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.62 

10y daily 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.58 

10y weekly 0.57 0.55 0.55 0.56 

10y monthly 0.50 0.47 0.44 0.42 
Source: FTI analysis of Capital IQ data. See: 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', Table 4-1   

Table 3.17: Gearing for United Utilities / Severn Trent composite 

 Spot 
(30/09/22) 

1 year trailing 
average 

2 year trailing 
average 

5 year trailing 
average 

2y daily 51.6% 52.8% 54.1% 54.5% 

2y weekly 51.7% 53.0% 54.2% 54.4% 

5y daily 54.4% 54.5% 54.5% 53.2% 

5y weekly 54.5% 54.7% 54.5% 53.1% 

5y monthly 54.3% 54.5% 54.4% 52.9% 

10y daily 57.9% 57.3% 56.1% 49.5% 

10y weekly 52.9% 53.2% 53.4% 53.6% 

10y monthly 52.8% 53.1% 53.3% 53.6% 
Source: FTI analysis of Capital IQ data. See: 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', Table 5-1   

 
107 Ie Net debt / (Market cap + Net debt). FTI Consulting call this 'book gearing' in their report.  
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Table 3.18 combines Tables 3.16 and 3.17 to calculate unlevered beta using the Harris-Pringle 
formula. The overall range is from 0.19 to 0.29, with an average of 0.24. Using only daily data, 
the range is 0.22 to 0.29, with an average of 0.26. 

Table 3.18: Unlevered beta for United Utilities / Severn Trent composite 

 30/09/22 1 year trailing 
average 

2 year trailing 
average 

5 year trailing 
average 

2y daily 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.26 
2y weekly 0.24 0.19 0.20 0.25 
5y daily 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.29 
5y weekly 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.29 
5y monthly 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.29 
10y daily 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.29 
10y weekly 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.26 
10y monthly 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.20 
Source: FTI 'Early view of water sector betas for PR24', Table 5-2 

This evidence suggests that our point estimate should be lower than the 0.29 figure we used 
at PR19 and used by the CMA panel in its PR19 redetermination – this is also supported by the 
declining trend of 2-year and 5-year betas (Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5 Unlevered daily betas for UUW/SVE composite (2011-2022) 

 
Source: FTI analysis of Capital IQ data 

Consistent with the advice of FTI, and reflecting our consideration of the issues raised in 
section 3.5.4, we use a narrow unlevered beta range of 0.26 to 0.29, noting that this is the 
range denoted by the 2 and 5 year trailing averages of the 5 year and 10 year betas. We 
consider that this range is cautious in favour of companies and investors, given the 
significantly lower average of all the unlevered beta datapoints (0.24), and just the daily 
datapoints (0.26).  

In its report, KPMG proposed an unlevered beta range of 0.28-0.30, which was calculated by 
excluding data based on structural breaks and with data reweighted based on the probability 
of a future pandemic. We explain why we have not drawn on structural breaks or reweighting 
in section 3.5.4 above.  

Debt beta 

We commissioned FTI to estimate debt beta using our data cut-off of 30 September 2022, and 
using the four approaches outlined in the 2019 CEPA report. Figure 3.6 below summarises 
FTI's analysis. We concur with FTI's recommendation of a plausible range of 0.05 to 0.15, 
while agreeing with FTI that a zero debt beta is highly unlikely.  
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Figure 3.6: Estimated debt betas for the water sector 

 
Source: FTI analysis of Capital IQ data 

FTI find that the value of debt beta required to make the forward-looking WACC invariant to 
notional gearing is 0.46. We agree that this is an outlier which is difficult to reconcile with 
the other estimates in Figure 3.6. We place no weight on the result from this approach.  

Equity beta 

Table 3.19 combines our unlevered beta and debt beta ranges below to derive a lower-bound 
and upper-bound range for re-levered equity beta which we use as the beta input for our 
'early view' allowed return on equity. This gives a range of 0.58 to 0.64. 

Table 3.19: Our plausible range for re-levered beta  

 Lower-bound Upper-bound 

Raw beta 0.58 0.60 

Enterprise value gearing  55.3% 51.4% 

Unlevered beta 0.26 0.29 

Debt beta108 0.15 0.05 

Asset beta  0.34 0.32 

Notional gearing 55% 55% 

Re-levered beta 0.58 0.64 

 
108 By convention, we use the high value of debt beta in our lower-bound estimate, as an increase in debt beta 
results in a lower notional equity beta.  
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3.6 Point estimate and cross-checks  

3.6.1 Introduction and policy background 

For our draft methodology we proposed that we would state a plausible range for the allowed 
return on equity, based on combining the high and low ranges for each of the three CAPM 
components.  

We proposed that we would ordinarily use the midpoint of our CAPM-derived plausible range 
as our point estimate. We set out our view that there should be a high evidential bar for 
moving away from this central estimate, limited to evidence from market-based cross-
checks. We set out our expectation that any adjustment would be modest, and would in any 
case lie within the endpoints of our CAPM-derived cost of equity stated range.   

This approach is consistent with draft UKRN cost of capital guidance,109 which recommends 
that regulators should only deviate from the central estimate of their CAPM-derived range if 
there are strong reasons to do so. 

We summarise stakeholder submissions to the areas set out above, our response and final 
policy position in the following sections.  

3.6.2 Market-to-Asset Ratios (MARs) 

Stakeholder submissions 

Some companies challenged the weight that should be placed on Market-to-Asset ratios 
(MARs), drawing on a report prepared by KPMG on behalf of WaterUK.110 KPMG set out a 
number of reasons why regulators should not rely on evidence from MARs cross-checks and 
referenced other cross checks that it considered should be used, comprising multi factor 
models, financeability cross checks, hedge ratios and analysis of risk exposure. 

KPMG set out the following arguments with respect to MARs analysis:  

• Market-to-Asset ratios are estimated with uncertainty and there are many contributing 
factors to a MAR above 1. 

• It is possible to have MAR above 1 even if the investor cost of equity exceeds the allowed 
cost of equity, with other variables contributing to the upward valuation.  

 
109 UKRN, 'UKRN guidance for regulators on the methodology for setting the cost of capital – consultation', p.4 
110 KPMG, 'Use of market-to-asset ratios (MARs) as a cross-check in the context of regulatory price controls', 
September 2022 

https://ukrn.org.uk/app/uploads/2022/09/UKRN-guidance-for-regulators-on-the-methodology-for-setting-the-cost-of-capital-consultation.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Cross_Checks_for_the_Cost_of_Equity_MARS.pdf
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• The use of MARs as a cost of equity cross-check means companies will be incentivised to 
avoid outperformance to avoid this being reflected in a MAR above 1 and 'clawed-back' in 
the form of a lower allowed return.  

• MARs based on private and listed stock transactions may not reveal true valuations 
because of market inefficiencies, making it hard to draw conclusions about investor 
discount rates.  

• The underlying regulatory MAR range for listed companies inferred from equity analyst 
calculations can be broad – KPMG estimate it is 0.88 to 1.30 for Severn Trent and 0.74 to 
1.18 for United Utilities once the impact of factors such as non-regulated businesses are 
controlled for.  

Our response 

MAR analysis is frequently carried out by investors and utility equity analysts, and provides a 
valuable source of information about investor expectations for returns in the water sector. We 
acknowledge that there are other drivers of the MAR premium than differences between the 
allowed and actual cost of equity, and that these drivers may be estimated with uncertainty. 
However, we consider that this issue is best addressed by seeking to control for the key non-
cost-of-equity factors and using ranged estimates where appropriate to reflect uncertainty. 
We take this into account in our own MARs analysis. 

We note that, contrary to the arguments set out in its report, KPMG's own illustrative 
modelling appears to demonstrate the usefulness of MARs as a cross check. Even under the 
most optimistic forecasts of performance on non-cost of equity factors and terminal value, 
KPMG's analysis indicates that the maximum MAR we should expect is 1.15.111 As set out in 
Figure 3.7 below, MARs have often been significantly higher than this in recent years, raising 
the question of what could be causing this phenomenon, if not cost of equity 
outperformance..   

It is highly unlikely that companies would avoid seeking to deliver outperformance purely on 
the basis of a regulator's approach to assessing MAR evidence, especially where there are a 
number of companies that inform the MAR estimate, and any adjustment to the allowed 
return on equity is not mechanistic. And in any case, KPMG's report recognises that MARs are 
impacted by a number of factors, one of which is linked to investor expectations of returns, 
and investors hold an expectation that water companies should deliver outperformance.   

While the MAR for private transactions may be affected by a range of distorting factors such 
as the 'winner's curse' and/or control premia, this is less evidently true for the stock market 
transactions data that we consider should form the mainstay of MAR analysis. We do not 
agree that stock market data for listed companies is unreliable – water stocks are traded in a 

 
111 KPMG, 'Use of market-to-asset ratios (MARs) as a cross-check in the context of regulatory price controls', 
September 2022, Table 3, p.30.   

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/NWG_Cross_Checks_for_the_Cost_of_Equity_MARS.pdf
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deep and liquid market that responds quickly to information, and the use of share price data 
is widely accepted for regulatory estimations of equity betas. 

We note that the wide range derived by KPMG for the 'underlying MAR' appears to be 
dependent on deducting the analyst estimate of the MAR premium from the 'raw MAR' 
calculated by KPMG from share price and RCV data. The rationale for this step is unclear 
given the stated objective of achieving a 'pure MAR for the regulated business.'  We consider 
that stripping out the analyst estimate of the premium would strip out regulated as well as 
non-regulated factors and so would not achieve this outcome. Furthermore, the analysis does 
not reliably achieve the objective of deriving a MAR after accounting for non-cost of equity 
factors112 - we found evidence from reports that the deducted equity analyst premium 
reflected cost of equity outperformance within it.113  As a result, the MARs ranges stated by 
KPMG are not credible and materially understate the ranges that should otherwise apply for 
Severn Trent and United Utilities. 

With regards to the remaining methods mentioned by KPMG (namely, financeability tests, 
hedge ratios and quantification of risk exposure), we do not intend to include them as cross-
checks for the reasons set out below. 

• Financeability: We note that the regulatory package includes a series of mechanisms 
specifically designed to address financeability constraints. Therefore, we do think that it 
would not be appropriate, and in the long-term interest of customers, to make 
adjustments to the allowed return to address financeability concerns (see also Appendix 
10 – Aligning risk and return)  

• Hedge ratios involve comparing the gap between the cost of equity and the cost of debt to 
historical data to determine whether the cost of equity is set at a level which is sufficient 
to promote equity investment in the sector. We note that the PR19 CMA panel did not 
place weight on Oxera's implementation of this approach (its "ARP-DRP analysis"114) as a 
cross check, because it considered the consultancy's assessment of its asset-risk 
premium was based on different CAPM inputs to those used in the panel's approach.115 We 
consider that cross-checks must be derived outside the CAPM framework to be useful in 
calibrating our CAPM-based allowed return. 

• Quantification of risk exposure involves calculating risk exposure by multiplying the 
probability of a risk occurring by the amount of its potential losses. We note that, in 
addition to historical returns data which are directly observable, this approach relies also 
on scenarios and subjective assumptions concerning the quantification of different types 
of risk on a forward-looking basis. Furthermore, the analysis encompasses the full 

 
112 This is usually inferred to be the NPV of equity outperformance cashflows, where the discount rate is the 
inferred actual cost of equity.  
113 For instance, p7 of Credit Suisse 'Severn Trent: Benefitting from high UK CPIH inflation, but already in the price', 
20/05/2022 clearly lists one of the line items contributing to the 17.7% premium cited in Table 8 of KPMG's report 
as 'Outperformance on WACC'.  
114 Oxera, 'The asset risk premium relative to the debt risk premium for PR19', January 2021.  
115 CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final report', para 9.1386, pp. 1093-1094 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-final-methodology-appendix-10-aligning-risk-and-return/
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-final-methodology-appendix-10-aligning-risk-and-return/
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spectrum of risks which makes distinguishing between systematic risks (which are 
relevant to the cost of equity under the CAPM framework), and non-systematic risks 
particularly challenging. 

3.6.3 Multi-factor models 

Stakeholder submissions 

WaterUK submitted a KPMG consultancy report on multi-factor models on behalf of a number 
of companies.116 The report sets out an attempt to improve the predictive power of the CAPM 
by adding additional factors other than the CAPM's single factor (i.e. the 'market factor'). The 
report considers the performance of the following multi-factor models: the Hou et al (2019, 
2021) q-Factor Model,117 and the Fama & French (2018) 5-Factor Model ('FF5F').118 

The report finds that the q-Factor model (but not the FF5F) has additional explanatory power 
over the CAPM, and proceeds to further test the former, finding that across a range of 
portfolios it is more able than the CAPM to explain returns. KPMG use the results of both tests 
to justify their use of the q-factor model as their preferred multi-factor cross-check to the 
CAPM. 

KPMG find under different specifications of estimation window (2, 5, and 10 year) that the q-
factor model predicts a water cost of equity 0.4% to 0.6% higher than the CAPM (for the 
31/03/2022 data cut-off) and 1.7% to 3.0% higher than the CAPM (for the 28/02/2020 data cut 
off).  

Our response 

The WaterUK submission was made some eight weeks after the 7 September deadline for 
draft methodology responses signalled in our draft methodology. We understand that KPMG 
undertook a significant data collation and cleansing exercise in construction of its q-factor 
model, drawing on data from three different sources. In the limited time period between the 
late submission and the finalisation of our methodology we have not been able to evaluate 
the data preparation or modelling underpinning the report.  

Previous publications on multi-factor models raise general issues of concern which would 
need addressing in order to justify placing any weight on a multi-factor model as a cross-
check. These issues include: 

 
116 KPMG, 'Exploring Multi-factor Models as a cross-check on allowed returns at PR24', November 2022  
117 Hou, K., Mo, H., Xue, C., & Zhang, L., ’Which factors?‘, February 2019, Review of Finance, 23(1), 1-35; Hou, K., Mo, 
H., Xue, C., & Zhang, L, ’An augmented q-factor model with expected growth‘, February 2021, Review of Finance, 
25(1), 1-41. 
118 Fama, E. F., & French, K. R., ’Choosing factors‘, 2018, Journal of financial economics, 128(2), 234-252. 
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• Multi-factor models are insufficiently different from the CAPM: As multifactor models 
(including those tested by KPMG in its report) nest the CAPM within them, the family of 
approaches misses a fundamental requirement for a cross-check: that the analytical 
basis should be distinct, so that a fresh perspective and information is brought to bear on 
the estimate in question. This is in contrast to the way MARs are used in our methodology, 
whereby a completely different approach is used to cross-check the CAPM cost of equity.  

• Factors may not remain stable over time. For instance, the case for one of the original 
factors popularised by Fama & French (a small size premium) has become weaker since 
originally identified, disappearing for decades and reappearing again.119 We note that only 
one of the q-factor model's factors (profitability) is statistically significant for all 
estimation windows in the two data cut-offs used by KPMG.   

• Multi-factor models are vulnerable to overfitting using historical data. This may manifest 
in high explanatory power for the sample used to calibrate the model, but poor out-of-
sample predictive power.  

• Factors may lack economic logic to justify their status as drivers of risk. For instance, it 
is not clear from the q-factor model why stocks with high profitability should carry more 
risk. Without robust justification, there is a risk that factors included for their statistical 
significance may merely represent spurious correlation. Chapter 7 of the 2022 Credit 
Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook explores factor premiums. The authors state 
that: 'the theory for why such premiums should exist or what types of risk they are 
rewarding is admittedly weak. Furthermore, if they are generated by behavioural traits, 
behaviour can change, especially as awareness of these factors – and their popularity – 
increases.'120 

• Multi-factor models are costly and time-consuming to populate and maintain. We 
understand that KPMG's dataset for its q-Factor model involves three subscription-based 
sources of data (London Share Price Database, Bloomberg, and Refinitiv), and a STATA-
coded filtering algorithm. The resource allocated to a cross-check must be proportionate 
to the resourcing allocated to our implementation of the CAPM. Given an indefinite 
number of factors which could be significant, there are an indefinite number of models 
for regulators to review and (potentially) maintain – therefore a proportionate resourcing 
requirement is far from assured. We note that the authors of the q-factor model preferred 
by KPMG have already developed an augmented q-factor model with purportedly superior 
performance to the original q-factor model – the q5 model.121   

Overall we consider that more work needs to be done to provide assurance that these issues 
could be satisfactorily addressed before any reliance can be placed on multifactor models as 
an additional cross-check.  

 
119 Damodaran, 'The Small Cap Premium – Where is the beef?', April 2015 
120 Credit Suisse, 'Global Investment Returns Yearbook', February 2022, p.97 
121 Hou, K., Mo, H., Xue, C., & Zhang, L, ’An augmented q-factor model with expected growth‘, February 2021, 
Review of Finance, 25(1), 1-41., https://doi.org/10.1093/rof/rfaa004  

https://aswathdamodaran.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-small-cap-premium-fact-fiction-and.html
https://academic.oup.com/rof/article/25/1/1/5727769?login=false
https://doi.org/10.1093/rof/rfaa004
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3.6.4 Allowed return on equity point estimate 

Our draft methodology proposed that we set the allowed return on equity by reference to a 
central estimate within our CAPM-derived range. We said that we did not envisage departing 
from the central estimate unless there was strong and compelling evidence from market-
based cross-checks such as MARs analysis.   

Stakeholder submissions 

In their responses to the draft methodology, a number of companies considered we should 
reflect fully the approach adopted in the CMA's PR19 redeterminations to include an uplift to 
the allowed equity return, setting the allowed equity return above a mid-point in the range. 

Our response 

The CMA's PR19 redetermination chose a point 25bps above its CAPM-derived point estimate 
for the allowed return on equity. The reasons cited for choosing a mid-point above the range 
were linked to views of the panel in the PR19 redeterminations that an adjustment was 
necessary to promote investment, to address perceived uncertainty in the determination 
package, to address perceived cost of capital parameter uncertainty and for reasons linked to 
financeability.  

We disagree that it is necessary to set an allowed return on equity above the mid-point of an 
estimated range, noting that the choice of the ends of ranges also influence the point 
estimate. We note also there is considerable evidence that the sector remains attractive to 
investors122  and that companies remain incentivised to deliver investment included in the 
determination package.  

Our aim remains to set a determination that provides an efficient company, with the notional 
capital structure, a reasonable prospect of earning the base allowed return. Efficient 
companies will also have scope for earning additional returns for outperformance. We discuss 
our approach to financeability in Appendix 10 – Aligning risk and return, however as a point 
of principle, we do not agree that the allowed return on equity should in general be 
considered a tool to address a notional financeability constraint. Finally, we note the CMA 
concluded in the recent energy price control appeals that, despite challenges on various 
grounds, the decision of the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (GEMA) not to aim up the 
cost of equity at RIIO-2 was not wrong. 

 
122 For instance in market-to-asset ratios above the historical average of 1.1 and uptake of additional investment 
via the Green Recovery Plan at the PR19 final determinations allowed return.  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-final-methodology-appendix-10-aligning-risk-and-return/
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3.6.5 Our 'early view' point estimate for the cost of equity 

Our 'early view' of the allowed return on equity based on component ranges with a data cut-
off of 30 September 2022 is 3.67% to 4.60%, as set out in Table 3:20 

Table 3.20: Our plausible range for the allowed return on equity  

 Lower-bound Upper-bound 

Notional gearing 55% 55% 

Risk-free rate 0.47% 0.47% 

Total market return  6.00% 6.92% 

Unlevered beta 0.26 0.29 

Debt beta 0.15123 0.05 

Asset beta  0.34 0.32 

Notional gearing 55% 55% 

Re-levered beta 0.58 0.64 

Allowed return on equity 3.67% 4.60% 

The midpoint of this range is 4.14%. 

We observe that the average market-to-asset ratio for water companies in September 2022 
was 1.16, compared to the historical average of 1.10 times RCV, albeit reduced from recent 
highs (Figure 3.7).   

 
123 By convention we use the higher value of debt beta in our lower bound estimate because a higher debt beta 
implies a lower allowed return on equity.  
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Figure 3.7: Monthly average enterprise value premium to RCV for listed water 
companies 

Source: Ofwat analysis, Bloomberg equity analyst reports 
Note: RCV-weighted average of SVE & UUW up to Jan-2021 when PNN is added to the weighted average. 

We have carried out an updated MARs analysis, using September 2022 MAR calculations and 
outperformance and RCV growth assumptions to infer an investor cost of equity for listed 
comparators Severn Trent, United Utilities and Pennon. We provide below a short summary of 
our approach (we set out a fuller description in Annex A2 to this document.)  

Our analysis uses stylised assumptions about RCV growth and RoRE outperformance 
projected to perpetuity to infer a plausible cost of equity which can explain the residual MAR 
premium once these factors are adjusted for (Table 3.21), and given an assumed regulatory 
allowed return on equity. This is in contrast to our PR19 approach which relied on equity 
analyst forecasts to supply RoRE performance assumptions and discounted over an assumed 
25 year horizon.  

Our assumed RoRE performance range of 0% to 2.0% reflects the status of listed companies 
as high performers, but does not embed their high levels of outperformance over 2015-20, 
recognising that the regulatory process of efficiency challenge makes persistently high 
profits unlikely over the very long term.  

Our upper-bound RCV growth assumption is 2.0% and above the current real RCV growth rate 
of the sector of 1.2%. It is questionable whether such levels of RCV growth will continue 
indefinitely.  
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Table 3.21: Common input parameters to PR24 MARs analysis 

Issue Low Scenario High Scenario Explanation 

Notional gearing 
55% 

Part of the range of 55-60% suggested 
for draft methodology. Underpins our 

'early view'  

Discounting horizon 
Perpetuity Pragmatically avoids the need to assume 

a terminal value.  

Allowed return on 
equity (CPIH) 

4.14% 4.14% 

Our 'early view' cost of equity. Justified, 
as investors will have had some 

indication from draft methodology on 
estimation approach, and similar to 

PR19's 4.19% 

RoRE performance  
0.0% 2.0% 

Stylised assumptions chosen with 
consideration of sector average 

performance and the perpetual horizon. 

Average annual RCV 
growth (real, CPIH) 0.0% 2.0% 

Stylised assumptions chosen with 
consideration of historical sector RCV 

growth and the perpetual horizon. 

We input the September average MARs of 1.14, 1.20 and 1.14 for United Utilities, Severn Trent, 
and Pennon, respectively. Averaging the implied cost of equity across each scenario, we 
derive an overall MARs-implied cost of equity range of 3.1% to 5.1%. This range envelops our 
CAPM range from Table 3.20 of 3.7% to 4.6%, and the midpoints of both ranges (4.1% vs 4.1%) 
are similar. For this reason, we do not find sufficiently strong evidence from our MAR-based 
cross check to choose a point estimate other than our central CAPM-derived point estimate 
of 4.14%.  
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4. Cost of debt 

Respondents to our draft methodology generally supported the overall framework for setting 
an allowed cost of debt. We nonetheless received substantial opposition to our proposals 
around estimating the components of the cost of debt in our framework.  

In this section we consider the issues raised on our calculation approaches, our response and 
the detail supporting our calculation of the allowed return on debt set out for our 'early view' 
allowed return.  

4.1 Our final methodology 

We confirm that: 

• We will set a sector-level allowance for the cost of debt. We will set a fixed allowance for 
embedded debt, benchmarked using company balance sheet data. We will index the cost 
of new debt by reference to a benchmark index.  

• We expect to continue to use the Bank of England's inflation target as the means of 
converting nominal data to real CPIH terms, for the purposes of calculating the real 
terms allowed cost of debt.  

• We will benchmark the cost of embedded debt using balance sheet data. Our approach 
reflects observed issuance behaviour, while maintaining clear and strong incentives to 
issue debt efficiently. We will use index-led approaches only as a cross-check. 

• We will exclude the cost of insufficiently debt-like instruments and those covered by 
other allowances from our balance sheet benchmarking. These exclusions encompass 
interest rate swaps, instruments with equity-like characteristics, junior debt, and 
liquidity facilities.  

• We will apply an adjustment to our benchmark index for the allowed cost of new debt. 
We assess from analysis of water bond issuance and iBoxx A/BBB data that a downward 
adjustment of 15 basis points fairly reflects the ability of the notional company to issue at 
a discount to the iBoxx A/BBB.  

• We intend to set the share of new debt by reference to the refinancing and new 
investment needs of the sector. We do not make an adjustment to reflect our reduction in 
notional gearing relative to PR19, as we consider that the impacts of forecast inflation in 
reducing gearing mean it is not needed.   

• We have simplified our framework for considering requests by small companies for an 
uplift to the allowed return on debt. We consider an uplift of 30bps over the sector cost of 
embedded debt allowance would be appropriate for the notional small water only 
company. We will no longer require applicants to demonstrate positive cost-benefit from 
allowing an uplift, but will require robust evidence that customers give informed consent 
to funding its cost.  
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4.2 Embedded debt 

4.2.1 Introduction and policy background  

Embedded debt is outstanding debt issued before April 2025 which is carried on balance 
sheets for at least part of the 2025-30 control period. We have at previous price reviews 
drawn on two approaches to deriving an allowed cost of embedded debt:  

• Balance sheet approach: This involves using data on debt instruments held by water 
companies to set an allowance. 

• Benchmark index approach: This uses a trailing average of the yield-to-maturity of an 
index of debt instruments to set an allowance.  

Our draft methodology set out the following proposals for embedded debt: 

• Approach used: We said that we would focus on the balance sheet approach as our 
primary approach, and that we would use company-level benchmarking to set a single 
sector allowance. We said that we saw merit in placing weight on benchmarks derived 
using all eligible instruments ('All in' cost), and using only fixed and index-linked 
instruments constrained to the weights in our notional structure ('Actual-notional' cost). 
We said we would share our calculations.   

• Exclusions from balance sheet approach: We proposed to exclude debenture stock, 
preference shares, intercompany debt, junior debt and interest rate swaps from our 
benchmark assessment for the notional company, on the grounds that these instruments 
were insufficiently debt-like (or had equity-like features), or were not relevant to the 
notional company. In addition we proposed excluding liquidity facilities on the grounds 
that their cost was covered in our issuance and liquidity cost allowance.    

Index-led approach: We said we would use this approach only as a cross check for the upper 
limit of our allowance, noting various features of the sector that were not consistent with a 
simple average of our preferred benchmark index (the GBP iBoxx non-financials 10+ A/BBB).  
We also set out evidence that continuing to use the unadjusted iBoxx A/BBB 10+ index to set 
the cost of debt could generate positive revenue for a diversified issuer in terms of tenor 
because of the high term premium embedded in the weighted average years to maturity of 
this index.124 Importantly, this result held even if the issuer was only able to issue at the same 
yield as the iBoxx A/BBB rated yield curve.125  

We summarise stakeholder submissions to the areas set out above, our response and final 
policy position in the following sections.  

 
121 Please see Appendix-11-Allowed-return-on-capital-appendix.pdf (ofwat.gov.uk), Figure A1.5, page 32 
125 Ofwat, 'PR24 Draft Methodology: Appendix 11' Figure A1.5, p32 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Appendix-11-Allowed-return-on-capital-appendix.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Appendix-11-Allowed-return-on-capital-appendix.pdf
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4.2.2 Approach used 

Stakeholder submissions 

• Welsh Water and South West Water argued that the benchmark index approach ought to 
be the primary tool to assess the cost of debt. Welsh Water stated that this was because 
the balance sheet approach 'introduced endogeneity' into the calculation of the cost of 
debt.  

• CCWater agreed with our assessment that the balance sheet approach should be our 
primary source of evidence. 

• Wessex Water and Yorkshire Water requested more detail around which estimation and 
averaging methods we would use, and which companies' data our balance sheet 
approach would draw on. 

• Yorkshire Water continued to argue for an allowance set on an individual company basis, 
stating that using a single sector allowance resulted in an 'arbitrary set of winners and 
losers', based on factors such as timing of issue, tenor, and debt mix. In the view of the 
company this penalised the 'prudent decision' to issue long-dated debt, while rewarding 
'riskier' short-term floating-rate debt which was issued at the time.  

• Yorkshire Water also argued that we should publish an unredacted balance sheet model 
for our cost of debt on the grounds that the underlying data was already published and so 
no issues of commercial confidentiality could arise.  

Our response 

We retain our draft methodology proposal to set a sector-level cost of debt allowance. A single 
allowance presents all companies with strong incentives to issue debt efficiently and 
prudently, and is consistent with our approach from recent price reviews. Setting allowances 
based on actual costs would transfer risk for financing decisions from companies to 
customers, despite companies being best placed to manage these risks. We do not agree 
with the characterisation of particular types of debt (e.g. floating rate debt) as 'risky' and 
consider that an efficiently-run company should diversify its exposure to risks (including 5-
yearly allowed return resets) by issuing at a diverse range of tenors and debt types.  

We continue to consider that an index-led allowance is liable to misstate efficient costs for 
the following reasons: 

• Inclusion criteria: As indices typically draw on multiple sectors they are less 'endogenous' 
in terms of being founded on other sources than water sector data. However, to the extent 
that the index yield is founded on a narrow subset of instruments,126 and influenced by 
factors specific to non-water sectors, it may become decoupled from the debt costs faced 
by water companies.  

 
126 For instance, the iBoxx A/BBB 10+ non-financials index used for PR19 does not reflect private placement, 
floating-rate or EIB debt which are present in water sector balance sheet debt. 
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• Constraints on the notional company: Using yields from a benchmark index to proxy for 
efficient debt issuance costs effectively assumes index characteristics for the notional 
company, which may be unrealistic.127 

• Weighting: A simple trailing average of a benchmark index will tend to place too much 
weight on earlier years. This is because issuance in more recent years will tend to 
increasingly reflect refinancing needs as well as financing for new RCV.  

For these reasons, we consider that the balance sheet approach should be recognised as a 
superior estimator of the efficient allowed return on embedded debt, with the index-led 
approach only used as a cross-check. As set out in our draft methodology, we acknowledge 
our approach is liable to drive a range of out- and under-performance based on each 
company's debt position. However we consider it is reasonable in the context of fulfilling our 
regulatory duties and is consistent with our long-standing principle that companies are 
responsible for their own financing choices.  

We will base our balance sheet benchmark on the company-level average or median of large 
companies.128 We calculate that debt raised by these companies represents over 99% of 
outstanding debt as at March 31 2022. We will choose our benchmark for draft and final 
determinations based on the distribution of company weighted average debt costs. The 
average is generally a representative benchmark where datapoints are symmetrically 
distributed around a mean, but the median may be more representative where outlying 
datapoints skew the average upwards or downwards.  

We have published a prototype Balance Sheet Cost of Debt Model alongside this appendix 
setting out for our 'early view' how we have adjusted companies' debt instruments to a 2025-
30 perspective and how this data has been transformed into benchmarks for allowance-
setting. Annex A3 explains the sources of data and calculation steps. We intend to iterate this 
model through the price review process to ensure it provides as accurate as possible a 
forecast of companies' pure debt costs over 2025-30.  

4.2.3 Exclusions from the balance sheet approach 

We received responses on our proposals to exclude interest rate swaps, junior debt, and 
intercompany loans. These responses tended to cite the CMA's approach to deriving a 
balance sheet estimate of the cost of debt, which did not exclude these categories of 
instrument.  

Interest rate swaps – stakeholder submissions 

 
127 For instance, the iBoxx A/BBB tenor is approximately 20 years since 2000, but in recent years the water sector 
average tenor-at-issuance has averaged approximately 15 years.  
128 That is, all independently-run companies other than Portsmouth Water, SES Water, and South Staffs Water 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-balance-sheet-cost-of-debt-model/
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Many companies criticised our approach, raising the following points:  

• That we had not defined 'interest rate swaps' precisely enough in our draft methodology.  
• That the majority of swaps were designed to achieve economic hedges which benefited 

customers by reducing risk, and so ought to be included in cost allowances. 
• That credit rating agencies generally included swaps in their approach to assessing debt 

costs.  
• That swaps were sometimes used to issue synthetic debt,129 and not recognising the swap 

component therefore could present a misleading guide to borrowing costs.  
• That it was 'not unreasonable' to conceive of the notional company as achieving 33% 

index-linked debt at least partially through swaps rather than through straight issuance 
of index-linked debt. A policy of excluding swaps would in this case misrepresent the true 
cost of debt for such a company, affecting financeability. 

• That our proposal might be viewed as a signal that we do not see swaps as legitimate risk 
management tools - thereby distorting companies' preference for using swaps in a way 
which might not be efficient or conducive to financial resilience.  

• Inflation swaps should be included in our benchmarking as it would be prudent risk 
management to use inflation linked swaps to match debt costs to a CPIH basis to align 
with the regulatory model of indexing all the RCV to CPIH.  

• That our approach to including swaps was inconsistent with our assumptions for the 
share of index-linked debt held by the notional company; a figure which was only 
achievable through the use of swaps.  

Our response 

Our embedded cost of debt allowance is designed to remunerate efficient debt interest costs. 
While we recognise that interest rate swaps can be used to synthetically replicate debt 
instruments (e.g. index-linked debt),130 this is not the sole purpose for which these 
instruments have been used. It follows that an approach that includes all interest rate swap 
costs would venture beyond our objective, funding other functions of swaps (e.g. risk 
management) as well as interest costs. As these functions are not intrinsic to debt financing, 
we consider including them makes our cost of debt allowance less relevant for the notional 
company.   

We were not convinced by the argument that swaps' propensity to reduce risk justifies 
customers bearing their cost. As set out in our draft methodology, swaps can create new risk 
exposures as well as insulating companies from existing risks.131 In addition, the benefits of 
such arrangements accrue in the first instance to shareholders who would otherwise have to 
fully absorb the risk being hedged against. Where de-risking of equity occurs at a cost, we 

 
129 For instance a fixed-rate instrument swapped to index-linked and so similar in effect to directly issuing an 
index-linked bond. 
130 We define 'interest-rate swaps' to mean all swaps other than currency swaps.   
131 See Ofwat, 'Financial resilience in the water sector: a discussion paper', December 2021, Section 2.2, pp. 15-19 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/consultation/financial-resilience-in-the-water-sector-a-discussion-paper/
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dispute the fairness of requiring customers to fund both this cost and the prior allowed 
return on equity - unchanged for any reduction in risk.  

We do not consider the existence of analysis by the CMA and rating agencies including 
companies' post-swap cost of debt to be a valid reason to include interest rate swaps in our 
approach. Rating agencies are concerned with creditworthiness rather than setting an 
allowance for efficient interest costs. And while the CMA based its 'actual' cost of debt 
analysis on a dataset including swaps in its PR19 redetermination, this was out of necessity 
due to the only available up-to-date information source (Table 1E of the APR) being expressed 
on a post-swap basis. This is no longer the case with the revised reporting requirements for 
Table 4B of the APR which allow the calculation of a pre-swap perspective.   

As set out in our Appendix 10 – Aligning risk and return, we have used an assumption of 33% 
index-linked debt. Our analysis of company balance sheets on a pre-swap basis suggests that 
the sector weighted average share of RPI-linked debt on 31 March 2022 was c.35%, with a c. 
38% share for all index-linked debt instruments. This confirms that our notional assumption 
does not rely on swaps.  

With regard to the full transition of the RCV to CPIH, we consider that our change does not 
imply a requirement for the notional company to swap its existing RPI-linked liabilities into a 
CPIH basis, therefore we do not consider that swaps are a necessary part of the notional 
structure to achieve such aims.  

Overall, we consider there is not a sufficient and convincing set of arguments to justify 
departing from our well-established practice of not including interest rate swap costs in our 
allowance. These costs are not an intrinsic part of debt financing, but are rather a choice 
made by companies. It is appropriate therefore, that companies bear the full risks of these 
choices, consistent with our long-standing policy towards swaps.  

Junior debt – stakeholder submissions 

Several companies argued that we should include junior debt132 costs in our benchmarking, 
on the basis that this type of debt could increase the credit quality of more senior tranches 
and so reduce the cost of debt overall.  

• United Utilities and Welsh Water argued that junior debt reduced the interest cost of 
senior tranches, and that it would therefore be inappropriate to take the benefit of lower 
costs on one instrument while excluding the other instrument that enabled it.  

• Thames Water argued that its Class B debt caught by our definition was similar to its Class 
A debt in that it was senior and secured in the Whole Business Securitisation.  

 
132 We use the terms 'junior debt', 'Class B debt' and 'subordinated debt' interchangeably in this context.  
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• Welsh Water also argued that our criteria for excluding this type of instrument did not 
apply in its case, given it had recently issued this type of debt at a level of gearing close to 
that of the notional company 

Our response 

Our reasoning for excluding junior debt in our draft methodology stemmed from its low 
ranking repayment priority, which could result in a sub-investment grade rating, and its 
association with companies that operated highly-geared structures. We considered that both 
of these features made this type of instrument less relevant for a notionally-structured 
company.  

On the one hand, our review of debt instrument data broadly confirms this picture. We found 
overall that most outstanding junior debt had a low investment grade credit rating, which 
was, in some cases, sub-investment grade. We also found that issuers disproportionately 
tended to be highly-geared companies. On the other, we also acknowledge issues by Dŵr 
Cymru of junior debt tranches in 2020 and 2021 despite the company's gearing levels at the 
time of these issuances was aligned with the gearing level of the notional structure (59.6% 
and 60.2% respectively).133  

We recognise that junior debt may play an equity-like role in constituting a 'buffer' for 
absorbing losses before senior tranches. We however consider that the value of such a 
'buffer' is greatly reduced for a company at our notional gearing which already has a 
significant conventional equity buffer for absorbing losses. For this reason, we retain our 
draft decision that junior debt is not relevant to the notional company and should be 
excluded from the sample used to derive our balance sheet benchmark. 

Intercompany debt – stakeholder submissions 

United Utilities argued that we should include intercompany debt, on the basis that 
transactions were supposed to be at an arm's length basis and so there was no compelling 
reason to exclude it.  

Our response 

Our reasoning for excluding intercompany loans in our draft methodology stemmed from our 
desire to omit shareholder loans, which have equity-like characteristics. However we agree 
that such transactions should be made on an arms-length basis in accordance with company 
licences and regulatory accounting guidelines.  

The exclusion of such debt does not affect our 'early view' benchmark to the second decimal 
place. We have provisionally excluded intercompany debt instruments, with a view to 

 
133 Source: Dŵr Cymru 2019/20 and 2020/21 Annual Performance Report 
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undertaking further engagement to understand the nature and purpose of intercompany 
lending and potentially issuing further guidance on how to categorise this debt or 
recategorising it ourselves.  

4.2.4 Index-led cross-check 

Stakeholder submissions 

Company responses generally sought further detail around our proposals for the index-led 
cross check:  

• Yorkshire Water took from our draft methodology that we proposed to use a 15 year 
collapsing trailing average as a cross check, and opposed this. It argued that the CMA 
drew on 15 and 20 year collapsing trailing averages, and that we had not provided 
sufficient information to justify deviating from this.  

• United Utilities argued that the use of a collapsing trailing average understated the true 
cost of debt, as the sector had significant amounts of outstanding fixed rate debt from the 
relatively higher cost period prior to 2010. United Utilities argued that this ought to mean 
the trailing average should extend to beyond 15 years to reflect these higher cost years, 
and that a collapsing trailing average was not warranted. 

• Affinity Water argued that our draft proposals had not specified the form of index-led 
cross check clearly enough. 

Our response 

Given the broad trend of declining debt costs over the last 2 decades, the allowance 
produced by the index-led approach is sensitive to the assumption of trailing average, with 
longer trailing averages tending to produce higher allowances.  

We consider there is no obvious and uncontested basis for setting the length of trailing 
average. Various criteria have been proposed, however none are without challenges:  

• Proportion of outstanding debt: For our PR19 index-led approach, we chose a 15 year 
trailing average of the iBoxx A/BBB on the basis that this date range encompassed the 
issue date of 80% of outstanding listed bonds. The critical threshold for determining the 
length of index is not evident however – and there is a need for caution reflecting that the 
trail could over-weight or under-weight specific data in the sample reflecting financing 
needs and RCV growth over the sample period. The balance sheet approach avoids this 
issue by including debt issued in all years, if it meets the inclusion criteria.  

• Tenor-at-issuance: Assuming issuance at a constant tenor has the useful property of a 
collapsing trailing average that is as long as the tenor assumed. In practice, however, we 
observe that no companies adopt this approach and generally tend to issue at a broad 
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range of tenors. 'Survivorship bias' may also confound attempts to derive a robust 
estimate of tenor-at-issuance going back many years, as we do not have good data on 
historical instruments that have matured.  

• Reflectivity of industry costs: The length of the trailing average could be calibrated with 
relevance to sector average debt costs. However this approach is so similar to the balance 
sheet approach it may not in practice constitute a true cross-check.  

We retain our view that the balance sheet approach is preferable to an index-led approach, 
as it maintains strong incentives on companies to raise debt efficiently, while limiting the 
areas of possible disagreement. However we consider an index-linked cross check may 
remain valuable as a possible indicator to test whether the sector as a whole is either 
efficient or inefficient overall. We consider that a cross check based on a 15-20 year 
collapsing average may be reasonable. 

4.2.5 Our 'early view' point estimate for embedded debt 

Balance sheet approach 

We have used granular debt interest data from Table 4B of companies' latest Annual 
Performance Report to inform our balance-sheet approach to setting an allowance. We 
provide fuller details in Annex A5. In summary, there are four stages in our process: 

1. We adjust instruments reported as at 31 March 2022 to a 2025-30 average perspective, 
adding accretion to index-linked bonds, reflecting amortisation, and adjusting floating 
interest rates to our September 2022 cut-off.134 

2. We apply a refinancing assumption for instruments due to mature before 2030. This uses 
our new debt assumption as the basis of refinancing, other than for floating-rate debt, 
which we assume is refinanced like-for-like.  

3. We calculate a 'pure debt' weighted average cost of interest by company, excluding 
instruments based on the criteria discussed in previous sections and summarised in 
Table 4.1. 

4. We use this company level data to derive a benchmark determining our allowance. 

 

 

 

 
134 This is consistent with our approach to the allowed cost of new debt, which is based on September average 
data.  
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Table 4.1: Inclusion criteria for balance sheet approach.  

 Included Rationale 
  For PR24 DD & FD For our 'early 

view' 

Bond / Loan / 
Debenture / Private 
Placement 

Yes Yes 
• Standard instruments with clearly 

debt-like characteristics.  

Finance Lease Yes Yes • Effectively a secured loan 

Debenture Stock No Yes • Typically has equity-like 
characteristics 

Preference shares Potentially No135 • Hybrid instrument which may be 
more debt or equity-like.  

Intercompany loan / 
Holdco debt Potentially136 No 

• Typically has equity-like 
characteristics. 

Liquidity facility / 
Overdraft / RCF No No 

• Cost accounted for in issuance and 
liquidity allowance. 

Junior / Subordinated / 
Class B debt 

No No 

• Low-ranking repayment priority may 
result in sub-investment grade credit 
rating 

• Typically associated with highly-
geared structures; not relevant to a 
notionally-geared company.  

Interest rate swaps 

No No 

• Lacking in debt-like characteristics 
• Issuance may reflect actual structure 

considerations.  
• Not necessary for the purpose of 

understanding underlying debt costs. 
• Not included in previous price 

reviews. 

We set out the results of our analysis in Table 4.2 and 4.3 and Figures 4.1 and 4.2, inflating CPI 
and RPI-linked debt to a nominal basis using an assumption of 2.0% CPIH and 2.9% RPI. We 
report both company-level 'All' in cost which is a weighted average of eligible instrument 
costs according to our inclusion criteria, and 'Actual-notional' where company-level cost is 
assumed to be a weighted average of the company's fixed-rate interest rate and its index-
linked interest rate,137 reweighted to be consistent with the notional structure of 33% index-
linked debt and 67% floating rate debt.   
 

 

 
135 We propose to exclude by default and consider evidence that instruments are more 'debt-like' on a case-by-
case basis.  
136 We propose to engage with the sector to understand the use of this category before taking our final decision on 
inclusion. 
137 That is, the blended average interest rate of RPI-linked and CPI-linked borrowing.  
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Table 4.2: Projected average 'pure debt' costs over 2025-30 (nominal)  

  'All-in' 'Actual-notional' 

WaSCs 

Anglian Water 4.75% 4.83% 

Northumbrian Water 4.65% 4.72% 

United Utilities 3.40% 3.56% 

Southern Water 4.74% 4.74% 

Severn Trent / Hafren Dyfrydwy 3.49% 3.65% 

South West / Bristol Water 3.65% 3.39% 

Thames Water 4.61% 4.68% 

Dŵr Cymru 4.25% 4.08% 

Wessex Water 4.35% 4.37% 

Yorkshire Water 4.40% 4.41% 

WoCs 

Affinity Water 4.08% 4.20% 

Portsmouth 6.64% n/a138 

SES Water 5.86% 4.71% 

South East Water 5.08% 4.63% 

South Staffs Water 5.01% 3.43% 

  

From this analysis we derive company-level benchmarks set out in Table 4.3.  

 Table 4.3: Ofwat analysis of projected 2025-30 'pure debt' costs (nominal / CPIH).  

 Sector WaSCs and Large WoCs Small WoCs 

Nominal CPIH Nominal CPIH Nominal CPIH 

Company average 
('All in') 4.60% 2.18% 4.21% 2.17% 5.61% 3.54% 

Company average 
('Actual-notional') 4.24% 2.20% 4.27% 2.23% 4.07% 2.03% 

Company median ('All 
in') 4.61% 2.56% 4.38% 2.33% 5.86% 3.78% 

Company median 
('Actual-notional') 4.39% 2.34% 4.39% 2.34% 4.07% 2.03% 

As referenced previously, WaSCs and large WoCs account for over 99% of outstanding 
embedded debt. We therefore consider it appropriate to set a single allowance based on 
these companies to avoid the allowance being disproportionately affected by small company 

 
138 We cannot calculate a 'notional-actual' estimate for Portsmouth because its 'pure debt' post-exclusions does 
not contain any fixed-rate debt.  
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financing costs. Small companies have the option of requesting a company-specific 
adjustment (see section 4.7).  

In considering the appropriate benchmark, we have considered the distribution of 
companies under our 'pure debt' approach (Figure 4.1). We assess that the distribution is not 
symmetrical, with significant low-cost outliers. This suggests that the median may be a more 
reasonable benchmark for the sector cost of embedded debt.  

Figure 4.1: Projected balance sheet debt for WaSCs and Large WoCs for 2025-30 

 
Source: Ofwat analysis of companies' 2022 APR Table 4B  
Note: Costs reported on a pure debt 'all-in' basis 

For our ''early view' we note that the average of the 'All-in' and 'Actual-notional' large 
company medians is 4.38% in nominal terms. Expressed in CPIH-deflated terms, this gives 
2.34%, and we use this as our point estimate for the allowed return on embedded debt.   

We plot below our allowance against the individual independently-run companies' projected 
weighted average interest costs over 2025-30. This indicates that for the majority of the 
sector our allowance is a reasonable approximation of expected costs.  
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Figure 4.2: 2025-30 projected balance sheet debt vs. our allowance 

 
Source: Ofwat analysis of companies' 2022 APR Table 4B  

Index-led cross check 

As we explain in section 4.1.4, there may be benefits to an index-led cross check to test 
whether the sector is efficient as a whole. We have used data from our benchmark index, (the 
average of the A and BBB-rated GBP iBoxx non-financials 10+ indices), up to our data cut-off 
of 30 September 2022. Because we cannot draw on outturn data for the iBoxx indices in all of 
2022/23, 2023/24, and 2024/25, we adopt the simplifying assumption that all debt between 
our data-cut off and 31 March 2025 is priced at the same level as our new debt assumption 
(5.34%, in nominal terms). This is set out in table 4.4.   

Table 4.4: Financial year average yields for the iBoxx A/BBB 10+ index (nominal) 

Financial year Data provenance iBoxx A/BBB yield 

2005/06 Outturn 5.35% 

2006/07 Outturn 5.53% 

2007/08 Outturn 6.16% 

2008/09 Outturn 7.30% 

2009/10 Outturn 6.22% 

2010/11 Outturn 5.47% 

2011/12 Outturn 5.19% 

2012/13 Outturn 4.56% 

2013/14 Outturn 4.64% 

2014/15 Outturn 4.17% 

2015/16 Outturn 4.07% 

2016/17 Outturn 3.16% 

2017/18 Outturn 3.04% 
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2018/19 Outturn 3.33% 

2019/20 Outturn 2.62% 

2020/21 Outturn 2.16% 

2021/22 Outturn 2.44% 

2022/23 Outturn/Forecast1 4.79% 

2023/24 Forecast 5.34% 

2024/25 Forecast 5.34% 

Source: Ofwat analysis of IHS Markit data  
1) 2022/23 data is a weighted average of outturn data and the new debt assumption of 
5.34% 

Our cross-check uses indicative trailing average length of 15 and 20 years, and we report in 
Table 4.5 the results for the simple trailing average and a collapsing trailing average. The 
latter approach adopts the stylised assumption of debt issued at a constant rate and tenor-
at-issue matching the initial index length. This means that the trailing average shortens by 
one each year, as debt issued in the earliest year drops out of the index.  

Table 4.5: Index-led cross checks for our 'early view' embedded debt cost allowance 

Approach 
Length of trailing average 

15 years 20 years 

Simple trailing average 4.02% 4.54% 

Collapsing trailing average 3.84% 4.54% 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.5, the 15-20 year range for our balance sheet cross-check using 
both approaches is 3.84% to 4.54% in nominal terms. Our balance sheet point estimate of 
4.40% sits within, but towards the upper end of this cross-check range.  
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4.3 New debt 

4.3.1 Introduction and policy background  

New debt is issued during the price control period. It is used to finance new RCV and 
refinance existing debt as it matures.  

Our draft methodology sets out the following proposals for new debt: 

• Choice of benchmark index: We proposed to retain the average of the A and BBB-rated 
iBoxx GBP non-financials 10+ indices, due to its consistency with the credit rating stated 
as the target for the notionally-structured company, its use in other determinations over 
time (including PR14 and PR19), and its high number of instruments. 

• Averaging period: We proposed to use an averaging period of 6-12 months to derive the 
initial assumption for our new debt cost allowance, noting that this would strike a good 
balance between keeping data in the sample recent enough to be relevant, while limiting 
the weight placed on unrepresentative data.  

• Addressing uncertainty: We said that we would continue to index the new debt allowance 
with an end-of-period reconciliation, consistent with our approach at PR19. We proposed 
to not make a forward rates adjustment, consistent with our proposals on the risk-free 
rate, given evidence that it would not improve the accuracy of the allowance.  

• Benchmark index adjustment: We said we would carry out further analysis of water 
bonds' discount at issuance to our benchmark index, with a view to understanding how it 
should be adjusted to achieve a reasonable allowance for the notional company. We 
discussed options for using data to inform this calculation: 'ex-ante' data between 2015 
and 2024, and 'ex-post' data, which would use outturn bond data from 2025-2029. We set 
out that the second of these approaches would reduce the risk of forecast error in 
determining the appropriate size of adjustment.  

4.3.2 Choice of benchmark index  

We received no responses on the question of which benchmark index we should adopt. We 
consider that a high-quality benchmark index should achieve the following characteristics: 

• Transparent: The mechanism for deriving the index should be clear and reproducible. 
• Authoritative:  The index should be produced by a respected authority that is 

independent of both regulator and companies and their investors.  
• Independent: As a cross-check to the balance sheet approach, it should not have an 

unduly large share of water bonds.  
• Similar to the notional company: It is desirable that the benchmark index should share 

characteristics of the notional company.  
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• Sufficiently large: The index should contain a sufficient number of bonds to avoid being 
excessively skewed by idiosyncratic factors of specific bonds.  

We considered the Utilities 10+ index as an alternative to the iBoxx A/BBB 10+ index. Ofgem 
has used the former index in recent determinations, arguing that in times of systemic 
financial distress the Utilities index 10+ better approximates sector issuance costs.   

We found that there was little to separate the two indices based on the criteria of being 
transparent, authoritative and independent. Both indices are produced and updated on a 
monthly basis by IHS Markit, with information on constituent bonds and calculation 
methodology readily available to subscribers. In addition, both the A/BBB 10+ and Utilities 
10+ indices have many constituents, at 161 and 82 bonds, respectively.  

Overall, we considered that the explicit use of credit rating as an inclusion criterion in the 
iBoxx A/BBB would be more likely over time to result in a weighted average credit rating in 
line with our notional company target rating of Baa1 (which lies on the border of the A and 
BBB groupings). In addition, the weight of water bonds was lower for the A/BBB index (12%) 
compared with the Utilities 10+ index (26%), making the former a more independent cross-
check.  

We therefore retain the average of the iBoxx 10+ A- and BBB rated indices as our benchmark 
index, unless both convincing evidence of sustained drift in its characteristics from the 
notional company and a better alternative emerges.  

4.3.3 Averaging period 

We received a couple of responses that raised issues with our proposals to use a 6 – 12 month 
trailing average.  

• Yorkshire Water argued that consistency of approach over price reviews was critical. They 
considered that changing the averaging period because of market movements gives the 
impression of attempting to influence results to set a cost of debt that is as low as 
possible.  

• United Utilities agreed that it should be consistent with the approach on the risk-free rate 
but considered a longer trailing average to be inappropriate. They also noted that, due to 
our continued proposals to index the cost of debt the choice of index length was not a 
significant assumption.  

We consider that it is appropriate to use the same length of trail for both the risk-free rate 
and the point estimate for the cost of new debt. In section 3.3.4 we set out the factors that 
would lead us to depart from a 1 month trailing average for the risk-free rate; we have applied 
the same decision on length of averaging period to our decision on the allowed cost of new 
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debt and propose to follow the averaging period used for the risk free rate when we set our 
draft and final determinations in 2024.  

4.3.4 Addressing uncertainty 

Stakeholders did not raise objections to our proposal to continue to index the cost of new 
debt at PR24.  

We received two responses on our proposal to not apply forward rates to our allowed cost of 
new debt assumption.  

• Yorkshire Water and South West Water both disagreed with our proposal to not use a 
forward rates adjustment, arguing that changes in interest rate expectations and the 
desirability of lower end-of-period reconciliations warranted considering forward rates in 
our initial allowance.  

As set out in section 3.3.5. we have concerns about reflecting forward rate adjustments in our 
allowed return estimates, because the historical evidence suggests the adjustments impart 
an upward bias and do not improve the predictive power of estimates over a spot estimate or 
short trailing average. We acknowledge that the period used to derive this conclusion has 
been characterised by a trend of falling interest rates, but also that the risks are mitigated as 
a consequence of the indexation mechanism for the cost of new debt. We do not include an 
uplift for forward rates in our 'early view' allowed cost of new debt, a position we propose to 
retain for the draft and final determinations.  

4.3.5 Benchmark index adjustment 

The majority of respondents expressed strong disagreement with our proposals around the 
benchmark index adjustment: 

• Several responses cited the CMA's decision to not include a benchmark index adjustment 
for new debt for its PR19 redeterminations as a reason we should also not include one, in 
particular citing the CMA's assessment of evidence that estimated outperformance 
reduced to minimal levels once tenor and credit rating were controlled for.   

• Several responses argued that our policy would blunt incentives to outperform the index, 
and would incentivise companies to issue at lower tenors, creating additional re-
financing and interest rate risk for the sector. Both Affinity Water and Severn Trent noted 
that this would be at odds with our financial resilience aspirations.  

• United Utilities argued that our draft methodology estimate of the benchmark index 
adjustment was measured with inaccuracy, citing the inclusion of some Euro-
denominated bonds in our average.  
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• United Utilities noted that the iBoxx A/BBB indices were distorted by long-dated 
instruments and the median of the index as at 18 July of 16 years was much closer to the 
water sector average tenor-at-issuance.  

• United Utilities also disagreed that excluding bonds with maturities less than 10 years 
would further add to the outperformance from tenor due to the impact of higher liquidity 
costs which in their view offset the reduction in yield. (We address this issue in section 
4.5)   

• Thames Water requested further information on our iBoxx yield curve analysis,139 and 
expressed a desire to understand whether it was a coincidental outcome based on the 
characteristics of the curve at that point in time. It also requested clarity on how we 
would control for credit ratings and if this would involve weights according to the relative 
size of each issuance.  

• CCW considered that customers should not pay a premium for financing costs stemming 
from divergence of index characteristics, relative to water companies. It argued that if we 
could evidence that the notional company could issue at a discount to the index, a 
discount ought to be applied to ensure the financial benefit did not sit solely with 
companies.  

Responses were mixed on how the adjustment should be applied. 

• Welsh Water argued that if we adopted such an approach, then it would make sense to 
carry out a reconciliation to correct our 'ex-ante' index-based allowance and the 
benchmark index adjustment using outturn data.   

• Wessex and South East Water considered that an ex-post adjustment increased 
uncertainty and could preclude recovery of efficient costs over the life of each 
instrument. 

• CCWater stated a preference for the 'ex-post' approach, as this would avoid the risk of the 
adjustment being proved too high or too low based on outturn data. 

Our response 

We consider that many responses misrepresented the CMA's position on the benchmark 
index adjustment. The CMA stated:  

"only the potential to issue at lower tenors than suggested by the benchmark would seem to 
justify any adjustment to the new debt allowance. We have not received evidence that this 
issue alone is material enough to justify any adjustment."140  

Reflecting the issue raised by the CMA, we have carried out further analysis. Where data 
reported by companies in table 4B of their 2021-22 Annual Performance Reports has enabled 

 
139 Ofwat, 'PR24 Draft Methodology: Appendix 11: Allowed return on capital', Figure A1.5, p.31 
140 CMA 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', March 2021, para 9. 825, p.954 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Appendix-11-Allowed-return-on-capital-appendix.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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us to do so, we have considered the cost of GBP, fixed rate bonds, issued since 2015 that have 
a tenor at issuance of 10+ years against our benchmark index.    

The sample has been taken from table 4B of companies 2021-22 Annual Performance Report 
(APR) submissions. We have focused on fixed-rate nominal GBP bonds of duration 10yrs+ 
issued since 2015 to achieve consistency with the index. We set out our sample statistics in 
Table 4.6  

Table 4.6: Analysis of fixed rate bonds issued since 2015 vs the benchmark index  

 Number of bonds Average yield vs 
average iBoxx 

A/BBB 10+ on the 
day 

Average yield vs 
average iBoxx 

A/BBB 10+ in that 
year 

Average tenor at 
issuance 

Full sample 60 -35bps  -37bps  15.5 years 

Baa1 bonds only 13 -41bps -25bps 16.8 years 

Of the 60 bonds in our sample issued since 2015, we observe a material discount-at issuance 
against the benchmark index, consistent with the findings of CEPA's 2016 report.141 We note 
that calculating the discount against the average level of the index for that financial year still 
results in a material discount. We have reviewed and removed any non-GBP denominated 
bonds. Figure 4.3 shows how the issuances compare to the index pre- and post adjustment, 
demonstrating that on average nominal bonds are still issued at a discount to the benchmark 
index adjusted for 15 basis points. 

We finally note that narrowing the sample to issues rated Baa1 like the notional company also 
results in a large average discount to the benchmark index, suggesting that there is still a 
need for an adjustment when controlling for credit rating.   

 
141 CEPA, Cost of Debt Report August 2016 

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1562_Cost_of_Debt_report_by_CEPA.pdf
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Figure 4.3: Observed bond yields compared with our benchmark index 

Source: Ofwat analysis of IHS Markit and water bond data 

We are not convinced that a benchmark index adjustment would incentivise companies to 
issue at shorter tenors to beat the cost of new debt allowance. We consider that the revenue 
benefits of issuing at lower tenors would remain in the absence of our measure, and would be 
even more lucrative for companies. We note in addition that tenor-at-issuance reflects the 
interplay of a number of other considerations than price (e.g. the value of diversifying against 
risks).  

Given that a 15bps adjustment to the allowed return on debt already exists for the companies 
that did not appeal their PR19 determination, it is doubtful that our continuation of this policy 
would trigger a sudden change in company behaviour around issuance. Even if this were not 
true, our sample criterion of including bonds with a tenor-at-issuance of 10+ years should 
avoid any impression that we are pushing water companies to issue at very short tenors.  

We also disagree that the median is the appropriate comparison with the index as the yield 
on the index is driven by the weighted average yield to maturity, making an average a better 
comparison.  
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As set out in table 4.6, we observe that, on average 15 years tenor-at-issuance is a reasonable 
assumption for the sector. The benchmark index (iBoxx A/BBB) tends to have weighted-
average years-to-maturity closer to 20 years142 across the same time scale.  

As part of the draft methodology we used an example yield curve from the 24 February 2022 
which showed an increasing yield as maturities increased. This curve demonstrated that 
assuming a 20 year tenor in the benchmark index may overstate the actual cost of borrowing 
even for an issuance strategy that is well-diversified and not weighted towards issuing at the 
short end of the yield curve. This was referring to the fact that yield curves tend to flatten at 
higher yields. We describe our approach to deriving these curves in Annex A4. 

Our curve was just an illustrative demonstration of the issue we have considered over the full 
period since 2015. On average we infer a term premium of 17.4 basis points for issuing at a 
tenor of 20 years (the average observed for the benchmark index) compared to a 15 year 
issuance (the average we assess for the sector) on the same date.143  

We consider that the evidence supports the inclusion of a benchmark index adjustment, both 
from observations in the sector and the implication of issuing at shorter tenors. Therefore, we 
have decided to apply a conservative adjustment of 15bps to be applied to our trailing 
average of the benchmark index. We note this is consistent with the PR19 and PR14 
adjustments, and figures in Table 4.6 would support a materially higher estimate. 

There are trade-offs between the clarity provided by applying the adjustment at the start of 
the period and the benefits of seeing that data across the period to inform any adjustment 
made at the end of the period.  

However we consider that the additional uncertainty caused by applying an ex-post 
adjustment it creates over the period are likely to outweigh the potential benefits of 
understanding the outturn data. Therefore we will be applying our benchmark index 
adjustment to the cost of debt as part of our determinations.  

4.3.6 Our 'early view' point estimate cost of new debt 

For our early view point estimate for the cost of new debt, consistent with our approach to the 
risk free rate, we have calculated a one-month trailing average of our benchmark index for 
September 2022.144 Deducting our benchmark index adjustment of 15 basis points and 
applying our long-term CPIH assumption of 2.0% gives a new debt point estimate of 3.28%.   

 
142 Since 2015, the iBoxx non-financials GBP A 10+ and BBB 10+ have had weighted average maturities of 23 and 18 
years respectively. 
143 Source: Ofwat analysis of IHS Markit data. See Appendix A5 for more details.  
144 The average of the A and BBB-rated iBoxx 10+ non-financials indices. 
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Table 4.7: Our 'early view' cost of new debt 

 Sector 

iBoxx A/BBB 10+ yield  
(nominal, 1 month trailing average to 30/09/2022) 5.49% 

Benchmark index adjustment -0.15% 

Allowed cost of new debt  
(nominal) 5.34% 

Allowed cost of new debt 
(real, CPIH) 

3.28% 

 

4.4 Share of new debt 

4.4.1 Introduction and policy background 

The assumed share of new debt in the notional company determines the weights attached to 
new and embedded debt costs in the overall cost of debt allowance. The share is an average 
over the PR24 period (2025-30). 

For our draft methodology, we said we would derive our assumption by modelling new and 
embedded debt balances over 2025-30, reflecting the contribution of refinancing debt falling 
due within this period and financing new RCV. We noted that uncertainty around RCV growth 
in particular would require our 'early view' to be based on assumptions that would have to be 
iterated for draft and final determinations once better data became available.  

We also expressed an expectation that reductions in notional gearing would be likely to affect 
the assumed share of new debt, as we expected gearing reductions to be achieved through 
utilising a higher share of equity in financing new RCV, and a correspondingly lower share of 
new debt.145  

 
145 For a fixed quantum of embedded debt, this implies that the ratio of new-to-embedded debt will reduce.  
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4.4.2 Approach to estimating new debt share 

Overall, we received few submissions on our proposed data sources and approach to deriving 
an estimate: 

• Wessex Water agreed the proportion of new debt for PR24 should reflect anticipated PR24 
investment and RCV growth.  

• Thames Water sought further clarity on our assumptions for RCV formation for the 
notional company for our 'early view' and for draft and final determinations. 

To model embedded and new debt balances, we will consider company data on planned debt 
issuance, refinancing, accretion and paydown, as well as inference from other data (e.g. the 
maturity profile of outstanding debt).  

For PR24 draft and final determinations, we will estimate new debt for RCV formation with 
reference to the share of allowed totex that is capitalised. Our approach will use the 
assumption that the share of new debt financing is the same as our PR24 notional gearing. In 
the absence of robust estimates of capitalised totex for our 'early view', we have drawn 
instead on assumptions concerning PR24 RCV growth, as discussed below.  

4.4.3 Impact of reducing notional gearing 

We received few responses overall on this point, however Wessex Water and Affinity Water 
agreed that changes to notional gearing ought to be reflected in the share of new debt.  

For our draft methodology, we considered that any reduction in notional gearing would take 
place through increasing the share of new RCV financed by equity. Relative to the base case 
of financing at the previous notional gearing, this would imply a lower share of new debt in 
overall debt.  

We have reconsidered this assumption in light of the recent environment of high inflation. As 
set out in Appendix 10 – Aligning risk and return, based on the forecast level of inflation in 
August 2022, we assess that a notionally financed company with zero real RCV growth should 
be able to reduce its gearing levels by more than five percentage points ahead of March 2025 
without an equity injection or retaining dividends. This is because while the RCV grows in line 
with inflation, the amount repayable for existing fixed rate debt does not increase. For this 
reason we conclude that no adjustment to our base estimate for the share of new debt is 
necessary to accommodate our decision to move to 55% notional gearing.  
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4.4.4 Our 'early view' point estimate for the share of new debt 

For our assumed share of new debt we derive estimates for the following contributory factors:  
• Refinancing new debt: We assume that all debt instruments from March 2022 Table 4B 

which fall due over 2025-30 are refinanced as new debt, subtracting the principal of 
instruments falling due in a given year from embedded debt rolling balances and adding 
them to the new debt balances.  

• RCV new debt: We model a 'High enhancement' scenario with a compound average real 
RCV growth rate for the sector of 2.0%, up from the approximately 1.2% per year growth 
expected for PR19. This reflects the potentially higher enhancement expenditure over 
2025-30 to achieve compliance with environmental targets (for instance, to tackle sewer 
overflows).146 We assume that the difference in RCV between years is funded by a mix of 
55% new debt and 45% equity, consistent with our revised PR24 notional gearing 
assumption. 

• Accretion: We assume that the share of embedded debt in each year which is RPI- and 
CPI-linked matches the share of these instruments in total debt instruments as at 31 
March 2022. From these RPI-linked and CPI-linked balances we calculate accretion as 
2.0% of CPI balances and 2.9% of RPI balances in each year. The resultant accretion 
figures are added to the stock of embedded debt in each year.  

Table 4.8 sets out our indicative 'early view' of debt balances and hence new debt share.   

  

 
146 This assumption is high-level and should not be taken to be our central estimate of the impact of PR24 totex, 
which is highly uncertain. 
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Table 4.8: PR24 'early view' share of new debt (£bn, nominal) 

 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30  

Embedded debt 
Embedded 
debt: 
opening  

- 65.0 60.1 57.7 55.6 53.4 

Less 
refinancing1 - 5.5 3.0 2.6 2.8 2.4 

 Add 
Accretion - 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Embedded 
debt: closing 65.0 60.1 57.7 55.6 53.4 51.5 

New debt 

New debt: 
opening - 0.0 6.4 10.2 13.7 17.4 

Add 
refinancing1 - 5.5 3.0 2.6 2.8 2.4 

Add RCV new 
debt - 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

New debt 
closing 0.0 6.4 10.2 13.7 17.4 20.7 PR24 

Average 

% New debt - 
year end 0% 9.6% 15.1% 19.8% 24.6% 28.7% 19.6% 

% new debt - 
year average  4.8% 12.3% 17.4% 22.2% 26.6% 16.7% 

Source: Ofwat analysis of 2022 APR Table 4B data and PR19 Final Determinations 
Note: Figures are end-of-year unless labelled otherwise 
1) Refinancing assumption is based on 2022 APR Table 4B debt instruments falling due in each 
financial year – these instruments are assumed to be refinanced.  

 

As set out in the final row of Table 4.8 the average share of new debt is 16.7%, which we 
round to the nearest percentage point, using 17% as our 'early view' share of new debt 
assumption.   
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4.5 Issuance and liquidity costs 

4.5.1 Introduction and policy background 

Water companies raising debt finance incur costs other than interest costs. There may be 
fees due to financial intermediaries associated with raising debt and/or costs associated with 
maintaining liquidity.   

For PR19, we used a 10 basis point issuance and liquidity cost allowance on the overall cost of 
debt to fund non-interest costs associated with debt financing. This allowance was largely 
uncontentious in the course of the PR19 review and was retained by the CMA for its PR19 
redeterminations for large companies.  

4.5.2 Calibrating our allowance 

Stakeholder submissions 

Company responses tended to argue that our 10 basis point allowance was too low:  

• Several company responses noted that Ofgem's RIIO-2 determinations had allowed a 
higher allowance of 25 basis points, consisting of 10 basis points for issuance & liquidity 
costs, 10bps for a 'cost of carry', and 5 basis points for costs associated with the transition 
to full CPIH indexation. 

• Several company responses specifically criticised the lack of an allowance for RPI-CPIH 
basis risk or to compensate for allegedly higher costs associated with raising new CPI-
linked debt. 

• United Utilities argued that companies generally raised finance 18 months in advance of 
deployment, incurring liquidity costs, equal to the difference between yield of the finance 
raised and the (usually much lower) interest rate the proceeds earned. It argued that this 
charge should be amortised over the life of the loan. 

Our response 

We have considered the additional cost items proposed in responses. We assess overall that 
insufficient evidence has been provided that is relevant to a water company under the 
notional structure to include them in our allowance.  

We acknowledge that Ofgem's RIIO-2 determinations have made cost allowances for items 
not contained in our draft 10 basis point allowance; in particular 10 basis points for the 'cost  
of carry' and 5 basis points for costs related to full CPIH indexation.147 However, company 

 
147 Ofgem, 'RIIO-ED2 draft determinations: Finance Annex', June 2022, p13, Table 6 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2022-06/RIIO-ED2%20Draft%20Determinations%20Finance%20Annex.pdf
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responses referred to these allowances (which were determined following a review of energy 
company evidence) without submitting any evidence on the costs faced by water companies.   

For the cost of carry, we note that Ofgem based its 10bps allowance using cash on company 
balance sheets, assuming this was raised through debt but not invested. It then calculated 
the cost of carry by applying to this figure the difference between the yield of its benchmark 
index (the iBoxx Utilities 10+), and the 3m cash deposit rate.  

We recognise that companies raise finance to fund investment programmes and replace 
maturing debt on an ongoing basis, and that companies must certify annually that they have 
sufficient facilities and resources to finance their activities for the following twelve months. 
However, we have not seen convincing evidence that the additional costs of carry proposed 
by companies in draft methodology responses that has persuaded us that additional costs of 
carry should be passed to customers above PR19 allowances. For example, cash from 
operations and revolving credit facilities allow companies to manage costs of carry, and 
where claims have been made (for example in the case of United Utilities) we have not seen 
companies set out evidence that draws directly to their own accounts or those of other water 
companies in making such claims.  

We have accordingly not included a cost of carry allowance in our early view, although we 
remain open to considering high-quality evidence relevant to the water sector in advance of 
draft and final determinations.  

We do not intend to provide an additional allowance to fund costs relating to the transition to 
full CPIH indexation of the RCV. By 2025, the sector will have had nearly a decade to plan a 
transition to CPIH indexation.148 While noting the approach adopted in the energy sector, 
where allowances can be decomposed into 3bps as swap-provided 'basis risk mitigation' on 
embedded debt,149 and 2bps for a CPI issuance premium affecting new debt,150 we were not 
convinced that these costs should apply equally in the water sector.  

We consider that any transitional costs relating to full CPIH indexation will need evidencing 
based on high-quality relevant data, and will be considered in the round against the benefit 
to equity investors of an inflation measure which reduces the volatility of the RCV they have 
invested in.  

Basis risk would arise for our notional company if the RPI-CPIH 'wedge' from outturn inflation 
data were different to the long-term assumption of 90bps,151 with a higher outturn wedge 

 
148 We first mooted a transition in 2015 (see for example Water 2020: Regulatory framework for wholesale markets 
and the 2019 price review), following the conclusions of the Johnson review, published in January 2015. 
149 Ofgem calculate this as 15bps cost of swaps, applied to 25% index-linked debt, multiplied by 78%embedded 
debt.  
150 Ofgem calculate this as an assumed 30bps premium multiplied by the 25% assumed share of index-linked debt 
and the 22% share of new debt.  
151 Based on CPI of 2.0% and RPI of 2.9%; source: OBR 'Economic and Fiscal Outlook, October 2021, p.71  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/pap_con20150912water2020.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/pap_con20150912water2020.pdf
https://obr.uk/docs/dlm_uploads/CCS1021486854-001_OBR-EFO-October-2021_CS_Web-Accessible_v2.pdf
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financially detrimental to the notional company, and vice-versa. Responses arguing we 
should fund basis risk mitigation did not however provide estimates of the magnitude of risk 
or the cost of insuring against it. We note that September CPI and RPI-linked swap data 
suggests an average wedge to the end of 2030 of 84bps, while the Office for Budgetary 
Responsibility's November 2022 forecasts for RPI and CPI imply an average wedge of around 
70bps for years 2025/26 to 2027/28. The financial gains if an average wedge at these levels 
materialised (given our 'early view' assumption of 90bps) suggest that the attractiveness of 
insuring against such an outcome would seem to be low.   

Responses also provided no evidence of a CPI-linked issuance premium or why our policy to 
transition to full CPIH indexation obliged companies to bear these higher costs. While we 
assess that applying Ofgem's methodology would also result in a 2bps allowance for the 
notional company, based on our 'early view' policy parameters, we question the stability of 
any premium of CPI-linked debt over RPI-linked debt. We expect that RPI-linked and CPIH-
linked yields will have fully converged by March 2030, given the UK Statistic's Authority's 
stated intention to converge both inflation measures to CPIH from 2030 onwards. If a 
premium exists, it would diminish over PR24 up the point the 2030 reforms took effect, 
indicating that 2bps may be an overestimate.  

4.5.3 Our 'early view' point estimate for issuance and liquidity costs 

Taking account of the issues set out above, we have retained the PR19 allowance of 0.10% on 
the overall cost of debt in our 'early view'.  

4.6 Company-specific adjustments 

4.6.1 Introduction and policy background 

At PR19 we allowed a higher cost of debt allowance for only two companies - Portsmouth 
Water and South Staffs Water – on the basis that these companies satisfied our three 
assessment criteria.152 We did not allow a cost of equity uplift, and this was not formally 
requested by any small company as part of their request for a company specific adjustment.  

For our PR24 draft methodology, we signalled our intention to reform the process for applying 
for a company-specific adjustment (CSA). We signalled the following points: 

• Demonstrating level of uplift: We proposed that applicants would have to justify their 
uplift in terms of higher costs faced by a notionally-structured company with their 
higher-cost characteristic (e.g. small size) against the sector benchmark.  

 
152 These were: Levels, Customer Benefits, and Customer Support 
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• Removal of the benefits assessment: We proposed that we would no longer require 
applicants to demonstrate positive cost-benefit from allowing an uplift.  

• Allocating risks under management control to companies: We signalled that uplifts 
should not insulate companies from the consequences of risks under direct company 
control (e.g. timing or tenor) or whose effects could be mitigated through a diverse debt 
issuance strategy. We reasoned this approach would maintain strong incentives for 
companies to finance themselves efficiently.  

• No uplift for foreign currency issuance: We did not accept as reasonable the premise that 
customers should fund an uplift to pay for the higher costs of foreign currency issuance 
for a company that had saturated the pounds sterling debt market with its debt.  

• A continued role for customer support: We retained our PR19 requirement that 
applicants demonstrate their customers' support as a condition for allowing an uplift. We 
said that customer research would have to achieve our standards for high quality 
research to carry weight in our assessment. 

Stakeholder submissions 

• South West Water argued that CSAs were not in customers' interests and companies 
seeking such uplifts should be directed to merge, consolidate or pool financing to address 
the cost challenges of small size.  

• CCWater strongly supported retaining the customer support assessment as a criterion for 
allowing an uplift  

• Several companies (including the large WoCs) argued that they were infrequent issuers 
and that this exposed them to a greater risk of mismatch in borrowing costs vs. our 
allowance and timing-of-issue risk. They suggested we should adopt Ofgem's RIIO-2 
policy of awarding such issuers an uplift to their cost of debt.  

• Affinity Water argued that the timing of its historic debt issuance had resulted in a cost of 
embedded debt within PR19 allowances, but that its small size and infrequent issuance 
exposed it to timing-of-issuance risk for new debt, arguing this made a new debt uplift 
appropriate. 

• South East Water argued that a CSA for embedded and new debt was appropriate in its 
case as an infrequent issuer and because its predecessor companies (Mid Kent and South 
East Water) were both smaller than the company's current size.  

• South East Water argued for a premium on the cost of equity for smaller companies, citing 
the CMA's estimate of 10-20bps RoRE impact from asymmetry in the PR19 ODI framework. 
It argued small companies were more exposed to this asymmetry, as demonstrated by 
their relatively worse RoRE performance in the initial years of the PR19 control period.  

• Several companies argued that inputs to our allowed return on debt (e.g. share of new 
debt) were calculated predominantly based on large company characteristics and so were 
a poor fit for small company characteristics. It was argued we should recalculate these 
inputs based on a subset of smaller companies or on a company-specific basis.  

• Several companies argued that our allowance should reflect actual historical issuance, 
suggesting that historical debt was incurred efficiently.  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/PR24-customer-engagement-policy.pdf
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• Thames Water argued that its higher cost of foreign currency borrowing was 'conceptually 
similar to the higher marginal costs incurred by small companies', and so should be 
considered valid for a CSA.  

Our response 

Level of uplift assessment:  consistent with the approach proposed in the draft methodology, 
we confirm that we will assess claims put forward by small water companies for a company 
specific adjustment to the cost of debt. Companies should clearly signal any proposed 
adjustment in their business plan, together with quantitative estimates of the level of uplift 
sought for each component, and their justification based on small size.  

Consistent with our approach to setting the sector cost of debt, we will focus on assessing 
evidence on the additional costs which might reasonably be faced by a small notionally-
structured company, compared to our allowed return. Setting allowances based on actual 
costs would risk diluting incentives to issue efficiently, and we do not consider that an 
instrument-level efficiency review would be consistent with our long-standing principle that 
companies should bear the risk of their own financing choices.  

In putting forward evidence in support of a CSA request, companies should demonstrate that 
such adjustment is reasonable and in the long term interests of customers, noting that an 
important precondition is an initial sense check comparing our benchmarks against its cost 
of debt to establish whether a CSA is needed. This is as any small size premium can be 
eroded through company growth and issuance strategy, as demonstrated by Affinity Water's 
response and the CMA's PR19 decision not to allow Bristol Water a CSA for its cost of new 
debt. 

We do not intend to set a specific share of new debt for small companies. We note that there 
remain only three independently-controlled small companies, such that any benchmark 
would risk being heavily skewed by individual companies, introducing unpredictability as well 
as potentially even larger mismatch than that which may arise currently. In addition, and 
noting that Bristol Water refinanced a third of its debt book over 2015-20, we share the CMA's 
doubt around the assumption that smaller companies require a structurally lower proportion 
of new debt.153    

We do not intend to allow a CSA for the allowed return on equity. The theoretical case for a 
small size-related premium is weak and inconclusive,154 and we note the CMA as part of its 
PR19 redeterminations did not accept Bristol Water's arguments that it faced such a 
premium.  While noting company arguments around asymmetry, it is too early to make 

 
153 CMA, 'PR19 redeterminations: Final Report', March 2021 
154 A review of the literature is provided in S.Cho, 'The Size Premium and Macro Volatility Risks: Evidence from US 
and UK Equity Markets', 2019, which notes that 'the US or UK SMB [small minus big] factor… has almost zero risk 
premium unconditionally)' 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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definitive judgments about the level of asymmetry in the regulatory settlement. Moreover, our 
preference (as set out in section 2.1 of Appendix 10), remains to address issues of asymmetry 
at source, rather than applying uplifts to the allowed return on equity.  

An important principle in setting a company-specific adjustment is that it should 
compensate for factors substantively outside of management control. Small size arguably at 
least partially meets this definition because (other than merging) companies cannot in the 
short term bridge the gap in size which characterises small WoCs and the sector's larger 
companies. 

In assessing the principle of Thames Water's claim for a company-specific uplift due to its 
claimed requirement to raise debt in international markets, we considered that a material 
contributing factor to this situation is likely to have been the company's decision to operate a 
highly-geared financial structure. The company reported its gearing as 80.7% on 31 March 
2022. This is 20.7 percentage points higher than our PR19 notional gearing of 60%, and 
equivalent to £3.4 billion of additional debt over this threshold. We consider it a reasonable 
conclusion that the saturation of the pounds sterling market and ensuing need to seek 
financing in more costly overseas markets would not have arisen without the debt taken out 
to achieve the company's target financial structure. As we consider the risks of such choices 
should lie with companies not customers, we hold there is no case for a company-specific 
adjustment to offset these costs.  

Customer support assessment: we confirm that for PR24 we will not require companies to 
demonstrate the cost-benefit of providing an uplift. We will however retain the customer 
support assessment, considering that it is important customers have a say in funding any 
uplift - as they would in a competitive setting.  

Requests for company specific adjustments will therefore need to be accompanied by high 
quality, compelling evidence that their customers support funding an uplift. This should not 
be limited to a survey – companies should seek to understand customers own views in their 
own words rather than, for instance, solely relying on research that involves multiple-choice 
questionnaires.  

We expect that our minimum quality criteria would be supported by evidence that 
demonstrates:  

• that companies’ customer engagement is supported by a sufficiently large and 
representative sample of the customer base,  

• that the impact of the uplift on customer bills has been clearly portrayed against the 
counterfactual of no uplift; and  

• that elicited support for the uplift is based on information that fairly portrays the issue.  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-final-methodology-appendix-10-aligning-risk-and-return/
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Consistent with our approach to customer research in chapter 4 of our final methodology, 
where we are not satisfied that evidence of customers’ views meets the standards we have 
set out,155 we may not give that evidence any weight in our assessment of company proposals. 

4.6.2 Our 'early view' point estimate for company-specific adjustments 

For the embedded debt uplift, considerable analysis has recently been carried out to 
establish the costs a small notional water company might face (Table 4.9). 

Table 4.9 Recent estimates for embedded debt company-specific adjustment 

 Embedded debt CSA 

Ofwat PR19 Initial Assessment of Plans (IAP)  
(January 2019) 25-40 bps 

Ofwat Final Determinations  
(December 2019) 35 bps 

CMA PR19 Final Determination 
(March 2021) 

30 bps 

Given that the issue predominantly relates to long-dated debt issued in the early 2000s, we 
consider it unlikely that updating this analysis would lead to a substantively different 
conclusion. We therefore consider it useful to signal for our 'early view' that an uplift of 30bps 
over the sector cost of embedded debt allowance would be appropriate for the notional small 
water only company. 

We consider that submissions on other components of the cost of debt did not include 
sufficient evidence relevant to the water sector to support a reliable 'early view' for the 
appropriate level of CSA. As stated in the previous section we are open to considering further 
high quality evidence relevant to the water sector, prior to draft and final determinations.  

 
155 : Ofwat, 'PR24 and beyond: Customer engagement policy - a position paper' February 2022 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/PR24-customer-engagement-policy.pdf
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5. Retail margins 

5.1 Introduction and policy background 

We remunerate financing costs for the household retail control with a retail net margin.156 
This net margin is intended to provide an efficient company with a normal return that is 
appropriate to the capital employed and risks as a retailer. We do not apply the allowed return 
used for wholesale controls, as the asset-light nature of the retail business means traditional 
return on capital approaches are less suited to assessing appropriate returns. For our draft 
methodology we said we would consider whether the 1.0% net margin set at PR19 final 
determinations remained appropriate. 

A retail margin adjustment to the appointee WACC is required to avoid double counting 
compensation for systematic retail risks. Because we set allowed returns at the level of the 
appointee using data which captures risk from all controls (including retail), we need to 
adjust this allowed return to reflect that systematic retail risk is also remunerated via the 
retail margin. The retail margin adjustment is therefore based on the part of retail margin 
revenues not assigned to financing fixed capital costs and working capital.  

For PR19 final determinations we adjusted the appointee allowed return on capital to 
calculate a wholesale allowed return on capital, applying a downward adjustment of 0.04% to 
the allowed return for the appointee. The CMA's PR19 redetermination used a larger 
adjustment of 0.08%, due to its assessment that a zero allowance for working capital costs 
was appropriate.157 We proposed for our draft methodology that we would continue to apply a 
retail margin adjustment to avoid double counting systematic retail risks, and that we would 
draw on financial model outputs to promote consistency with our draft and final 
determinations.  

We received only one consultation response on retail margin issues. United Utilities stated 
that it agreed with our approach to making a retail margin adjustment and that a 1.0% net 
margin was appropriate for the household control.   

5.2 Our 'early view' point estimate for the retail margin and 
retail margin adjustment.  

For our 'early view', we retain a retail margin of 1.0%. This is consistent with the figure used 
at PR19 and in the CMA's PR19 redeterminations, and responses to our draft methodology 
consultation. It also reflects the benefit to suppliers from operating in a non-contestable (and 

 
156 Our net margin is applied to retail cost-to-serve and wholesale revenues and funds financing costs.  
157 CMA, 'PR19 Redeterminations, Final report', March 2021, p. 1034, para. 9.1142 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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therefore lower-risk) sector. We will however consider a further update to the retail margin 
for draft and final determinations.  

We set out our 'early view' estimate of the retail margin adjustment in Table 5.1, calculating a 
value of 0.06%. Our figure is only illustrative, as we have largely used PR19 final 
determination inputs. We will update these with figures from the PR24 financial model for 
draft and final determinations.  

We have adapted our PR19 approach to deriving the retail margin adjustment to incorporate 
working capital inputs derived from the financial model. In addition, we now incorporate 
Measured Income Accrual and advance receipts into our estimates of average working capital 
balance.158  

Table 5.1: Our 'early view' estimate of the retail margin adjustment 

Component (2020-25 average) Calculation Value Notes 

Fixed asset balance for retail controls  A £384m From final determination 
financial models 

Cost of financing fixed assets B 5.35% PR24 appointee 'early view' 
allowed return on capital 

Required revenue for return on retail 
fixed assets C = (A x B) £21m - 

Debtor balance  D £1,050m From final determination 
financial models 

Creditor balance  E £473m From final determination 
financial models 

Measured Income Accrual  F £1,305m From final determination 
financial models 

Advance receipts G £947m From final determination 
financial models 

Annual working capital requirement H = (D + F) - 
(E + G) £935m - 

Working capital financing rate I 3.06% Trimmed average from PR19 
resubmitted business plans 

Required revenue for return on working 
capital J = H x I £29m - 

Total retail-specific capital costs K = C + J £48m - 

 
158 Measured Income Accrual refers to the value of sales a company has made but not invoiced.  
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Retail margin allowed revenue 
apportioned to households.  L £97m From final determination 

financial models 

Required return for retail systematic 
risk M = L - K £47m - 

Average RCV (2020-25) N £83,554m From final determination 
financial models 

Retail margin adjustment O = M / N 0.06% - 

Source: Ofwat analysis of PR19 financial models and business plan data 
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A1: Convenience Yield 

Literature review 

The economic literature defines as "convenience premium" or "convenience yield" the amount 
of return investors are willing to forgo for holding money-like assets that possess special 
safety and liquidity characteristics. It is typically argued that government bonds issued by 
countries with a high credit rating possess such money-like characteristics, and therefore 
there is a risk that index-linked gilt yields might have a yield lower than the zero-beta asset 
in the CAPM framework. 

The CMA RIIO-2 energy panel considered on balance there was evidence of a convenience 
yield in government debt,159  however, the RIIO-2 energy panel went on say that this showed 
index-linked gilts could marginally be improved on rather than proof that reliance on index-
linked gilts was an error. Economic studies have attempted to estimate the convenience 
premium typically by reference to sovereign bonds. In this section we conduct a review of the 
literature on convenience yield, beginning with the table below which summarises 
convenience yield estimates across a selected set of recent studies. 

Table A1.1: Average convenience yield estimates across a selected number of 
studies 

Study Average/range of the 
convenience yield  

Geographic 
region 

Time 
period 

Feldhutter and Lando (2008)160 30-90 bps US 1996-
2005 

Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012)161 73 bps US 1926-
2008 

Van Binsbergen et al. (2022)162  40 bps US 2004-
2018 

Diamond and Van Tassel (2021)163 35 bps (US); 38 bps 
(UK) 

G11 
countries 

2004-
2020 

 

 

 
159 CMA, 'Energy appeals final determination, Volume 2A: Joined Grounds‘: Cost of equity' para 5.45, p.17 
160 Feldhütter, P. and Lando, D., ‘Decomposing swap spreads’, March 2008, Journal of Financial Economics, 88:2, 
pp. 375–405.   
161 Krishnamurthy, A. and Vissing-Jorgensen, A., ‘The Aggregate Demand for Treasury Debt’, April 2012, Journal of 
Political Economy, 120:2, April, pp. 233–67 
162 Binsbergen et al., ‘Risk-free rate interest rates’, January 2022, Journal of Financial Economics, 143 pp. 1–29.    
163 W. Diamond, P. Van Tassel, 'Risk-Free Rates and Convenience Yields Around The World', November 2021, Table 
1, p12 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/617fe5468fa8f52980d93209/ELMA_Final_Determination_Vol_2A_publication.pdf
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We now take each study in turn and describe their approach to estimating convenience yield. 

Feldhütter, P. and Lando164 use a multi-factor model for Treasury securities, corporate bonds, 
and interest rate swaps that allows them to price the three instruments jointly. They then 
decompose the swap spreads (the difference between swap rates and the rate on US 
treasuries) into three components; convenience yield, credit risk and a residual component.  

They find evidence of a convenience yield around 30 to 90 bps on US treasuries for the period 
1996-2005, with convenience yield being the largest factor contributing to the swap spreads 
during this period165 

Krishnamurthy, A. and Vissing-Jorgensen,166 argue that when deriving the cost of capital, a 
higher yield than the yield present in treasuries should be used. This is based on the 
theoretical microeconomic framework they develop, where:  

• An agent maximizes a utility function that includes the convenience benefits of holding
government bonds, for instance the benefit of liquidity. The intuition behind this
theoretical proposal is that investors value safety and liquidity, therefore these are
included in the utility function of a representative agent.

• They then develop a theoretical function that describes the price of a treasury bond as a
function of convenience. The intuition behind this function is that increases in
convenience benefits will increase the bond price given these benefits are valued by
investors. The increase in bond price leads to a reduction in yield. Therefore, to arrive at
the "true" RFR, the downward pressure that the convenience benefits put on the bond
yield (the "convenience yield") needs to be added back up to government bond yields.

The authors then test the predictions of their theoretical framework by defining the spread 
between corporate bonds and nominal treasury bonds yields as a function of convenience 
yield amongst other variables, such as default risk for corporate bonds. They then regress 
this spread (dependent variable) on the supply of Treasury bonds (independent variable)167.  

The authors find evidence that a decrease in the supply of treasuries increases the spread 
between corporate bonds and government bonds yields and isolate how much of this 
increase in the spread is caused by the existence of convenience yield (around 73 bps for a 
US sample covering the 1926 – 2008 period). 

164 Feldhütter, P. and Lando, D., ‘Decomposing swap spreads’, March 2008, Journal of Financial Economics, 88:2, 
pp. 375–405 
165 Feldhütter, P. and Lando, D., ‘Decomposing swap spreads’, March 2008, Journal of Financial Economics, 88:2, 
pp. 375–405. 
166 Krishnamurthy, A. and Vissing-Jorgensen, A., ‘The Aggregate Demand for Treasury Debt’, April 2012, Journal of 
Political Economy, 120:2, April, pp. 233–67 
167 The supply of treasury bonds is defined as the ratio of outstanding market value of US Treasuries to GDP. 
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Van Binsbergen et al.168 aim to estimate risk-free rates unaffected by convenience yield by 
inferring them from the price of risky assets, the rationale being that risky assets do not have 
a convenience yield, and therefore the risk-free rates inferred from these will not have it 
either. The authors further argue that taking as a starting point the price of risky assets is 
preferable to comparing a government bond with another safe asset such as an AAA bond 
because all safe assets can have some measure of convenience yield, potentially making the 
latter comparison an exercise in measuring the difference in convenience yields as opposed 
to measuring the convenience yield effect. 

Specifically, Van Binsbergen et al. estimate risk –free rates from the price of European equity 
options on the S&P 500 index. They use the put-call parity relationship169  on European 
options as the basis for their regression equation, from which they derive estimators for the 
risk-free rate based on observed option prices. The authors find a convenience yield on 
government bonds of around 40 basis points for the 2004-1018 period. 

Whilst the studies discussed so far focus on the US only, Diamond and Van Tassel170 study the 
convenience yield on 10 of the G11 nations, including the UK. In a similar way to Van 
Binsbergen et al, they estimate risk –free rates from the price of European equity options on 
major equity indices for each country (as opposed to just the US).  The authors find a 
convenience yield of 35 basis points for the US and 38 basis points for the UK at the 2-year 
maturity. 

We note that the studies discussed so far all focus on the convenience yield in nominal 
government bonds. Furthermore, with the exception of Diamond and Van Tassel, all focus 
exclusively on the US and their findings are therefore not necessarily applicable to the UK 
context. Regarding Diamond and Van Tassel’s estimates, whilst we acknowledge they provide 
findings for the UK market, we note these are based on option prices with a maturity of two 
years. This short maturity implies good liquidity for these instruments but poses a challenge 
in applying their findings to our specific context where we assume a CAPM investment 
horizon between 10 and 20 years. 

Finally, we note the approach taken by the CAA171 in its final proposals for H7 entails 
identifying the closest nominal gilt in maturity for each of the iBoxx non-Gilts AAA-ted 
10+years and 10-15 years indices, and subtracting the gilt’s yield from the corresponding 
iBoxx index yield over the relevant averaging period before taking the average difference over 
the period. Whilst this approach has the benefits of simplicity and transparency, the 
convenience yield derived from it may capture other risk premia in addition to convenience 
yield, such as default and liquidity risk from AAA-rated bonds.  

168 Binsbergen et al., ‘Risk-free rate interest rates’, January 2022, Journal of Financial Economics, 143 pp. 1–29 
169 The put-call parity relationship for options implies that given a European call and a European put where both 
options have the same strike and maturity, the price of the European call plus the strike price equals the price of 
the European put plus the underlying stock. 
170 W. Diamond, P. Van Tassel, 'Risk-Free Rates and Convenience Yields Around The World', November 2021, Table 
1, p12 
171 CAA,’ Economic regulation of Heathrow Airport Limited: H7 Final Proposals’, June 2022, para 9.247, p.53 

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP2365D%20H7%20Proposals%20Section%203-kb.pdf
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Our estimate of the convenience yield in 2y index-linked gilts 

In this section we derive an estimate of the convenience yield in index-linked gilts by using 
the 38bps estimate contained in Diamond & Van Tassel (2021)172 as an input to breakeven 
inflation (BEI) equations from Liu et al (2015).173  

We express the nominal and index-linked gilt yield as follows 

G yield = real yield + expected inflation + inflation risk premium + CYG (1) 

ILG yield = real yield + CYILG    (2) 

Where CYG is the convenience yield in nominal gilts, and CYILG is the convenience yield in 
index-linked gilts 

Then,  

Gilt BEI = G yield – ILG yield = expected inflation + inflation risk premium + CYG - CYILG     (3) 

Let ΔCY = CYG - CYILG , implying that: 

Gilt BEI = expected inflation + inflation risk premium + ΔCY     (4) 

ΔCY is described by Liu et. al (2015) as a 'liquidity premium'. They state: 'In line with the 
literature, we assume that liquidity premia are present in gilt BEI rates but that liquidity 
premia are negligible for inflation swap BEI rates.' This means swap BEI can be written as: 

Swap BEI = expected inflation + inflation risk premium   (5) 

It also means that ΔCY can be estimated as Gilt BEI – Swap BEI. 

We have directly estimated ΔCY using data from Refinitiv at the 2 year horizon used by 
Diamond and Van Tassel (2021) to inform their 38bp convenience yield. We calculate an 
average figure of 31bps for Gilt BEI – Swap BEI using UK data from 18/06/2007 to 
07/27/2020, noting that the sign of this figure inverts in the below equation as the input for 
ΔCY:174  

ΔCY = -31bp = CYG - CYILG   (6) 

172 W. Diamond, P. Van Tassel, 'Risk-Free Rates and Convenience Yields Around The World', November 2021, Table 
1, p12  
173 Z. Liu, E. Vangelista, I. Kaminska, J. Relleen, 'The informational content of market-based measures of inflation 
expectations derived from government bonds and inflation swaps in the United Kingdom', Bank of England Staff 
Working Paper no. 551 
174 Liu et al. state 'A positive liquidity premium in index-linked gilts' real yields is a negative liquidity premium in 
BEI rates'   

https://dmo.gov.uk/media/fdjfsxvu/swp551.pdf
https://dmo.gov.uk/media/fdjfsxvu/swp551.pdf
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CYILG = CYG + 31bp  =  -38bp + 31bp = -7bp   (7) 

This estimate of the convenience yield for 2 year ILGs is significantly lower than the 38bps 
Diamond & Van Tassel estimate for 2 year nominal gilts.  

We note caveats about the data we use in our analysis: 

• Due to data availability issues, our data window for calculating ΔCY is from 18/06/2007
to 27/07/2020 as opposed to Diamond & Van Tassel's data window of 01/02/2004 to
27/07/2020.

• The shortest maturity available for index-linked gilt yields is 25 months, so there is a
small mismatch in horizon when calculating ΔCY, as the swap rate is for 2 years.

• There are dates in our data window for which 25 month gilt yield data is not available –
these datapoints are excluded from our average.

We consider these differences in our sample compared to Diamond & Van Tassel to be 
relatively minor, and that remedying them would not change our conclusion that the 
convenience yield in nominal gilts should not be assumed to apply equally to index-linked 
gilts of the same tenor.  
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A2: Ofwat revised MARs approach 

This appendix sets out our approach to inferring the cost of equity from observed Market to 
Asset Ratios (MARs) figures.  

We begin by showing how MARs can be used to infer the cost of equity using a simple 
Dividend Growth Model (DGM) before defining the inputs and presenting the results. 

The model 

Under a simple DGM in which dividends grow at a constant rate to perpetuity, the firm’s 
share price (P) can be expressed as a function of the next period dividend (D1), the cost of 
equity (COE) and the growth rate of dividends (G):175 

𝑃𝑃 =
𝐷𝐷1

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝐺𝐺

Solving this equation for the cost of equity gives: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
𝐷𝐷1
𝑃𝑃

+ 𝐺𝐺

In other words, the cost of equity can be calculated as the sum of the dividend yield (D1/P) 
and the growth rate of dividends. 

We assume that dividends grow at the same rate as the Regulatory Capital Value (RCV) i.e. 
𝐺𝐺 = 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.  

On the assumption that the firm maintains its gearing at the notional level, both regulatory 
equity176 and debt must also be growing at 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 to finance the increase in RCV. 

This means that the next period dividend, totaled across all shares, and expressed as a 
percentage of regulatory equity, must be equal to the return on regulatory equity (ROE) 
minus 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅. This is because ROE is the firm’s earnings as a percentage of regulatory equity, 
and 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 represents the profit that that is retained each year to finance the increase in 
regulatory equity, with the remainder of earnings being paid out in dividends. 

𝐷𝐷1 =  𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 

175 A limitation of the DGM is that COE must be larger than G, otherwise P will be negative. The model is also very 
sensitive when COE-G is small. 
176 Regulatory equity is defined as the equity portion of the firm’s RCV at the notional level of gearing. 
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ROE comprises two components: the regulator’s Baseline Allowed Return (BAR) and the firm’s 
Expected Performance (EP) under the price control. Expected Performance can be either 
positive or negative, and is the sum of the firm’s performance (expressed as a percentage of 
regulatory equity) in relation to totex, Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODIs), financing and any 
other incentives that exist in the price control. 

𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 + 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 

From the estimated MAR we can calculate the equity multiple i.e. the ratio of the market 
price paid for the firm’s equity to the firm’s regulatory equity. 

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝 =
(𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 − 𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)

(1 −𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)
 

We note that our model implicitly assumes that the total enterprise value of the company is 
invariant to gearing (since it assumes the MAR will be the same at the notional level of 
gearing as it is at the actual level of gearing). This assumption is in line with the Modigliani-
Miller theorem. 

The above formulae allow us to express the dividend yield as follows: 

𝐷𝐷1
𝑃𝑃

=
𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝

=
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 + 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 − 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝
 

This means that the overall cost of equity can be calculated as: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 + 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 − 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝
+ 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 

To estimate the cost of equity in the above equation, we would need to source the following 
inputs for each company (we draw on data from Severn Trent, United Utilities and Pennon): 

• MAR 
• Notional gearing 
• Baseline Allowed Return 
• Expected Performance 
• RCV growth rate 

We discuss now these inputs in turn and note we carry out our MARs analysis in CPIH terms 
as we are adopting full CPIH indexation at PR24. Additionally, we note our assumptions on the 
baseline allowed return, expected performance and RCV growth rate are in perpetuity as this 
makes for a more intuitive model and avoids the need to estimate a terminal value. 
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MAR 

As an input to the model, we use the average MAR of each listed company in September 
2022, as shown in the table below. 

Table A2.1: MAR figures 

Company MAR (September 2022) 

United Utilities 1.14 

Severn Trent 1.20 

Pennon 1.14 

Notional gearing 

Our early view on the cost of equity is based on a notional gearing level of 55%, and we 
therefore use 55% as the notional gearing level in our MARs analysis. This ensures that our 
MARs cross-check produces a range estimate of the cost of equity that relates to the same 
gearing level as our CAPM estimate.   

Baseline allowed return 

Consistent with our early view on the cost of equity, we use a baseline allowed return of 
4.14%. 

Expected performance  

We consider that average performance across the industry is the best guide to how 
companies are likely to perform to perpetuity. An individual company would be expected to 
perform above the sector average during some periods and below the sector average during 
other periods. In light of this, short-term data on individual company performance is less 
relevant than average industry performance.177  

The table below shows that average industry outperformance was 1.35% in the first two years 
of AMP7, a reduction from the figure of 1.83% in AMP6.  

 

 

 
177 The current performance of an individual company will become increasingly less relevant to future performance 
as the end of the current AMP approaches, as PR24 will lead to a reset of regulatory targets. Further, high levels of 
financing outperformance being achieved by some companies due to existing debt instruments on their balance 
sheets will eventually unwind as these debt instruments reach maturity. 
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Table A2.2: Industry outperformance levels 

Outperformance in first two years of AMP7 Weighted industry average (%) 

Financing  2.44 

Operational  -1.00 

Voluntary sharing -0.09 

Total  1.35 

Outperformance in AMP6 Weighted industry average (%) 

Financing  2.18 

Operational  -0.35 

Total  1.83 

Average Weighted industry average (%) 

Simple average of AMP6 and first two years of AMP7 1.59 

Source: Company APRs, Ofwat calculations 

Note: Operational outperformance includes outperformance on totex and on ODIs. 

PR14 (which set price controls for AMP6) was the first price review that used the totex and 
outcomes framework. Over time, increased information on efficient levels of totex and 
outcomes makes it possible to apply a stronger efficiency challenge when setting totex 
allowances and outcomes targets. Hence, we would expect performance in perpetuity to be 
lower than the figure that the industry was able to achieve in AMP6. 

As shown by the above figures, historical outperformance over AMP6 and the first part of 
AMP7 has been particularly driven by outperformance on the cost of debt. These high levels 
of debt outperformance in AMP6 and AMP7 reflect the fall in interest rates post 2010, where 
interest rates continued to fall after setting the allowed return in PR09 and PR14. Given the 
recent changes in the macroeconomic environment (increasing interest rates) and 
mechanisms such as indexation in the cost of debt, we would not expect these high levels of 
outperformance to persist in perpetuity.  

Taking the above considerations into account, we use the following scenarios for 
outperformance to perpetuity. 

Table A2.3: Outperformance scenarios 

 Expected performance to perpetuity (% per annum) 
Low scenario 0 
High scenario 2 
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RCV Growth 

We have taken account of both historical data and forward-look considerations in developing 
scenarios for the real RCV growth rate to perpetuity. 

The table below shows that the historical RCV growth rate has been falling through time. In 
AMP3, real RCV growth was 3%, but by AMP6 this had fallen to 1%. 

Table A2.4: Industry RCV growth levels 

RCV growth within individual AMPs Real RCV growth rate of water industry (%) 
AMP3 (2000-05) 3.0 

AMP4 (2005-10) 3.2 

AMP5 (2010-15) 2.2 

AMP6 (2015-20) 1.0 

Average RCV growth over two AMPs  
AMP3-AMP4 3.1 

AMP5-AMP6 1.6 

Average RCV growth throughout period  
AMP3-AMP6 2.3 

Source: Ofwat RCV data, ONS RPI data, Ofwat calculations 

Note: For AMP3, the dataset did not include the opening RCV, so the RCV growth rate is from end of year 1 to end of 

AMP 

 
One driver of this reduction in the real RCV growth rate through time is that the same 
absolute addition to the RCV will represent a progressively smaller percentage increase in the 
RCV as the RCV grows. Total industry totex has been relatively stable in real terms at around 
£10 billion per year over the 30 years from 1990.178 If industry totex were to continue at the 
same level we would expect RCV growth to continue fall over time as RCV additions represent 
a progressively smaller percentage of a growing RCV. 

Second, real RCV growth may slow down in the future due to the anticipated increase in the 
use of Direct Procurement for Customers (DPC) for large, separable investment projects. At 
PR24, we are proposing to adopt a policy of using DPC by default for infrastructure projects 
with lifetime totex above £200m.179 We have stated that we expect large strategic water 
resource solutions being developed through the RAPID process to be taken forward using 
DPC.180 More generally, our DPC by default policy applies to all parts of the value chain apart 
from bioresources. 

 
178 Real annual increases in industry RCV have been less stable than this, reflecting the impact of Pay As You Go 
(PAYG) rates, run-off rates and reconciliation mechanisms. 
179 See Section 3.9 in Draft-methodology-main-document-3.pdf (ofwat.gov.uk) 
180 See Section 3.3.1 in Draft-methodology-main-document-3.pdf (ofwat.gov.uk) 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Draft-methodology-main-document-3.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Draft-methodology-main-document-3.pdf
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We are also exploring with the government the potential for legislative change to enable the 
Specified Infrastructure Projects (SIPR) regime (used for Thames Tideway) to be used more 
widely. This would also lead to large investments being funded outside the RCV of existing 
appointees. 

Finally, a key underlying driver of continued RCV growth is population growth, which is 
expected to slow in coming decades. 181 This suggests that a 2% annual RCV growth 
assumption to perpetuity as in our "high" scenario in the table below is likely to be an 
overstatement. 

Taking these considerations into account, we have used the following scenarios for RCV 
growth to perpetuity. 

Table A2.5: RCV growth scenarios 

 RCV growth to perpetuity (% per annum) 

Low scenario 0 

High scenario 2 

 

Results 

The second table below shows the actual cost of equity estimated by our MARs inference 
model for the three listed water companies under each of the scenarios, with the first table 
setting out the inputs used in each scenario. The average figure across the three companies 
ranges from 3.1% under the low scenario to 5.1% under the high scenario. 

Table A2.6: Inputs to the actual cost of equity calculations (%, real CPIH) 

Inputs (%) Low scenario  High scenario  

Baseline allowed return 4.14 4.14 

Outperformance 0 2 

RCV growth 0 2 

 

 

 

181 World population growth is expected to nearly stop by 2100 | Pew Research Center 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/17/worlds-population-is-projected-to-nearly-stop-growing-by-the-end-of-the-century/
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Table A2.7: Actual cost of equity results, CPIH real. 

Actual cost of equity (%) United Utilities  Severn Trent  Pennon  Average  

Low scenario 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.1 

High scenario 5.2 4.9 5.2 5.1 

Source: Ofwat calculations 
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A3: Balance sheet cost of debt model 

This section sets out further detail on our prototype Balance Sheet Cost of Debt Model, which 
we have used to derive our 'early view' allowed return on embedded debt. This model is 
published alongside this document.  

Introduction 

As set out in section 4.2.5, our model aims to convert data from Table 4B of the 2022 APR into 
a perspective more relevant to 2025-30, in order to derive benchmarks and an allowed return 
estimate. We restate the fundamental steps of the modelling approach.  

1. We adjust instruments reported as at 31 March 2022 to a 2025-30 average perspective, 
adding accretion to index-linked bonds, reflecting amortisation, and adjusting floating 
interest rates to our September 2022 cut-off.182 

2. We apply a refinancing assumption for instruments due to mature before 2030. This uses 
our new debt assumption as the basis of refinancing, other than for floating-rate debt, 
which we assume is refinanced like-for-like.  

3. We calculate a 'pure debt' weighted average cost of interest by company, excluding 
instruments based on the criteria discussed in previous sections and summarised in 
Table 4.1. 

4. We use this company level data to derive a benchmark determining our allowance. 

 
Adjustments to a 2025-30 perspective 

The 'Mastertab' aggregates instrument data from each company's Table 4B from the 2022 
Annual Performance Report. In this tab calculations are performed to convert the base data 
to a 2025-30 perspective. Nominal interest cost data is imported reflecting the contribution 
of the long-term inflation assumptions in the 'Inputs' tab – i.e. these inputs are used to 
inflate CPI-linked and RPI-linked real interest rates to a nominal rate.  

There are 6 steps which carry out modifications to either annual interest cost or principal 
outstanding.   

Step 1- effective interest rate: This checks for issuance not at par. Where issuance proceeds 
are different to par value, the effective interest rate may diverge from the coupon rate. This 
step therefore calculates and applies the effective interest rate as the relevant rate to apply 
in these cases.   

 
182 This is consistent with our approach to the allowed cost of new debt, which is based on September average 
data.  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/pr24-balance-sheet-cost-of-debt-model/
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Step 2 – Artesian debt adjustment: Artesian debt is a special case of issuance not at par. As 
Artesian loans were on-lent from the original Artesian bond issuance, the effective interest 
rate does not directly reflect the listed Artesian bond's issue price, but rather the rate and 
proceeds from on-lent tranches. We apply the effective interest rate from PwC analysis 
conducted for us at PR14 to this debt from the tab 'PwC PR14 Artesian analysis'.   

Step 3 – Refinancing adjustment: We assume that debt falling due before the end of the 
PR24 (2025-30) control period is refinanced at a rate equivalent to our new debt assumption, 
with different cases attracting different treatment:  

• Case 1 (refinanced before 01/04/2025): The cost of this debt is refinanced at our iBoxx 
A/BBB new debt assumption (5.34% nominal, for our 'early view')  

• Case 2 (refinanced between 01/04/2025 and 31/03/2030): We calculate refinanced cost 
as a weighted average between the original cost and our new debt assumption, where 
the weights are given by how far through the 5 year control period the instrument is 
when it matures.   

• Case 3 (refinanced after 31/03/2030): The cost of this debt is left unadjusted as it does 
not fall due for refinancing in the control period.  

 We assume floating rate debt is rolled over based on the underlying instrument and is not 
refinanced at an iBoxx rate (see Step 6).  

Step 4 – Amortisation adjustment: We adjust the principal of amortising debt on the basis 
that the data is reported 3 years from the start of the PR24 control period. This means that 
the principal on this debt should reduce in these three years. We assume debt amortises in a 
straight line, calculating the annual rate by dividing the difference between principal 
outstanding and original facility size by the number of years the debt has been outstanding. 
We then apply this figure to the number of years from the start of the control. In a small 
number of cases the amortisation adjustment results in a negative principal figure. As a 
pragmatic fix we reflect this by resetting the principal outstanding to zero. 

Step 5 – Accretion adjustment: Similarly to amortisation, accretion on index-linked debt will 
cause its principal to increase in the 3 years to the start of the control period. We have used 
the Office for Budgetary Responsibility's March 2022 economic and fiscal outlook to provide 
near-term RPI and CPI inflation figures upon which the accretion adjustment is predicated.  

Step 6 – Floating rate adjustment: Floating rate instruments are reported in Table 4B as a 
margin above a benchmark and what the nominal cost is at 31/03/2022. Importing this 
nominal cost would not be correct given our September 2022 data cut-off as it would not 
reflect interest rate rises in the interim period. In the tab 'Floating adj' we calculate the 
difference in benchmark rates for the relevant benchmarks between 31/03/2022 and the 
September average figure, adding the difference to the nominal interest cost reported for 
these instruments. For Libor-based floating instruments we have applied a Credit Adjustment 
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Spread to reflect the transition to SONIA. Consistent with our approach to the allowed cost of 
new debt, we do not apply an uplift to floating debt rate to reflect predicted future rate 
changes after our data cut-off of September 2022.   

Calculating benchmarks 

These calculation steps outlined above result in an annualised nominal interest cost and 
principal outstanding which is more reflective of the 2025-30 perspective, which we consider 
can be filtered for ineligible instruments. We set out our criteria for inclusion in section 4.2.5, 
however the 'Inputs' tab allows different types of instrument to be included based on the 
switches therein. These switches ensure that the weighted average interest cost for a given 
company only includes instruments from the eligible list as defined in the 'Inputs' tab.   

While merged companies may continue to report separately in their APR, we consider that we 
should only consider independently-run entities for our benchmarking, consistent with our 
PR19 approach. This means that in our benchmarking 'SWL' includes debt from South West 
and Bristol Water and 'SVH' includes debt from Severn Trent and Hafren Dyfrydwy.  

We calculate an 'All-in' and 'Actual-'Notional' cost of debt, where the latter involves 
reweighting the weighted-average cost of index-linked and fixed-rate nominal debt for the 
share of these respective types of debt in the notional company.  However, we note that for 
our 'early view' inclusion criteria, we cannot generate an 'Actual-Notional' cost of debt for 
Portsmouth because we assess following exclusions that the company does not have any 
fixed-rate nominal pure debt. We have accordingly calculated our 'Actual-Notional' 
benchmarks in the model excluding Portsmouth.  
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A4: Deriving yield curves from the iBoxx indices 

This annex sets out how we have derived the yield curves used to support our analysis on the 
benchmark index adjustment for the cost of new debt.  

A yield curve refers to a curve that plots the interest rates of bonds of the same credit rating 
as a function of bond maturity, we show an example of a yield curve in Figure A6.1. In many 
cases yields are only observable at certain maturities and the published iBoxx indices are no 
different. Therefore we need to construct these curves in order to be able to understand how 
issuing at different tenors could impact the cost of debt.   

 

For each day since the start of 2015, we observe the yields and weighted average tenors of 
the following iBoxx GBP non-financial indices: 

Figure A6.1 : An example yield curve 
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• A-rated 3-5 year, 10-15 year and 15+; and 
• BBB-rated 3-5 year, 10-15 year and 15+. 

Figure A6.1 demonstrates a curve built from the BBB-rated indices where the yield and 
weighted average tenors are indicated by the observed yields. Using a fitting model these 
yields and their maturities are then used to calibrate the parameters for the following model 
of yield curves, originally described by Nelson and Siegel183 : 

𝑌𝑌𝐸𝐸𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 �
1−  exp �−𝑇𝑇𝜏𝜏�

𝑇𝑇
𝜏𝜏

�+ 𝛽𝛽2 �
1 − exp �−𝑇𝑇𝜏𝜏 �

𝑇𝑇
𝜏𝜏

− exp �
𝑇𝑇
𝜏𝜏
�� 

Where: 
• Yield(T) is the yield/interest rate based on a maturity of T.  
• 𝛽𝛽0,𝛽𝛽1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑌𝑌 𝛽𝛽2 are fitted parameters that determine the shape and the short and 

medium term structure of interest rates. 
• 𝜏𝜏 is the decay factor used to fit the curve. This is set at a constant value throughout 

the period to ensure a consistent approach across the period. 

These curves are created for both the A and the BBB-rated indices which are then averaged 
to create a comparable yield to the benchmark index. By fitting these curves, we are able to 
observe how the impact of issuing at a lower tenor could impact the cost of debt.   

 
183 Nelson and Siegel, ‘Parsimonious modelling of yield curves’, October 1987 
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